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'LEXINGTON _HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., TUESDAY, JUNE 4, 1991 
GED Success rate they come back? That's what I : want to know. I. don't think so" 
1 , , Burnley said. ' 
In State rises for Both the national and Kentucky , passing rates still seem to be recov-
i f • • , , ering from ~~ additio~ in 1988 of 
i an essay-wntmg requirement and : 1 rst ti me SI nee 86 more rigorous mathematics and 
· critical thinking requirements. 
. Kentucky still lags behind U.S. rate; 
funding, equipment shortages cited · 
, By_ Jamie Lucke 
Herald-Leader education writer 
More Kentuckians· earned GEDs last year than in 
each of the previous two years and the success rate 
among those taking the exam improved for the first 
time since 1986. · • 
Only eight states - all with larger populations 
than Kentucky - had more people talte the General 
Educational Development, or high school equivalen-
cy, exam in 1990. 
. But Kentucky's GED passing rate of 61.1 percent 
remained almost 9 points behind the national rate of 
70 percent 
Several explanations were offered for why Ken-
tucky lagged in percentage passing the exam. 
"Because we have so far to go," said Meg 
Burnley, president of the Kentucky Association for 
Continuing Education and coordinator of an adult 
learning center at Henderson Community College in 
Western Kentucky. ' 
Burnley said Kentucky's adult education pro-
grams were underfunded, underequipped and strug-
gling 'to retain students, many of whom face 
economic hardships and family pressures. 
"A lot of people think they can come in and, in 
two months, be prepared for the GED. That's not 
righ~ although some people can. They want to hurry 
up the process, and the)' hurry it up_ and fail .... Do 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER. LEXINGTON, KY .. 
TUESDAY, JUNE 4, 1991 
1Morehead's Fick hires 
iTenn.-Chattanooga aide 
/ MO!ffiHEAD - Bill Gleason, 
/an assistant basketball coach at 
/Tennessee-Chattanooga, was 
lnamed yesterday to a similar posi-
The number earning GEDs rose 
abouf 13 percent in Kentucky to 
11,822 individuals from 1989 com-
pared with about a 15 ~rcent 
national increase or 418,634 people. 
The num_ber of people taking 
the test was up 12 percent national-
ly and in Kentucky. 
Sandra Gubser, secretary of the 
state Workforce Development Cabi-
net, which has overseen adult edu-
cation since July, stressed the vol-
ume of test-takers in Kentucky. 
"I ~o~ght that was very telling 
and striking. . . . In terins of abso-
lute volume, Kentucky, proportion-
ate to population. blows everyone 
away. There's nobody even in our 
league," Gubser said. 
. Kentucky, which has a popula-
tion of 3.6 million people, had 
21,365 people take the GED last 
· year. That is only 448 people fewer 
than Ohio, which has three times 
the population. The other states 
with more people taking the GED 
than Kentucky were New York 
Texas, California, Florida, Michi'. 
, gan, Illinois and Pennsylvania. 
I Gubser acknowledged that one 
: reason Kentucky can field so many 
GED candidates is that it has one of 
the nation's highest percentages of 
high school dropouts. 
The last two administrations 
have pushed people to seek GEDs. 
Frrst lady and former gubernatorial 
candidate Martha Wilkinson cham-
pioned the cause through her GED 
Army, and KET sponsors GED on 
TV program.<;, 
! lion at Morehead State. ' 
_Gl~son, a _61-year-old Chicago 
native, is the first assistant named 





l]f;) Percentage passing in U.S. 
and territories 
GEDs issued in Kentucky 




1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 
Sour~: The GE(? ,:esting Service, 
Amencan Council on Education. 
Herald-Leader/ Frank Taylor 
Many people who were pre-
pared to pass the test already have 
do~e . so. "We are getting to those 
individuals who probably need 
more preparation and time to suc-
ceed on_ the GED," Gubser said. "I 
don't thmk that's llad. 
People increasingly see the GED 
?s a prerequisite for advanced train-
mg. 
Gubser said the. legislature 
would be asked to pmnp more 
money mto adult education. 
Martha Wilkinson said she was 
delighted by the increased number 
of GED graduates. 
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five school records in re-
bounding and is the Eagles' 




('0~ _2~0CKY STANLEY 
~o' Eagles' AD 
in OVC Hall 
He spent 14 years as base-
ball coach at MSU, with his 
teams winning 305 games and 
two league championships. 
His 1977 and '83 teams partic-
ipated in the NCAA baseball 
tournament. 
\ lorehead State unh·er icv 
Athletic Director SteYe Ham-
Heon is headed for the Ohio 
\'nlleY Cunf'PrPnt·• 11,111 •>f 
l· ,1mP. 
1 I 1111 1lru11 ti I I° rnwr ~:.t--1 -
: 11or, Ll111, , , 11 r ,t1 ,\ .1 
,,1-.h. 1il,' 
H 111111 ton Dl.t, t·cl Jtl th ·1 111 
p1onsh1p teain .., 111 baseball. 
ba:,ketball and crack wh lie ar-
tl'ntlmg \1st· HP esrabl i ·hed 
Hamilton is probably best 
known for h is 11 years as a 
major league pitcher. He 
played for the Cleveland In-
dians. Washington Senators. 
\'e\\" York Yankees . Chicago 
White Sox. San Francisco Gi-
um, nnd Chicago Cubs. 
Tlw originator of rhe " F'olly 
, ,,,r,•r " he pitrhNI in two 
.\, I S»n e-, ,,. ·.1 the 'hn-
n 1 l 1 ' 
! I•• 11, n pJa,·pr[ t·xo -,pa:;ons 
.,lth the \ l inm·.111 l i-.. L.1ker.; . 
ilt'cnm mg rhe onty prnfe, -
, 1011::il dthlete to pla> m both a 
World Series and 'ln )18.-\ 
championsh 1p ::;ene, 
THE COURIER✓OURNAL, WEDNESDAY, JUNE 5. 1991 
Number of Kentuckians earning 
GEDs rose about 13 percent in '90 
Associated Press for why Kentucky lagged in passing lute volume, Kentucky, proportion-
percentage. ate to population, blows everyone 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - About 13 "Because we have so far to go," away. There's nobody even in our 
percent more Kentuckians earned said Meg Burnley, president of the league," Gubser said. 
GEDs in 1990 than in each of the Kentucky Association for Continu- Gubser acknowledged that one 
previous two years. But the state ing Education and coordinator of an reason Kentucky can field so many 
still lagged behind the national in- adult learning center at Henderson GED candidates is that it has one of 
crease of around 15 percent. r ,mmuruty College. the nation's highest percentages of 
Last year, 1 l.822 Kentuckians . - 1 v 1id Kenruckv's adult high school dropouts. 
-~·ere among -H ~.h.34 people ~ '1· , '!!rnms were under- The l.lst ra.·o { ,\ emors 
1.1· , '" ..1me•i ·he ~ ..;h •·d 11J , trug- :,u~t-.~ · , id<'nts 1 eek 
ou1,· llen ... M. "n!I°il.:itcs. ,1v 1 f r ·.,, ,Jy 11 ' • .,... ,. r-
1e .1-:ce~5 r He !':\ "!'.: . n.!,.ips· :ind ;;.1n\., . ..!,Hc \! 1n . .i .. • 
Jkini; t!1e ex:im n r\enti •. J ptoned r:ie .!U:>e. ,nd ,-.E . .., 
d f h .. . e 11·.nk they can "GED on IV" pro~rarr.s prove or t e first nme sm.:e . ) •· 
but the passing rate of 61.l percenc mt . 1 ."J n .,..,-o months, be pre- people study for the exam. 
remained almost 9 points behind ;:iared ior the GED. That's not right, Many people who were prepared 
the national rate of 70 percent. although some people can. They for the test already have passed. 
Only eight states_ all with larger want to hurry up the process, and "We are getting to those individuals 
populations than Kentucky _ had they hurry it up and fail. . . . Do who probably nee<l more prepara-
they come back? That's what I want tion and time to succeed on the more people take the General Edu• think G 'd 
cational Development exam in 1990_ to know. I don't · so," Burnley ED," Gubser sat . 
said. "I don't think that's bad. I think 
The number of people taking tbe Both the national and Kentucky we're probably getting to that next 
test was up 12 percent nationally passing rates still seem to be recov- level ot population that other states 
and in Kentucky. ering from the 1988 addition of an haven't touched yet. I think that's 
Kentucky, which hu a population essay-writing requirement and more very positive." 
of 3.6 million people, had 21,365 rigorous mathematics and critical People increasingly see the GED 
people take the GED last year. That thinking requirements. as a prerequisite for advanced train-
is only 448 people fewer than Ohio, Sandra Gubser, secretary of the ing. 
which has three times the popula- state Workforce Development cabi- Gubser said the legislature would 
tion. net, which has overseen adult edu- be asked to ~ more money into 
The other states surpualng Ken· cation since July, emphasized the adult education. "We have to build 
tuck:y in GED test-takers were New number of Kentuckians taking the on this and keep rolling. I see this 
York, Texaa, Callfom.la, Florida. test. as the start of a new day for Ken-
Mlchigan, llllnoia and Pennsylvania. "I thought that was very telling tucky, getting adults to come back 
Several explanation, were offered and striking . . .. In terms of abso- and to pick up where they left off." 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Bf'DA.VE KOERNE!t~~~::~:~w-.f:,jiif.'d ovc commissioner Dan Beebe Travel would seem to be a major 
Sl!!'l,~-'i.. «=,:~•-' ''Jt:'f. "~~c""',•:fi'•~ said Louisville officials approached concern, with Murray, Tennessee 
· wJtiin1~~:;,~ ~~~ h~0 ':n:0~~ti~: ~~~~ ~ · i~~~~tr~~:f:mallLo~?~\~'.111 
t1!e QliloYalle,._Confereac:e_w!II'~'~ the~ cenlly visited playing facilities. "What I'd like to see is two per-
league's,, IIIIIIU8l-c" meeting. m _ Nashville, "What we'll do at the meetings manent sites: Nashville and Louis-
Tenn., tomorrow and Friday to explore the this week is get guidelines from the ville," Middle Tennessee State ath-
po~_o{ moving the OVC men's_ bas-- schools - in terms of hotel space letics director John Stanford said. 
_ketball tournament to a permanent neutral· and rates, social functions and guar- "But the consensus is for a perma-
site, with Louisville the leading candidate. · antees - and then give them to the nent site, where we can play on a 
Toe lone dissenting vote could come from communitiO!i," Beebe said. weekend and promote it a year in 
Murray State, which has played host to the Nashville and Owensboro, Ky., advance." -
1 ttiti.etii"iimifin•lifaiid ~ lhe ~ t_w<t also are among those pursuing the . , Th_ere was ·;•'1!~.- o:'. r;io·viJlg the 
~-~ ~tr.m ~ J~•(~; tourney. But Beebe said Louisville is toum~y to Nas,m1.:~ two ye:iy,: a•ro, 
· {jf r"f BOd ~~;~1_1 ·1,;:_, , •. ~-,.,,~~ the front-runner. but coaches inforniiiliy votw.\ 4-~~to 
_::. __ ,!'J'iton'twanttoli:ike·tflepositioliofbeing' "Louisville is the most serious retain the present format. 
; ~., Mumiy; basketliall: coacti Steve• (candidate)," Beebe said, "I'm "The site in Nashville is not in the 
· Newton said. "But I think some weight and pleased with their facilities, and condition we want it right now," 
value should be ·put on the regular-season, there's a lot of interest in basketball Beebe said of Municipal Audito-
round-robin competition. Toe winner of the there." rium. "For one thing, it needs light· 
league should benefit from its efforts. Beebe said he would prefer to ing for television." 
"But if we have to consider a neutral site, play at Freedom Hall, which seats And TV could determine ,,-~"" 
I think Louisville would be excellent." approximately 19,000. But he toured the championship game is plJ,·e,.:. 
In recent years, first-round OVC tourney three other possible sites: Broad- smce ESPN has televised t:.r ",, 
games were p~ayed m:··campus. sites; with bent Arena (5,600), Commonwealth in recent years. 
the four-~ tem!ii'playil'lg the semis Convennon Center (6,500) and Lou- "I think the ·.-a:ue of our .. - . 
and finals at the school that won the regu- !,1·11\e Gardens (5,700), coverage is 1·e·ry .mrnrrar.: 
tar-season title. The regular-season champi--_ Rick Haygood, ,ice president for league and sometn,rs; we ,, 1 ,,' 
on currently receives a fim-round bye. the Lou1sv1Ue Conventton and Visi- retain,'' Nev.1on said.· 
'Murray, which. often fills_ its' 5,500-seat tors B_ureau ~nd a member of the Beebe said it's also pc ssible t;C>I 
Racer Arena, has shared or won the QVC, orgamzat10n s sports-attractions the OVC women's tournament may 
regular-season crown the past· four yeanf- committe~. said the financial impact be moved to a neutral site. with 
and will return two-time Player of the Year· on the city from such an, event Louisville again the leading choice. 
Popeye Jones next season. Jones averaged · would be "at least $350,000." 
20.2 points a game last !jellSOn'while lead-· . Beebe said he's interested in mov-
ing the Racen to a 24-9 l'llCOl'Ct;t:·:,"_, ··.::.. mg the _tourney to a ~eutral site for 
, ;.--!'J.~ tie!leve"'lot 1fia·goocto(~-'coaFi.f acade1n1c and marketing reasons. 
•~, Wneed to go: tlJ_a,-~site.'tl In recent years the semis and fi. 
•-Eiistenl,. Kentucllf basketbalVcoiic:!i: Mike1 nal were pl~yed on ..yectnesday and 
Polll1>"said."Icimundersta11,f~Stevotf~ Thursday mg)lts, which meant ath-
,._saymg; .buf sometimes you· speak u a baii-4 let~s often 1n1ssed classes. The ten-
-ketball coach and sometimes- yoa speak ror·_~ !alive dates for the 19~2 OVC tour-
' the good of the conference.~ :';:; _ _-:-,,s:"f.,> ney are March 6-8, Fnday through 
it Tennessee Tech' coach Frank Harrell, Sunday. 
''chairman_ of the seven-team·-·· 1eague'a· · " As for marke!ing, ,Beebe said, 
· coaches association, said he is open to the_ Wit~ a neutral ~tie we d b_e able to 
move. _ ;,--_, .- _~ .. , ~ave tt at a location deternuned well 
"I can see the 'advantage of having the in advan~e. Also, we'd have the abil-
J' __ .. ,.;;.,..,..~»~-- . _ -_-&....-_- ,.,:...-·= -·. _ /ty to build a new fan base. 
same-~ am1 1ilWS ~ ;w connng ·. "With ·t b . I ed 
-to the' event,'.' e· said.- "And' Louisl,ille is- ,1 1 emg P a~ on campus, 
h · , • · tot' of'lnl rest.. . theres always the nsk of the host 8 ~ 1 -d State :thletics director Steva team ~omg out of the tourney in the 
Hamil~ ea 'd, "I'd t , b - . g tt· 1 - sem1fmals. I know there's a risk ton sat VO e ,or nngm O "'"Ith L"t"rni\le b d 't 
Louisville. I think it would be beneficial ro ·· , " ·' 0 :-.-- , __ ':~au_se t0u on 
everybody in LtJ.e league. ,u~ have a lot of- .:;r: ~- 1"~ll1.Ut~~n lhere, and 
alumni in Louisville who ,,_- -·.-,s4 " about hav-
; t.h.e · ~i,npusb ........ wouldn't see us play." .. 1e pm: J1.,,rv.•e1gh *he 
cons." 
MSU ARCHIVES F, /-e. Lo 
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MfJl!'.,~ead regents .aided In search 
MOREHEAD; Ky . ...;. A national executive-search firm was hired' 
yesterday. to help Moll}head State University's board of regents 
find a new university president · 
The firm,_ Heidrick and Struggles Inc., will assist· the search 
committee in reviewing information from applicants and nmni-. 
neeii and recommend a pool of approximately 20 candidates. It 
will' also conduct thorough background searches on the candi-
dates, said· Morehead spokeswoman Judith Yancy. · . . . 
C. Nelson-Grote, the school's president, will retire June 30 of. 
next year. 
Yancy said Heidick and Struggles will be paid one-third of the · 
new president's first-year compensation, up to a maximum .of 
$30,000, plus actual expenses and indirect expenses not to exceed 
$2,400. . 
LE~INGTON HERALD-LE,A,DER, LEXINGTON, KY., THURSDAY. JUNE 6, 199 
Finn ~efif.-Morehead find president 
MOREHEAD·...:, A ~ fiml ·has been picked to hel1 
choose the next pRSident d,Morebmd Stab= University. 
· · The presidential arardi panel: yesll!rday. chose Heiderick 811( 
-~~~~find~~=~~ 
-i.-·, Heidrick and StruggJe,t- paymmt. will equal a third of the lle'I' 
piesidenf$,firllt-yeatsalar)'; ~ to emed·$30,000, YllJICy said. Th 
Mn- !!lf.o will be reimbursed for all direct expenses such as air fan 
and lodging and be paid no more than S2,400 for indirect expenses 
such as postage.·- · · ,· · ·. . ·, f · 
The university's searcli Mllllli~ win accept applications anc 
nominations until Oct. 4. The panel has said it will name the ~ 
president by March 2. The p~ wtll take office July I, 1992 1Jte nine-member search committee of regents and rep res en ta-· 
lives of Morehead's faculty, staff and student body, expects to 
name Grete's successor March 2. Toe deadline for applications THE COURIER.JOURNAL, THURSDAY, JUNE 6, 199. and nominations is Oct. 4. Toe pool will be narrowed to 20 candi- H • 1 
dates by early November, with the names of six finalists submit• 3fil) ton 
led to the bol!fd in mid-December. , , 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky Wednesday, June 5, 199_1 , Combs to b~ 
U f L fjli • I durmg the process of makmg ' 0 0 lcla S a filling, and patients had to • d d m?".e several times to another Ill ucte . 
question high c~;::ert Minnich, executive:1•n: 0~1:c' Hal] 
drrector of the Southern Re+ . ' l' 1 • 
t f £ • 1 gional Testing Agency in Vir-: . , reached for comment becaus " ra e O al Ure ginia Beach, Va., couldn't b~ SR!!Cial to The Courier-Journal 
LOUISVILLE (AP) _ The The high failur~ rate may ~ !le ~as helping give an exam :BRENlWOClD; Tenn. _ Stev, 
acting dean of the University due to a c!1ang~ m the exam s mat1on at another school. Hamilton,. the current athletics di 
of Louisville Dental School , format, said ~1iller and Wood. rector 11t Morehead State University 
has asked its testing agency to Currens, assistan_t de'.111 for and Donald Combs, the former AI 
explain why a high percentage : student and alumm affairs. . . at-Eastem:Kentucky, will be induct 
of graduate.s failed part of However, Miller_ said he 15· ed into-the.Ohio Valley Conferenc, 
their board examinations last , concerned that might not ~, Hall of,Fame tomorrow during tht 
month ' the reason and that there league's summer meetings here. 
If the failure rate can't be md igtalht behprlo,blems with ththaet, : They:will ·become the 32nd anc 
attributed to changes in the en ~c 00 s program 33'id members of the Hall of Faine. 
exam procedure, then the he ha~ t re~o!lmzed. , . . , 
school will have to re-examine He 1s awa1tmg :esults from Hamilton; a 1958 Morehead 
its curriculum and pro-· other schools, which take the. graduate,· played on conference 
cedures said Dean Richard exam l_ater because they championship baseball, basketball 
Miller. ' complete classes later than U and track teams before going on ta 
He said that approximately of,~. . . an 11-year major-league pitching ca-
45 students took the Southern There . has been :10 maior reer with six teams and a two-year 
Regional Testing Agency's change with,, th~ curn~ulu,m, of pco basketball career with the Min-
scho 1 Miller a d The neapolis Lakers. He is the only man 
written and clinical exams our . 0 • s 1 · . . to, play in a World Series and a Na-
May 12 through May 15, but q1;1ality of 01;!r students is as tional Basketball Association cham-
nearly one-third encountered high as ever. pionship series. 
trouble in providing patients For example, onl): abo_ut , 4 
with gold fillings. percent of the umvers_1ty s 
If they failed that part of the students who to?k a_ nat10nal 
exam, they were notified im- wr: tten _exaf!lma 110n la_st 
mediately because the failure spn~g . fa~ed '!• Miller sa1~. 
could affect p,itients and other Tha~ ~ m !me_ with the schools 
doctors would need to be trad1t_1onal high success rate, 
called. in. to complete. or su- he said. . 
. pervise the' works . . , . In previous years of the re-
Tiie: failute rate ·of about 30 !llo~al board:s May exam-
percent is -aliouf three times matlon, exammers woul~ go 
the school's norm for the en- to students to check ~tients, 
tire exam, which Miller said when the students signaled, 
has usually been about 10· they '.l'l'e~ finished. _ ~- , •· · . 
percent or less. . . Tfiis year, after the students· 
Students ··can't pass the signaled. _that the_y were 
exam·, without: passing the thr?ugh with a patient, tlie 
gold-inlay section. And they patients were ~ led to other 
can'.t receive. licenses to prac- ~reas for review by. exam-
tit:_~~~~~try ,~!Jlout pass~g, .-1:11.!.~.,::.~~ . . . , 
tlie.regiliilal'lioaiifs;exams. m" -Currens said this procedure 
Julf they can retake sections took'. a good deal of work time, 
tliey.failt!I(;'·:.: . ' ·· c:· · · ·· since there are several checks 
· -A service of the Office of Media Relations-
Hamilton returned to his alma 
mater as baseball coach in 1976 and 
led the Eagles · to two OVC cham-
pionships and two NCAA regional 
bdrths. He was named athletics di-
rej:tor m 1987 and gave up his 
CQll~h;nw duties after the 1989 sea-sprj. :'6 
: \. •.• ... ; . 
; fo~ ':retired last Au~ after 
:(0-~,as-Eastern's athletics direc-
tj>r;:(uiing which the Colonels won 
el&b,1''9VC all-sports trophies. He· 
se.rved011,numerous NCAA commit• 
t~)pclUt;ling _two years as chair-
man (!f tli!!. ~on 1-M foot~· 
CXIIDIDlltee::>,, .. _ · 
., Combs' aia:;ed the Eastern swim 
team. m 1957-75, winning 13 Keil.-
tu~• . II "te" .. d 
..... ;i .. _,.. ' ' ..• ~imj;"Yi'.:?.'.111'.!'I. ~ UII, __ , ' IQ n<> .cAUe UDIVer• 
~S't\a' .. ---.. ""~'hims 
hoimr.sm~968fud1 two"yeaiif later· 
he was· recognized as a "master 
';!)&t:1:1" by the_ College Swimming 
• L<!:)(lt'.{GJ,O!'ll;l~t~EA.R.Elilhlct;Xl.i'I.GJ:Q!JIJ~~Ttil:l8§Pi•;\l,,4,t,11!_1;;__~;\lg)Jj .. 
,~ 'fl. ;T.,;~'fi,'.;v,,,.;•,;,~~...,i'"~W'!'f'. ;,.~1·1.·fl("".f:::F,f'f:.ffl· .... ~.'tilm·~m-1]· ,,~,, ~~~~-11:'rr:1 ; 'A. ·•1·.·,,;. . -. .,.. ,.-.. ·1.a.' .  ·.'1,;- • l 1~!~ i /":i J.~r/ ·-~ -~~tg1- i~ ·1~ li,1lf\~~: ~- :·. ~ . ':fJ,--.,.: '.-~~\ tf~ (. ::: ~ '.· ~. it~~··~· :1 ~it; 'i}" ·-~;·1 ,, -~: ,. '. -~,,!1 ·_i .·, ,.; :1t ·: :~-. 
• 11.· , < ,. ,~ -l:tlijl ; ~-' 1-r,:.t, ... '.(• • · -O:i,\o,:~, ,,. -, ,.,,~ «=-· .,!,"· ..... ,.. .- -::i/.J::i ":i;i 1u t\ r!tij';:, . ; .f t','.-t~~h)"'(.\t({t '"' . · !!il, ' .. :~'.:-':'/··•,r,.,'\.i; •.:~If $t~:VJ{:01~•~':t;f1Y~f~,.;_-·~J~~-'j~_,,, ~~'.(·"';- ' - <-- i~ , '•~~ . ~ ~· ·1?>-~}fl.t.~f?~- ,!'._\ 
,'!t;:,,:1:::!(, - -. 1.\'.'t;:~,,,~ .. '~.· 1;,FJl;;t141JM .. _ :1~,rt~f-fi!/Z:. fj,1®. ~~,a,.'it-,:i;;!P.:.,. Y ·• • •. ·"mW!iftlffflii!iF¥dlil~-J '[#t~J •j\ 1·~:~th' Gltiird/,;J\ 1 1 \it~fi,ufe;;;;K~i~i;;&;JA&~eat.:rri~•r;,.!t ,,;,-~ a ~f ,•! ~;th'iittthe'~ ..... ,~ !' .,Ai. . . 
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COURIER 'OURNAL THURSDAY JUNE 6, 1991 cons1d~, the-1ssu~ on the recent 
THE "" · ' education reform b!ll and also lot-
texington youth heads Boys' State tery reform," Mort?n sai~. "There 
, ·· · · has been some discussion on a-
.. MOREHEAD, Ky. - Darick Morton of Lexington, a senior at statewide seat-belt law, but J. will 
F.!'.ll!-'klin County High School, has been elected gove1:11or of the; have to discus& that issue with my 
••:,,u-1sessfot:i of Kentucky Boys' State, being held this week, at· advisers before J take a position." 
(., :i,,ei;~~-rl:(~tate Ulli:•ersio/. Boy~• •Slate, spons~red by the Ken•,• .·School . .counselors nominated 
,ccl!:)•·l~.'b~i1can. Le~on;-g_i.1o;es high school sem01-s· a chance toe, stu. d~.·J! ts ...... '. iii ... represent'high !,/:hools 
_ learn. about the state s, olitical tern. · ·' at ~l'State. • . 
LEXINGTON HERALb~LEADER; LEXINGTON; KY., THURSDAY, JUNE 6, 199l .Paill.i:J:.: Hubbuch, director of 
State-panel wants 
WKU to strive 
to·keep minorities 
"I think they realiredc'that we ·publicr.elations for Boys' State, said 
were doing a lot of positive things,", the pfp_gram was d~igned I? teach 
he said. "They wish we had more- the stQqents the basics of city and 
minority faculty, just like we do." state. government. Two of the 300 
Thomas said that Western's de- students will be selected as senators 
creasing number of minority stu- to represent Ke~tucky at Boys' 
dents was attributed to increased Nation,. w~ch_ will be _held next 
black recruiting by the University month m Vrrg1ma, he said. 
of Kentucky and the University of The American Legion posts 
. Louisville. spend $125 on each student they 
Associated Press "But the committee had the sponsor. The students live at More-
BOWLING GREEN - A state higher-education feeling that there was something head University during the session. 
panel concluded that Western Kentucky University else going on," Thomas said, "We 
needs to do more in recruiting and retaining minority hope it's just the PJ1!5Sure, __ not __ a 
faculty. · problem with the relationshi~c:¥•· 
The state Council on Higher Education's Commit- tween black students and the" ad-
tee on Equal Opportunities made that assessment after ministration," • ·,, .. .;-·· ., .. :
0
,:;."' 
a tour of the campus, the first in a series of inspections Aho~80 sttifferi~,stagedfa.·sitf 
that will involve all eight state universities in the next in at.~edithfSl.O~j-im.Feiii;iiiil'Y 
two years. · · ' ·. to protes'6iw!lat'.tliey1&fn'6.ided'.'.was.·• '· 
- "There .. ~ S!!ems., a lack of official 'co11@h :a"J5S'ui 
to lie~ a' ll&liiie iri. ' situations that affect them. · 
:[en=~fgbl~i.· '.iii/~1-,.:;tf::},i";Ji;if.:,;JT:;,\,,,;; ·. • ; ty ~:be;a;~t a ~~~!~c:::: 
students and facul- ,,.:•,,:t-1;,..:o·J•tu.ilei,ts .. :F.aqulty, tive actioil.•-officet.-The·;ccimhli~• 
saty'1.'d-,· a __ t'., WWesenterndell,.. i1a1a'c!alS,ri::.€-)j1oo;r!:f.i,:· 12l also,'Wpickede ·w· ruepnootn1_mthp~-~!11.·_o·•~.--·.,!:l_"_ .. ;\~ _),Tdtit1~:r:t!;f;" ·!:'f4'50tr~!~~.A -~{650f 1~! r th~ 
Thomas, .chairman·- f;0 , ., . ..:. ., ·-~ :_· ';5; ,::_ .;,.; , 1 8 / affirmative-action:,; .. ',. department," of the committee .. · :;Yo._blac~-.Hh'.- .• :,1-, ·· · r Thomas 'said. "The~president said-
"We · received >, •• ,,.,. ,-. -- ·. '-,, ..... ,, : -,· ' he wants to change that We think ·: Source: · Howard·-. · Bailey,; 
some explanation 'wKu'" Dean •ai' Stucfonts, that's a key area. 
why things have ._.,•·.. • · :· · . "We believe he needs a strong 
changed; some of L--------~~-~ person there who understands af-
them seemed to be firmative action, somebody who 
reasonable. Members of the committee felt that will do whatever they can to rede-
Western had done a good job until recently." velop whatever made Western a 
The committee's recommendations on all schools place comfortable to black students, 
inspected this year will be turned over to the full because they used to come there," 
council this fall, said Roy Peterson, assistant to the he said. 
council's executive director. Thomas said the committee 
· That report could affect the amount of state money found a lack of enthusiasm among 
that Western receives, The school receives more than administrators in enforcing Mer-
$190,000 annually to provide equal edith's goals for promo(ing affi~-
opportunities to minority students. tive action. .,.., '. 
During the campus visit Friday, "We saw. his words being wa-
members of the · committee talked tered down as they went down the· 
with administrators and inspected chain,'' .. Thomas said. "It appeared 
the school's records that deal with that everyone had not follg~, 
minorities. : · ~ I ;q ·.,,._-~re .. :~~ · · . through/'~"'' ~\, ·:;;. ~.--.:•=t~,fr- t .. ~J,;d 1:c-~1¢.':l 
, ; DeaiC <if'StudeiJ..:S Howard' Bai=' .... ,. '!/'HC.~ "''•iv..-:'.~ ! ' ,, "'" 
· ·· '· ·' · -- "' , , That follow-througji WllllJ'IO ass. 
ley said-·,that, 800 blacks-. were sess ·efforts:".ioward'.'affinruitive-ac.1: 
iunortg·the' 1-t,50!J-!itiiilents ·and that tion g6iilsai paitpf ~dniinisaj\t11m,>:J 
12 of the ,650 :faculty members are anriuali~ · .. ·ews:\The p~~~t/;i/l 
blac!tz,:;s;· .. ,i ,-;.: ,, ._' • , . rewar'd'.•'o~.-.i~"'·"'' •.. a"""'--.'"s"""to·'..,-i-_. •-.'Th , ., .. ,di'1'""'·•/! :_"_·,:;;.,.:.,_ ·, "• wwm u-a • .,, · ,. ~ -ar~ · LW par,."' ,,,,.w_c, but few."itif: i!'ililimnistratiirs. oelow: 
which fluctuate betw~•t~estfI;! Mere(lill!'~~~w~~ ~bmg'as,he; 
~U®::P.eO!l.1¢.:are·taking·sabbati~ requested, Thomas said;/ · · ,. · .. ~c::.~y,Jie. onr leave for ~~~ ~_;'~~~b-l~wd.:;~,l!X11,mbJ~~'?;%f~ j 
ri,., - . Pr 'd Th pro,.,.. Y·< Qe!f. a,. ""'""':.Jvv~. j 
i ':::-iiJJ:!VersI? ~I ent . onias: • Eastern Kentucky Wriivei sit'y;-;, 01'. 
~th satd he did not think the ""-Mn=u~ .. State· um·v· ersity. lw,,.,.·, "i\b's-· . 
. ·"'-'-'_' . ,,i;a_d· .:'--- en"'-'y nemti"_v' e..· .,..,u,· "',,u V""".!..~ Y=• WCI ,.,.. ""'"icy-':tiffii1ta~ ~siiidii",,~tem.:. 
needs to increase tlie"t:1iunber of . 
minority;, grad)llltes, which totaled 
46 in'May he'said•·:-,,,., ·· ,, -
' . " - .!,.\'! .:.,-·;-:;,:, •. . 
. "They could double that;"" he · 
said. 
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.,m;- =i,~ ~=~====•il,•ftit""=~vi,'~•·P==~'='~~--~ onginzed that only the sys-
·tM4¾:~ 1.!W~hu~\vuR,,: ._,. .,lK~J?~~- tern's board had the right to 
A honeymoon name the new president, and she said the faculty had to accept its decision. 
That's a wise approach. It 
is in the best interests of 
everyone associated with 
Marshall that Gilley succeed 
in the difficult task that lies 
ahead for him. It would be 
foolish to allow · disappoint-
ment over the failure of the 
board to name Carpenter to 
hamper the new president's 
efforts. 
New Marshall president deserves 
support of faculty and students . 
. . Bruce Carpenter , president 
Marshall Umvers1ty faculty of Eastern Montana Univer-
members and student leaders sity had gained the support 
find themselves in much the of the Marshall Faculty Sen-
same position as their Uni- ate the student government 
versity of Kentucky counter- as;ociat ion and class ified 
parts were a few moths ago: staff in his bid to succeed 
Their first choice for univer- Nitzschke and West Virginia 
sity president has not been Chancello~ Charles Manning 
selected for the job. But just said the board's decision 
as UK teachers and students came down to a choice be-
have given Charles Weth- tween Gilley and Carpenter. 
ington their support, J. Wade After Gilley's selection, a 
Gilley deserves the support of disappointed Kathy Chezik. 
t~e entire ~arshall Univer- president of MU's Facultr 
s1ty community. Senate said the new pres1-
The University of West dent ~ould be given "a hon-
Virginia System 's board eymoon" and faculty mem-
voted last week to offer the hers would take a "wait-and-
Marshall presidency to Gil- see attitude ' · on h is per-
ley, senior vice president at formance. Chezik rec-
George Mason University in 
Fairfax, Va. Assuming the 
parties involved can agree on 
contract terms, Gilley w1 
succeed Dale Nitzschke, who 
resigned last year to become 
president of the University of 
New Hampshire. 
Nitzchke was an excellent 
president who struck a good 
balance between academics 
and athletics, but the con-
stant struggle to get adequate 
state funding for Marshall 
and other problems caused 
him to accept a better posi-
tion at New Hampshire. Gil-
ley, 52, who arrives at Mar-
shall with excellent academic 
credentials, has some tough 
shoes to fill. The entire Mar-
shall community should help' 
h im succeed. 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER. LEXINGTON. KY .. FRIDAY, JUNE 7. 1991 
Swain sees next year as stable at U of L 
LOUISVILLE - University of Louisville President Donald Swain 
said he looked for the next academic year to be one of stability. after 
a series of campus controversies during recent months. 
He also told the faculty senate Wednesday that the universiry 
was preparing to carry our a restructuring plan appro\'ed by the 
trustees last month after a long and sometimes di\·isive planning 
process. 
The plan eliminates some programs and administi;ative units, 
:onsolidates others and is expected to produce more than $15 million 
in new or reallocated revenue for the university. 
Swain said parking fees would be increased in the fall and 
probably for the next two or three years to help pay for two new 
;>arking garages. 
Parking charges range from $20 to $150 a year. depending on 
ocation and other factors. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL. FRIDAY, JUNE 7, 1991 
COLLEGES 
A sample survey suggests that as many as three-fourths of the 
women in college athletics have bulimic or anorexic-type eating 
behaviors. __J 
The same study also indicated that 1 in 5 men who take part in 
college athletics have eating problems that may put their health at 
risk, said Wanda Koszewski, director of the dietetics program in 
the Division of Nutritional Sciences at Cornell Universi!r. 
Eating disorders were reported in 15 of the 17 womens sports 
governed by the NCAA and in 11 of the NCAA's 20 men's sports. 
Gymnastics had the highest incident rate, with half of the schools 
reporting eating disorders. 
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Firm will help find 
new MSU leader 
By JtM ROBINSON 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - The search 
firm that helped find former 
Univers ity of Kentucky Pres-
i d e n r Dav id Rose ll e was 
chosen Wednesda y to help 
find the nex t pres ident of 
i\ lorehead Sta te Uni\·ersiry. 
Heidrick and Struggles Inc. 
of Chicago was one of four 
fi rms to make presentations 
before the MSU search com-
mittee Wednesday. 
Uni versity spokeswoman 
Judy Yancy said Heidrick and 
Struggles will help develop the 
candidate profile, screen can-
didates and expose the job of-
feri ng to a larger audience 
than the committee could do 
on its own. 
MSU has agreed to pay 
Heidrick and Struggles a fee 
equal to a third of the new 
president's first-year salary, 
but not exceeding $30,000, plus 
expenses, Yancy said. 
"The key thing they will do 
is ass ist and help." Yancy 
said. "The committee does not 
plan to be uninvolved." 
MSU Presiden t C. Nelson 
Grote plans to retire a t the 
end of June next year. 
Heidr ick and S t ruggles 
helped in the recently com-
pleted search for a new presi-
dent a t Marshall Un ivers it\· in 
Hun tington. W.Va. The firm 
also helped UK find Roselle. 
now president a t the L·111\·er-
s ity of Delaware. 
The search comm ittee will 
be taking applications for the 
presiden t's job until Oct. 4. 
The university hopes to name 
a new president by March 2. 
R. William Funk, the He id-
rick and Struggles offi cial who 
will supervise the firm 's MSU 
effort, in the last three years 
has helped pick presidents or 
chancellors at Louisiana State 
University, Texas Tech, the 
Un iversity of Arkansas sys-
tem, the University of New 
Mexico and the University of 
Oklahoma, Yanry said. 
The firm ..... so has helped 
find leaders for Arizona State 
Unive~tY, Iowa State Uni-
vers ity, the University of 
Nebrasn aai- ~ irginia Com-
monwealth. si. Mid. 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
• 
"• BtJ1M· ROBINSON , . 
0-F THE'DAILY INOEPENDENT , 
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. . MOREHEAD-,-,--- Thy. sec-
re~ j>f,' ~tatjl wanted .. to !e-
galµ:e, fllal'I]~-- .• ; . _ . . 
Tlie railroad. commissioner 
vowed to bring' back tlie red 
caboose. - . · 
The superintendent of pub-
lic instruction ran. for. office 
because· politics left a bad 
taste-- in, his mother's mouth 
and made her quit teaching, 
Sounds just as -idiosyncratic 
as real-life Kentucky politics, 
doesn't it? · 
But for nearly 300 high-
school juniors who attended 
Boys' State at Morehead State 
University, the six-day 
mockup of Kentucky's gov-
ernment was serious business. 
"It's been incredible," said 
Israel Binion of Olive Hill, 
elected superintendent of pub-
lic instruction for the 
mythical state. "It's been a 
really . good experience. I be-
lieve all boys should have the 
opportunity." 
Boys' State, sponsored by 
the American Legion, attracts 
the cream of incoming high-
school seniors from across the 
state . - . students with good 
grades who are what its exec-
utive director, Silas M. Noel, 
calls "participators." 
The delegates form eight 
cities and a state government, 
for which they elect nine of-
ficers, as well as a legislature, 
Today, those nine officers 
will journey to Frankfol,i: to 
meet their real-life counter-
parts in state government. The 
session ehds Friday. 
~oel safd Boys•· Sfate Ts 
similar to Kentucky politics in 
that charisma often is a deci-
ding factor in who wins. 
"A kid who's popular in 
here is a kid that's got a per-
sonality," Noel said. "He 
starts off with a bang right off 
the bat campaigning for 
something. Some of them step 
off the bus campaigning." 
This year's Boys' State was 
noteworthy because for the · 
first time in the 51-year his-
tory of the event, participants 
elected a black governor and 
lieutenant governor. ·' 
· The election of;Go_ v._. Darick {_ 
C. Mon:on ofli'iifik@ qoutity:1 
High School and Lt. Gov,., 
Say dee M·e;n•d s;-C:o J-rooffl 
Paducah-Tilg_hman didn't · 
surprise·Noer.~ } 1 ;} ,voir..1-
"It just so happened that 
those two kids, hit-·the:groun,;l • 
knowing what-' they) waiiteil;" 1li 
he said .. "I don't loiow:'2;wll_e_r:i1 
they got all-;their,>information;;· 
but they sure illil.'a Joii"~Jpprl, 
The most,popwar.,stat11W1de ... , 
officeholder.-rran:. ,for.,\per,J#i'i!~tJ 
the . most inconseqti11µtiJ.UfCl~~:~ 
fice - railroad,comniissionfi!l;tq•~ 
1'4atthew. A.:• 1?,ii#,l:>}1uEtf!itfl 
Fairdale ·High-, S'C:h'.00J;;r,1n,u 
L?uisville recei¥!!d\~tt;:p,~!i~ 
eight votes after h~:_,pro,n~s~d,:1 to put red cabooses.·back on1; 
trains. - --_---:.~. .- · 
But as inconsequential as 
his office may be, Donohue 
said he enjoyed his taste of the 
choicest political morsel of all 
-winning. · 
"When you win and you're 
one of nine guys out of 300, it 
feels great," he said. · 
·"He got a standing ovation,". 
said Alphonza Bradley of -
· Louisville Male, . who. ·was · 
elected secretary of state.::.-. · · ;. 
Oh , Wednesday; Democrati~,., 
gub~rnatori!J-1 -nq_~ine,eF:L'.t, ,~ 
Gov. Brereton,Jones·addressea· · 
the teen-agers, urging the_ijfitcf_ 
"take the high road" ill';pcili~ -~ • ,.,, -~1.,,:- • 
tics. . ·•· -'\ .·n; ,, ) f•\. 
Jones blamed\, negati:ve -· 
campaigning for: tJ:!~'lo)!V vci!~f ·.~ 
turnout in the,. ~\lY·, 28 "V.r:t;Ji~ 
mar. y·1 -~ t ,:,., ~: .. ••~ t., •. ,; ,t• ....... .•, · •!','·'' ,.t-fl.~.-~:,1--, 
"It's your responsibility_;as,,a 
candidate to tallC ab&ut_cyi:iur, . 
vision for the · future;j-,.Joiies · , 
Said • '·:•:-:\t:-':;·, :. ::; ' I ' '•1;• c" ; -• 
Noel said the young. men, ' 
Jones addressed will become ,; 
some of the state's · political 
leaders. At least one Boys' 
State governor, Julian Carroll, 
also became Kentucky's gov-
ernor. 
The future leaders spent 
much of their time debating 
issues currently facing- Ken-
tucky. 
Bradley said his party's 
platform included positions on 
out'of-state garbage, the- lot- • 
tery, education reform and the 
• ' 'J •• :-.-!' 
!1en~irQnffi~i1~t~::ri.:7n~Js~~ 




•·_,wootl;,!3hlliraith,~;;~c_en y ._ e-
;;,feate'd:iii.:hi.s; liidl'"foi: the ,Dem-
?ocratie•~-miWrn~tti.i-aJ.'.,-nomiri1i.-
. tiOhtij;' ;;11J?~?,';{,~;~1\.Jt:,i:-·t~ -~I:...-.·.~~;\,,,/.! 
• - '_l.Y.l.:,.·~ .......... .,·ir J ' · · 1" 
_. . <$-, '{&l!J;..j_ \~J-.;4 't;j/:_•{:"'.-qtl"i;,.{;n': ., .;,.~: I 
: '.·' ,•;,;g'~,bp~~}i~Ji~g~fd;Iesr ·of 
1 -~~,t/1~1'~•.l~r~e~,or-'•·nOt/' are 




· bll,:},Used,:in\the most definite 
-.way" t,? · ":: · 
"Mf•'·belieVis if somebody 
wants : to use a harmful sub-
stance to kill themselves, 
they're going to do it legally or 
illegally." 
Binion, a student at West 
Carter High School, sounded 
very much like a grown-up 
politician in outlining his 
reasons for running for su-
perintendent of public in-
struction. 
"I firmly believe ·that the 
, politicians should get off the 
teachers' backs ~d let them 
teach," said Binion, the lone 
easterns'Kentti.cky., entrant in 
this; year's Boys'. State Cabi-
net,'", . .,,;_· .. 
Exp}ainiµg why· his mother 
quit;, te!!clling after_ po\itical 
pressures became1'oo great, he 
' said: ;/:JShe didn't'[ quit', teach-
ing. Teaching quiUier."O: .. , 
·· ·•,,,; i,u, ... i ·.:~~ 
Ju. e.. 0 /99/ 
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Politicians 
feeling effects 
of NKU case 
By Mark R. Chellgren 
Associated Press 
FRANKFORT - A seemingly routine news-
paper report about political contributions from 
developers seeking a state contract has snow-
balled into federal and state investigations that 
have claimed several victims. 
The growing examination has produced only 
one set of indictments so far. 
But it has: 
• Cast a cloud over the departing administra-
tion of Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.· 
• Caused the political flameout of an aspiring 
state attorney general. 
• Become a hot political topic in this year's 
elections. 
The investigation has expanded into the 
murky world of political campaign financing in 
Kentucky, where elections have traditionally been 
bankrolled by individuals whose livelihoods de-
----- pend to a great extent on doing 
business with state agencies. 
U.S. Attorney Louis DeFalaise 
has called the investigation one of ' 
the most important in the state's 
history. 
"I say this with great regret. 
This is not an isolated, phenome-
non," DeFalaise said. "This (im-
proper giving) has been a common 
occurrence in Kentucky. 
"Either the Jaws have not been: 
taken seriously or, for whatever 
reasons that may have existed in 
the past, these matters have been 
flouted," he said. "We are now 
doing something about it. We will 
continue to do something about it." 
The ball started rolling with an 
article in The Kentucky Post on Jan. 
I 7 about allegations from the chair-
man of Northern Kentucky Univer-
sity Board of Regents that the 
school was pressured into accepting 
a particular bid to build a 600-bed 
dormitory. 
The chairman. Dr. Herb Booth, 
later said he was not quoted accu-
rately, But it was the first in a tidal 
wave of allegations, disclosures and 
bombshells about the dorm con-
tract. · • 
There were two· finalists for the 
$9.2 million project, which the con-
; tractor would build and then lease 
to the university. 
One was Pulliam Investment 
Co. of Spartanburg, S.C., a newcom-
er to public projects in Kentucky. 
The other was Graves/Turner 
Developments Inc., a Lexington 
contractor that joined with an archi-
tecture firm, EO Associates Inc. of 
Lexington, to submit a bid. 
It was later revealed that princi-
pals in the Lexington companies 
and their relatives contributed at 
least $58,000 to various political 
causes of Wilkinson and his wife, 
Martha, who was running in the 
primary for the Democratic nomina-
tion to succeed her husband. 
It was 'reported that Graves-
/Turner received confidential finan-
cial information about the Pulliam 
bid and that a member of an 
independent review panel that 
looked over the bids was first 
approached about serving on the 
committee by an officer of Graves-
/Turner. 
WIikinson defended the process 
by which the bid was first awarded 
to Graves/Turner. The NKU board 
of regents later reconsidered and 
gave it to Pulliam. 
A federal grand jury has heard 
from dozens of witnesses about the 
dorm project, but work in that area 
. of the investigation has slowed 
considerably. 
A U.S. Supreme Court decision 
in a West Virginia case is thought 
to have cooled investigators' inter-
est in the project. The ruling makes 
it more difficult for federal prosecu-
tors to go after extortion cases 
involving government officials. 
Instead, the emphasis of the . 
inquiry has shifted to violations of 
state campaign-finance law. 
In April, EO Associates and 
three of its officers were indicted on 
charges of making illegal campaign 
contributions to candidates in the 
Democratic gubernatorial primary. 
They are accused of making contri-
butions with corporate funds or 
reimbursing other employees for 
their contributions. 
The charges are misdemeanors 
and all of the defendants have 
pleaded not guilty. 
But the contribution part of the 
investigation also has slowed as a 
result of a blunder by Attorney 
General Fred Cowan, who first sug-
gested his office look into the initial 
newspaper reports on the matter. 
Cowan, who finished second in 
the Democratic primary for lieuten-
ant governor, solicited a campaign 
contribution from another Lexing-
ton architect who was subpoenaed 
to testify before the Fayette County. 
grand jury conducting the investi-
gation. 
And Richard Ekhoff, the presi-
dent of EO Associates, .charged that 
Cowan had arranged for his indict-
ment because he refused to contrib-
ute to Cowan's campaign. 
Cowan first withdrew from the 
investigation and then removed his 
entire office from the inquiry. He 
promised the appointment of a spe-
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
ciar prosecutor, who has not been 
selected yet. 
Cowan said news reports of 
those allegations cost him the nomi-
nation. 
But other candidates used ques-
tions of political wrongdoing and 
the contracts-for-contributions issue 
to their advantage. 
Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones, who 
won the Democratic nomination for 
governor last month, displayed 
newspaper clippings about various 
Wilkinson administration shenani-
gans at campaign rallies. His slogan 
was, "This time, the people come 
first." 
Jones often said he wanted to 
"take the for sale sign off the 
Capitol." 
Republican Larry Hopkins, who 
faces Jones in the November general 
election, said he represented "an 
honest change." 
Legislators, too, have taken an 
interest in the controversy. 
The General Assembly's Capital 
Projects and Bond Oversight Com-
mittee has held hearings on the 
dorm project, and talk is wide-
spread among lawmakers about 
support for a bill to revamp cam-
paign-finance laws. 
"It's gone far beyond the NKU 
deal to improper initiatives and I'd 
guess you'd say improper influence 
on these big money deals," said 
Rep. Marshall Long, D-Shelbyville, 
the chairman of the Capital Projects 
panel. 
Long said he wanted legislation 
drafted 10' tighten controls on state 
contracting. 
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UK's ·supercompute't 
nearly fu 11 aga_i n 
By Jamie Lucke 
Herald-Leader education writer 
The University of Kentucky's 
IBM supercomputer - upgraded 
and expanded less than a year 
ago - is almost full again, 
causing UK to consider allocat-
ing access to the machine. 
The proposed limits have 
raised concerns that researchers 
who are not already well estab-
lished will be shut out. 
"This is the kind of thing 
that's going to generate a stand-
ing committee that . , . says, 
•you're good enough to use the 
machine; you're not,' " said Rob-
ert Lodder, an assistant professor 
of pharmacy and chemistry at 
UK and a first-prize winner in 
IBM's supercomputing competi-
tion. 
Lodder warned that some 
ideas could be choked out with-
out ever getting a chance to 
bloom. "Even though we have a 
wide selection of people here -
engineering and chemistry and 
physics and everything - no-
body understands what every-
body else is doing well enough to 
· cut off a project before it is ever 
started." 
John Connelly, the director of 
the Center for Computational Sci-
ences, said one goal would be to 
come up with a system protect-
ing access for aspiring research-
ers with novel ideas. 
"We'll have a review panel 
and it will look at each case and 
decide which cases need a lot of 
cycles (on the computer) and 
which don't." He said it would 
mainly involve deciding priori-
ties among 15 to 20 big projects. 
Hundreds of students and 
faculty members use the super-
computer, which is capable of 
performing millions of calcula-
tions in seconds. 
In the almost four years since 
UK obtained a $5.6 million IBM 
3090-300, the computer has at-
tracted a number of faculty mem-
bers, Connelly said. "They came 
here because of the computation-
al facilities. They're using the 
computer a lot, so it's not too 
surprising they filled it up. Some 
of the biggest users are people 
who have come here within the 
last two years." 
UK more than doubled its 
computing capacity last year by 
upgrading to an IBM 3090-600 at 
an annual cost of $1.2 million. 
Connelly said he hoped UK 
would be able to afford a third 
upgrading next year. · 
"That's normal in the com-
puting business. Forefront com-
puting centers upgrade their ma-
chines usually every two or three 
years." 
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U of L president predicts stable year 
LOUISVILLE - University of Louisville President Donald Swai 
said he looks for the next academic year to be one of stabilit 
following a series of campus controversies during recent months. 
Swain also told the faculty senate Wednesday that the universil 
is preparing to carry out a-restructuring plan that was approved b 
the trustees last month after a long and sometimes divisive plannin 
process. The plan eliminates some programs and administrati, 
units and consolidates others and is expected to produce more Iha 
$15 million in new or reallocated revenue for the university. 
Swain said parking fees will be increased this fall and probabl 
for the next two or three years to help finance two new parkin 
garages. 
Parking charges range from $20 to $150 a year, depending upo 
location and other factors. 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY .. SATURDAY. JUNE 8, 11 
Pat Riley to help UK raise funds 
Pat Riley, who. signed a five-year, $6 million coaching deal wil 
th~ !'lew York Kmcks last _wee~. has now agreed to a five-year, ) 
milhon pact with the University of Kentucky. Riley, a Wilde, 
standout and member of Rupp's Runts, will serve as honorar 
chairman of a $1 million fund-raising drive for his alma mater 
College of Education. 
UK's College of Education is launching the five-year drive to raio 
money for student scholarships, equipment, faculty travel an 
building renovation, Education Dean J. John Harris said. 
. Riley, who led tire Los Angeles Lakers \o four NBA charnpior 
ships, was a forward under Adolph Rupp in the late 1960s. H 
announced his return to professional basketball last week after , 
yea£long stint as a sports commentator. 
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OVC hopes to keep 
Middle as member 
Associated Press 
'NASHVILLE - Ohio Valley 
Conference commissioner Dan 
Beebe says he believes the league 
will be able to keep Middle Ten-
. nessee State as a member. 
Middle Tennessee is explor-
ing the opportunity of joining the 
Southern Conference. 
"Maybe I'm an optimist, but l 
feel like we're going to address 
the things that MTSU is con-
cerned about and be able to meet 
those concerns if we haven't al-
ready," Beebe said at the OVC 
summer meeting in suburban 
Brentwood. 
Middle Tennessee State presi-
dent. James Walker has said he 
will announce a decision about 
the school's conference affiliation 
in two weeks. 
C. Nelson Grote, Morehead 
State president and head of the 
OVC planning and development 
committee, said Middle Tennes-
see's actions are nothing new. 
"Every year, one or more 
member schools have looked at 
other options," he said. 
School presidents in the 
league voted Friday to maintain a 
strong commitment to Division I-
AA football in 11n apparent effort 
to placate Middle Tennessee. 
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year, the most in its history. S e Bennett merger. She has worked U school for four years. for the At least eight of Sue Bennett's 
trustees have resigned since Janu-
ary, including the chairwoman of 
the presidential search committee. employee 
links firing, 
merger bid 
Statt. wire reports 
LONDON - A fired employee 
at Sue Bennett College said yester-
day that she and a colleague were 
dismissed because the president 
thought they supported an abortive 
auempt to merge the school with 
the L'niversitv of Kentuckv commu-
nity college ;ystem. · 
But President Joan '11vers de-
n,t>d the allega11on by public infor-
mauon officer Su,-1e Bullock. 
"I have never m m\· hie made 
any decision that had · the impact 
that contracts have on an institu-
tion without giving it very careful 
thought." said Stivers. who is retir-
ing later this month as president of 
the financially strapped, private 
two-year college. "I think it was 
well within the administrative 
bounds." 
The college's board of trustees 
voted in October to seek the merger 
with UK, but later rejected the plan. 
UK and some community leaders 
still are laying the groundwork to 
begin a community college in the 
London-Corbin area. 
Stivers confirmed that she did 
not renew contracts for Bullock and 
hirley Druggan, director of devel-
opment and community relations. 
"That is one of the reasons she 
gave me," Bullock said of a meeting 
with Stivers. ·· he said that she felt 
my heart wa::; with the CK merger 
idea and therefore I could not put 
rm be~t foot forward ior :ue Ben-
n;tt Cullege." 
Druggan ,aid: --1 don t know 
what tu think about that. I've al-
ways supported whate\·er the presi-
dent and board of tru:,tees wanted 
to support." 
Druggan said Stivers in April 
rated her outstanding in 16 job 
performance categories, above aver-
age in two and satisfactory in one. 
Druggan said she first heard about 
not being rehired when her son told 
her he heard a radio report yester-
day. Druggan said Stivers had not 
discussed the matter with her. 
Bullock, who also teaches jour-
nalism, said her teaching contract 
expires in July and has not been 
renewed for the fall. She said other 
instructors received their contract 
renewals in May and she doubts 
she will receive one. 
Bullock is the adviser for the 
student newspaper, which ran edi-
torials and stories supporting the 
Druggan also has worked for 
the school for four years. She said 
the number of annual donations 
had increased from 286 to 1,647 in 
the time that she had headed fund The 93-year-old college has 
raising. he :;.aid the school had about 500 students. 
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OVC presidents affirm 
commitment to I-AA 
By Rick Bailey 
Herald-Leader slall writer 
r, 1 rt'1-;,urt• tho,;e who doubted. 
n•,idt't t-.. ,i thi: Ohio \'alle~ Con-
<'!'t nt·t' ,ch, w ,1,, ha n' recomn 1tted 
h,·1r .~·:11. .. 111t· ;o D1n:-1un 1-.\ . .\ foot-
.I I 
I' 1 bv,:-1 tnl' ()\ (':,. 1magt. the 
Jtt·,1dc11t:- .ire co11:-1dtnng e:xpan-
,11111 and m.,v,ng I he conference 
ha:-ketball tournament to a neutral 
-;Jll' 
To follow a Division I trend. the 
O\'C also will boost its baseball 
program. 
These actions came at the OVC 
summer meeting last week in I ash-
\·ille - and at a time when the 
league has come under fire from a 
task force at Middle Tennessee that 
is examining the Blue Raiders' ath-
letic future. 
C. Nelson Grote, Morehead State 
pre,-1dent and chairman of the plan-
ning and development committee, 
,trongly supported the OVC's com-
1111tmenr to Division I-AA football. 
"Divi:;ion I-AA is where we are. 
11 here we want to be and where 
11l'·ll stay." said Jon Verner. the 
'>\'C-; a:,.,i:-tant commissioner. 
f~q)I ,n.... had ,urfaced that the 
1 l\ l ·rw;ht 1ie ka111ng toward a 
,. 1 I\•-..:, n. I \.\.\. which would 
1, :t:, I l 1 ,j.,n I -..dHh,b who don't 
• , h, th.iii -..cholarsh1ps. .-\n 
\l. \ \ t·nmmntt>t: 1:- :-tudying for-
n.1· "n 111 .1 1,e1\ d1v1s1on and will 
rqJ"rt to the I 9Y2 NCAA Com·en-
11011. 
The O\'C presidents also said 
the} would actively pursue Division 
I ,chools for future membership. No 
specific schools were mentioned. 
"The good news for every-
1:xxly:· Verner said, "is the renewed 
commitment of all members to 
strengthen the OVC." 
That will include pursuit of a 
site for the post-season basketball 
tournament. which furnishes the 
league's automatic representative to 
the NCAA Tournament. 
The presidents authorized the 
league office in Nashville to solicit 
bids for the 1992 tournament. 
"We're drawing up bid guide-
lines to those places that have 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
contacted us." \"erner ,aid. "\\'t•II 
see who comes back wnh wh:i 1,·, 
no ,ecret Lou1s1·ille ha:,; expre~,l d 
tremt'ndous amount nt mtt·rt·,' 
While that wa::; acknowlt.'Cl~td. It 
want to bid out our tournan .l'l!l 
different -;ice:-. ... 
\"emer :-aid Owen:,bi1ro, l{.1\1 
ing Green. Jackson, Tenn .. and ,,th 
er cities would receive the guidt·· 
lines. ..\ sub-committee ot 
basketball coaches will probabh-
make an on-site inspection. \ ' erner 
said, with the presidents granting 
final approval for a location. 
The OVC's goal is to move the 
tournament from campuses to a 
neutral site. The current format has 
fi rst-round play on campus before it 
is moved to the floor of the regular-
season champion for the semifinals 
and title game. 
The new format will bring all 
schools to a neutral site. The regu-
lar-season champ will continue to 
get a first-round bye. 
The presidents also plan to 
upgrade their baseball programs. 
"We're looking at the new 
CAA requirements as a chance tn 
do some good things" for ba,,ha':. 
Verner said. ··We want t,, I.! 1 n 
respectability 111 baseball. It', 11 
untapped resource." 
The ()\"( also appn ,1 t•cl .... , 
east ;\lissoun ' race·s entn •r • 
league later this ..;ummer. 
SEMO will participate 11 
conference championship:,; ext'l pt 
the basketball tournament. The In 
dians will not be eligible unul thl'v 
can qualify for the 'CAA Touma 
ment. The current rule for schools 
upgrading from Division 11 to Divi-
sion I calls for a waiting period of 
eight years before an automatic bid 
can be earned. 
MSU ARCHIVES 
- . ' ·-
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Fick finds support 
Br TONY CURNUTTE 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - New More-
head State basketball coach 
Dick Fick has had a smooth, if 
not pleasant, transition from 
Creighton University in Om-
aha, Neb., to Morehead. 
"It's been a great transition 
from the standpoint that this 
is such a basketball area," 
Fick said. "I've got a love af. 
fair with basketball which is 
why I'm coaching and to come 
into an area where people 
really like it is a big plus. 
"The other part that's been 
nice is the people here really 
want MSU basketball to go to 
a championship level. That's 
helped a ton." 
Fick's first month in More-
head has yielded lots of tele-
phone time. 
"I've visited with the 
players on the phone as much 
as possible to let them get to 
know me and getting to know 
them is a big plus. . 
'.'I've been able to meet 
some, especially those here for 
summer school." . 
Fick has started his summer 
conditioning program with 
players and hopes he can quell 
any concerns that the lengthy 
search for a basketball coach 
has thrown his players behind 
in preparation for next season. 
"I can understand that," 
Fick said. "But we've given 
the kids everything we want 
them to do for the rest of the 
summer. When you _don't 
bring kids in for summer, you 
hope they want to be at 
championship level. If we are 
not in great condition, we're 
going to be very, very far be-
hind. . 
"We'll take the kids who 
want to raise to that level and . 
work with that. If they want to 
be · at a championship level, 
. they'll lie playing ball back 
home, doing weights and the 
condition program we rec-
ommend they work on. Kids 
that don't will find themselves 
behind the eight-ball physi-
cally in·the fall." 
While conditioning is 
crucial, academics come first 
with Fick. 
"The first thing we worry 
about · is academics," J- " said. 
"When they get thal under 
control, they earn the right to 
play and condition with the 
. team. When they take care of 
both of those things, they can · 
of kids that want to do that 
are . those that are working 
hard enough until we can get 
with them in the fall." 
MSU graduate assistant· 
Merle Kidwell has made an 
immediate ·\mpact on Fick by 
serving as , a liason between 
Fick and Kentucky ·high. 
school programs. Kidwell's 
work may have earned him• 
the assistant's position Fick 
promised to one who could 
help him recruit Kentucky. 
"The guy has been abso-
lutely ·tremendous for me," 
Fick said. "I've visited nu-
merous people and I've had 
applications all over the 
country and from Kentucky. 
Merle has just gone overboard 
to· get me in contact with peo-
ple. 
"The entire staff (from 
pr.evious Coach Tommy 
Gaither) is gone and we're 
able to take whoever we want' 
and we're going to give· strong, 
strong consideration to· Merle . 
because of what he's done. 
"I got an updated list from 
him on kids from Kentucky 
and I've been in contact with 
· coaches. He was really behind 
the eight-ball at first. I hope to 
have an official announcement 
in the next day or two." 
Fick's 15-year-old son Jeff is 
staying, with his father· in• 
Morehead, and Fick's wife will 
join the family next week. 
So far, so good, Fick says. 
"Right now I'm undefeated," 
he joked. "I haven't lost any 
games here yet and I don't 
think I've lost any players, so 
I'm O.K. . 
"The cooperation of the 
people here has just been un-
believable; they want this 
thing to go. It's made the 
. transition a lot easier." 
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'without op~r~trng' budget 
By Jamie Lucke wanted more time. ''The delay is• 
Herald-Leader educallon writer·' not- a· negative thing, It's just that 
Western Kentucky. Univci-sitY, ··we -~n;~ to make _it better, more· 
P(esident Thomas Meredith said lie positive, Ira~ said. . . 
· would assure the university's eni- The board~ ex~tive comm1t-
ployees that there is no reason to tee and Mered1~ d~ded_ Monday 
worry even though W estem will to .o~te on a contip.uation budg-
begin the fiscal year July 1 without et' unti! July 29. Raises w?uld be 
a new operating budget. retroaetive_ to July 1, Meredith and 
The board of regents, which is Iracane said. . . . 
responsible for authorizing spend- ~he board will meet m special 
ing by the university, was sched- session ~fore the en~ of t_he month 
uled to meet yesterday to approve to aut_honze the contin_uation ~udg-
the 1991-92 budget et, said .P~ul C:ook. vice president 
The meeting was postponed un- for admm1strat1on and technology. 
ti! July 29 to give the regents more F~culty regent Eugene Evans pr~-
time to analyze the spending plan dieted the delay would create anx1-
proposed by Meredith, officials ety ~ong faculty mem~ and 
said ! others on campus. "Obviously 
· · ' there's some uncertainty here. I 
The meeting also was post- don't think anyone has anything to.. 
poned because not all regents weni'' worry about," Evans said: . . 
able to attend yesterday. ,,, .. ,.. . .. Evans said the board had never 
· Meredith and board 'chairman ' missed the budget deadline during 
Joe Iracane of Owensboro 'said th~ ' his seven years- as ·a· regent· or 
budget process was more comp]i- - faculty senate president. "In fact, 
cated this year because itrequired rve been here 26.yearsand l'can'.t 
revamping spending priorities in recall anything . like . this ." . 
keeping with a new strategic plan Meredith said postponing the 
called Wes!eI11 XXL. meeting made sense.,because ,!!,. 
Iracane· said the ~ts had 13 would . allow the regents and .lli#i · 
days to .study the draft budget and more time. 
put the uniform on. The type . _ · 
· -A service of the Office of Media Relations-
By Jamie Lucke 
Herald•leader education writer 
A Baptist minister, professional fund-raiser and 
college administrator is expected to be named George-
town College's 23rd president to<iay. 
William Henry Crouch Jr. - vice president for 
development at Carson-Newman College in Jefferson 
City, Tenn. - will be recommended to Georgetown's 
trustees this morning by a search committee that 
considered more than 125 candidates. 
If confirmed by the trustees, Crouch, 39, will 
succeed W. Morgan Patterson, 65, who retired in 
January. Tom Benberg has served as acting president 
since then. 
Yesterday, people who know Crouch said he would 
bring energy and vitality to the 162-year-old school, 
ihe first Baptist college west of the Alleghenies. 
''He has a way of creating a lot of enthusiasm 
about an institution and of creating a tremendous level 
of hopefulness and anticipation," said the Rev. Mon-
crief Jordan, pastor of First Baptist Church in Jefferson 
City, where Crouch is a deacon. 
Jordan said Crouch's wife, Jan, "also is extremely 
talented and energetic. They're both sort of human 
dynamos . . . Assuming everything unfolds as we 
expect . . . Georgetown is getting a real package of 
treasures." 
Crouch, who wins praise in Jefferson City for 
improving the sometimes strained relations between 
community and college, is president-elect of the county· 
Chamber of Commerce. 
Dale Fain, chamber president, said Crouch had 
"really gotten involved in the community and brought 
Carson-Newman a long way ... He's a real nice guy 
and a real charismatic person." · 
He ha~ a reputation as a strong fund-raiser. 
Donations increased substantially when he headed 
development for the Baptist Children's Homes of North 
Carolina from 1984 to 1988, said Charles L. Tanner, the 
organization's director of church relations and planned 
giving. 
"Bill did a fantastic job leading us," Tanner said. 
In the early 1980s, Crouch was pastor of Warren-
ton Baptist Church in·a small town by the same name 
Will lam Henry .. Crouch! 'J.f/.:-·,:, ,\~'.~ 
~' \ ~ - ' - . 
Born: Nov. 23; 1951' · ·e - . • - ~--
-EducaUon: A.B., Wingate College, Wingate, N.C.; · 
BA Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, 
N.C.; M.Oiv. and D.Min., Southeastern Baptist 
Theological Seminary, Wake Forest, N.C. 
Famlly:_ wife, Jan, two elementary-school-aged 
children_ and two older daugtiters. from a 
previous marriage. 
in northeastern North Carolina. 
Later, he was director of church relations and the 
development association of Gardner-Webb College, a 
small Baptist school in Boiling Springs in the western 
North Carolina mountains .. 
At Carson-Newman, a Baptist. college in east 
Tennessee, he organized a major capital campaign, 
Crouch's father, the Rev. Henry Crouch, is pastor of 
Providence Baptist Church in Charlotte, N.C. 
His grandfather, the· - iate Perry Crouch, was 
executive secretary-treasurer ofs. the North Carolina 
Baptist Convention. 
"His grandfather was one of Bill's heroes," said 
Tanner, who remembered Crouch as a ·"go-getter" 
who often wrote memos in the middle of the night on 
his home computer. 
"One of his dreams was to be president of a 
college," Tanner said. 
THE COURIER.JOURNAL, THURSDAY, JUNE 13, 1991 
One of series of racist fliers 
attacks UK honors student 
Associated Press The two-page flier about Cobb 
also condemns relationships be-
LEXINGTON, Ky. - A University tween blacks and whites. It reads: 
of Kentucky honors student has be-- "Race mixing! You wanna puke? Or 
come the target of one·of a series of maybe cry? How about kill?" One 
racist fliers found recently in Lex- flier about Cobb has been found. 
ington, "The part we are concerned 
Daryle Cobb said he will file a about is the part threatening to kill 
complaint with police about a death someone," said Police Chief Larry 
threat and false information about Walsh. "The next thing is to deter-
him on the flier. Cobb, 25, was mine what laws have been violated 
named the University of Kentucky's and who . , . are involved." 
outstanding male graduate this Walsh said; police have no sus-
year. pects. 
"It makes me sick,"- said Cobb, Two similar fliers with photocop-
who was awarded a Sullivan Medal- ied and altered news articles have 
lion, UK's highest honor for a been found recently. One, fourid 
graduating senior. "It's one incident two weeks ago on a table at a res-
of a major problem. l'.m a black taurant, berated South African anti-
male that has achieved some type of apartheid activist Wmnie Mandela. 
accomplishment, and some certain . The other flier attacked pop singer 
people just don't like tolsee-thaL!' Whitney Houston. It was found six 
Lexington police are investigating weeks ago on a car in a grocery 
the fliers.- . store parking lot. 
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·, .. ,., h · · · Born: Nov.· 23, 1951, in Loui§vill~ while his. 
SC. 00: S- pro I e, _ ·_ aving fun ~~studiedat:~~Baptist1:1eological_Semi-
Educailcirii A.B., 'Wfu~te Coll~e; B.A Wake 
Forest' University; .M.Div.. and !}.Min., Southeastern 
Baptist.Seminary;'graduat:e work in higher education 
admiriis~tioJ!; )!niyersity of South Carolina 
By Jamie Luck_e 
Herald-Leader education writer 
GEORGETOWN,. - George-
tor-m College's ilew president yes-
',:~r<in.;· promised· to. ·- raise the 
school's.profile aggressively in Cen-
tral Kentucky and said he hoped 
everyone would have fun in the 
process. 
The trustees "unanimously and 
enthusiastically" confirmed William 
H. Crouch, 39, as president, accord-
ing to board chairman Robert Baker 
of Danville. 
should grow but that being small. 
was one of its strengths and it 
probably should never have more 
than 2,200 students. 
"I'll be seeking to bring a new. 
openness and accessibility to the 
president's office ... I plan for the 
leadership of this college to be 
creative, sensitive and servant-ori-
ented," Crouch said. 
He also promised a "new, ag, 
gressive marketing program." He 
said Georgetown, 12 miles north of 
Lexington, was lucky to be near the 
University of Kentucky and several 
private colleges. 
Prolessfiinaf:, Vice president for development,· 
Carson-Newman College,- Jefferson City Tenn. 1988-· 
present; Diiect()r of development; Baptist Chiidreil's · 
Homes of-•North_,·Caroliila,- -1984-1988; Director of 
corporation/fouridation:gifts and• adjunct professor, 
Gardner-Webb College;,Boilihg Springs, N.C., 1982-
84; Pastor, Fh:5t Baptist Church; W arrentcin, N.C., 
1977-81; ASSOCtate pastor, Greenwood Forest Baptist 
Church, Cary, N.C., 1973-76. 
Personal: Wife, Janice Banister Crouch· chil-
dren: Allison, 19; Rebecca, 16; Erin, 13; Graham 11; 
and Jourdan, 7. 
Crouch will begin his duties as 
Georgetown's 23rd president Au-
gust L 
"The reputation UK and private 
colleges have in our community is 
well-deserved. I think the time has Quote: "God's given me the ability to go out and 
Trustee Bill Barnett of Harrods- now come for Georgetown to step find people, to energize them and get" the resources. 
burg said the search committee, up beside them in terms of recogni- When I talk_ about resources I'm not talking just 
which he headed, was "convinced tion built upon our strengths." about money. I want CEOs coming to our campus 
and we have great faith that Dr. Bill and teaching. I want more than money and finances. 
Crouch is going to bring George- I want there to be a real connection between· people." 
t_own College to new plateaus that 1THE COURIER-JOURNAL, FRIDAY, JUNE_l4,_199J 
we've only dreamed of in the past" T h 
1 
ffi • · -
cess~~~-r:~:~~a :/fa:i; .1 ennessee SC 00 •0 _ -_ Cial is na.mec 
in his favor, Barnett and. Balier • d f G · · · · · · · .. 
::t!t~r::~~~~i1~ti:i\:; pres1 ent o. eorget~wn College 
from various college .constituencies, By JAY BLANTON I replaces W. M~rgan-f,itterson, who . Pa~erson, 65, announced his re, 
in other ways. Those included: high Staff Writer had-~n president smce.1984. Pat- 1gnatton last April During his !er 
energy, respectable academic ere- · . terson s last day at f!ie coll~e w~ ure !1l Georgetown, Patterson wa 
dentials and a rapport with the · At the relatively tender age of 39, ,~ai:; 31Au, Crouch.officially-~ his credited with increasing enrollmea 
business community. . William Henry Crouch Jr. might be u es- g. 1:· ·. -, · - each- semester, renovating severa 
One of Crouch's first decisions tagged by some as a bit young to be ~~tt said. Crouch met, ev!_ll". antebellum buildings, and buildini 
will be whether to continue George- a college president. cnte!1on set for Georgetown s next several badly needed parking lots. 
town's $16 million capital campaign Officials at Georgetown College, president . _ The C!lllege has a 1991-92 opera! 
or to interrupt it while he establish- , however, see his age in a different Amo~g _other t!1)ngs, ~amett Cited mg budget of $15.2 million. 
es himself as president. I light. Crouch_ yesterday was named ~1:n~c~ ~~~nee _m_ dev_elop-
Crouch is scheduled' to meet the lt!'e 23rd Pre!!ldent of the small, Bap- . ding Christian higher 
f 1 th. · R 1- · -- , tist College m Scott· County. education. acu ty is mom.mg. . e igiol! !'1:0· "He is a unique individual ,.- said Before his stint at Carson-New-
fesso!' Paul ~,etld1tt said the miti~l Bill Barnett, the Danville iawyer man, Crouch was head of develop-
r~~on :"as very ~p~t and opti- who was chairman of Georgetown's ment for the Baptist Children's 
mist!,~. His a_ge, I thmk, is seen as..E_ presidential search committee. ''We Homes of North Carolina from 1984 
plus, he_ said: felt like the accomplishments that to 1988. _ 
I Redditt ~d the faculty wanted he had reached in his 39 years Donations tci that program in-
a new president who . would be matched those of people that were creased substantially when he head-
•''.appr~chable, not an intellectual in their middle 50s and 60s." ed it, said Charles L Tanner the or-
)1i;htwe1ght, and a proven money- r Crouch, a Louisville native who is ganization's director of ch~h rela-
puser." currently vice president for develop- lions and planned giving. 
! Crouch promised to "uphold the ment at C~on-Newma1:1 College in . Crouch has been a p~or and the 
solid foundation of Georgetown tra- Jefferson City, Tenn., said at a news director of church relations and the 
~ition" while challenging faculty, ~onference yesterday that his 7!0Uth development association of Q_ard-
c and students to revitalize.J:heir JS an asset because he can bnng a ner-Webh College, a Baptist school ocus on Georgetown's mission. new sense of excitement and vitality in North Carolina. He said campus life should be to the 162-year-old private college, Crouch received a bachelor's de-and pledged to be open and th~ first ~ptist college w_est _cif the gree from Wake F?~ University 
accessible to Georgetown's almost Alleghemes. · and a master's of divinity and doc-
ti 600 students; · "With its rich heritage, superb torate of ministry from Southeast-
I ' C ch said h wanted faculty and bright students, George- em Baptist Theological Seminary in 
, - rou. . e to meet1own College is poised to become Wake Forest, N. c. 
l§!tldents m !!I"!' dorms, over mf:als one of the premier private small He is married and has two ele-
and _ on the intramural- playing Christian· colleges in America, ex- mentary-age children and two older 
fie!~ ''I want them to see me as a celling iri the liberal arts educa- daughters from a previous mar-
real-life perso~·-" ___ -_ _ lion," Crouch said ·- riage. 
Crouch said that it was tOQ The- search committee unani-
early. t<i say how much Georgetown mously recommended Crouch from 
more than. 125· candidates. Croucli 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Morehe·~d State's{ca:mpus center· 
in:,'.~hland. will mi~s fall opening 
AsS-OCiated Press 
ASHLAND, Ky. - Morehead 
State: University's new extended 
campus center in Ashland won't be 
ready for the fall semester, but the 
school will continue offering some 
courses in borrowed classrooms. 
Renovation work on the building 
that will house the center had to be 
rebid because only one firm put in a 
proposal the first time. 
The center is set to open for the 
spring semester, said Porter Dailey, 
Morehead's vice president for ad-
ministration and fiscal services. It is 
intended for students who have 
completed their lower-division work 
at Ashland Community College. 
The Big Sandy extended campus 
center in Prestonsburg will be open 
by the start of the fall semester, said 
Dan Thomas, interim dean of 
graduate and extended campus pro-
grams. 
The centers will not compete with 
the community colleges in Ashland 
and Prestonsburg, he said. Instead, 
the centers are designed for : stu- _ Pikeville, Maysville, · West Liberty, 
dents who want to earn a four-year Jaclison,. Mount Sterling, Whites-
or graduate degree but cannot j:rav-. burg and ~ez, . university spokes-
el to the main campus in Moreheaq, .· woman Judy, Yanq• said. 
"It's going to provide an opportu-
nity that wasn't there before;'!:' said · 
Robert Allen, dean of academic af, 
fairs at Prestonsburg Community 
College. 
The extended campus centers will 
offer degrees in business .and edu-
cation, Thomas said They also will 
offer some nursing courses .. 
According to a plan devised two 
· years ago by the state Council, on 
Higher Education, community col-
leges will continue to offer only 
freshman- and sophomore-level 
courses. The extended campus cen-
ters will offer some courses for jun-
iors, seniors and graduate students. 
Offering upper-division courses in. 
other towns is nothing new to More-
head. For years, the university. has 
conducted classes in towns through-
out the region, Thomas said · 
This fall, the university will hold 
classes in Ashland, Prestonsburg; 
· :But· students in most of those 
tOWIIS' must still take at least one 
course on the main campus if they 
want to complete ilieir degree pro-
gram, Yancy said, because the uni-
versity can't offer every · required 
course in every town. 
. The Ashland center will be in the 
former headquarters of the Ashland 
Oil Inc. Va!voline motor oil division. 
The building on Winchester Avenue 
has been empty . since Valvoline 
moved in 1980. · ~ 
FIVCO Area Development District 
bought it for $600,000 with a grant 
from the U.S. Economic Develop-
ment Administration. Renovations 
will cost $1.2 million. 
The · Prestonsburg center will be 
in a building that once hc;rused a 
Heck's dep31"\lllent store. Jfwill be 
in the )iighland Heights Shopping 
Plaza, a. short walk ·from Prestons-
burg Community CoU:ege. 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., SUNDAY, JUNE 16; 1991· 
Morehead's·· plans for extended campus 
Center de I ayed. year or graduate _degree but cannot make the He said the centers cannot offer _ trip to the main campus in .Morehead. degrees in subjects like history or 
"It's going to provide an opportunity that psychology "simply_ because you 
By Todd Pack wasn't there before," said Robert Allen, dean of don't have the number of students 
Northeastern Kentucky bu,,.au academic affairs at Prestonsburg Community to support it" 
ASHLAND ...:... c:i;ll~ge ~tudents in Ashland College in Floyd County. _ There are plans to someday 
will have to wait at least another semester before ''I think it's a great idea,'' said Lois Thomp- offei:. a bachelor's degree in univer-
thet; ;liap_ pursue a four-year degree without ,son. 44, of Louisa. _She is working on a degree_ in sity- studies, Thomas said. 
haviqg•W leave· Boyd County. :secondary education at Ashland Commuruty University studies is a broad-
Mcirehead State University planned to offer College and plans to take classes at the Ashland based· liberal arts program that 
upper-division classes at a new extended cam- · center in about a year. would cover a variety of subjects, 
pus center in Ashland beginning this fall. The . !hompso~ said i! would be like literature and history, but offer 
center is intern!ed for students who have com- difficult to drive 90 miles one way no more than a few courses in a 
pleted their lower-division work at Ashland from her Lawrence County home to single field. 
Community College. Morehead. Like the extended campus cen-
But the FIVCO Area Development District, The community colleges draw ters, the program is intended for 
which owns the building that will house the students from several Eastern Ken- what university officials call non-
center had to rebid the work of renovating it lucky counties. traditional students, those who 
beca~ only one finn pµt in a proposal the first According to a plan devised two have been out of high school for 
time. · - years ago by the state Council on several. years and decide they want 
The· center is set to open in time for the Higher Education, community col- to complete their educations. 
spring semester, said Porter Dailey, Morehead's leges will continue to offer only• That' group includes people 
vice president for administration and fiscal - freshman-level and sophomore-level with young cliildren or who work 
services. courses. The extended campus cen- 40 hours a week and cannot attend 
Despite the setback, Morehead will offer ters will offer some courses for classes full time, Thomas said. 
some classes in Ashland this fall in borrowed juniors, seniors and graduate stu- "By 'offering the last two years 
classrooms, said Dan Thomas, interim dean of dents. (of a degree program) in Ashland 
graduate and extended campus programs. _ Western Kentucky University and Prestonsburg, we can open up 
The Big Sandy extended campus center in has an extended campw :n Glas- some doors for people for whom 
Prestonsburg will be open by the start of the fall gow, and Murray State University there were no options before," he 
semester as scheduled, Thomas said. · has a center in Paducah. said. 
The centers will not compete for students The Morehead centers will offer Offering upper-division courses 
with the community colleges in Ashland and ·. degrees in business and education, in other towns is nothing new to 
Prestonsburg, he said. Instead, the centers are Thomas said. They also will offer 
designed for students who want to earn a four- sonie nursing courses. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Morehead\·;-..,, ••>;;•'.·'"'"cf,,,,-., · 
~~.f&jy~;~f the fuiif~ity:~'has 
. ·•d -.. ~=.:•·••-- . ' ",_. con uw.~i" -~·~c~·.-r,;.;..Jm•. -~~wwns 
througiiiiui:Uiie~ regiofi~'saiil :Tliom} · · :the:m· -.• ' '-deaiJ.:; ... , •-.. t 
as., Tfil1iit?C\he' '.university wiU 
holci::·da'sses, in/Ashland Prestons-. • .• • r . . . . ' 
burg;"'Pikeville;' Maysville, West 
Liberty, Jackson, Mount Sterling, 
Whitesburg and Inez, said Judy 
Yancy,,spokei,woman,Jor the, uni-Veisicy:·:-· :. .:. ·i.., '-'-:·~ .• :· ,:::.:-• .• ,~ •• 
But students in most of those 
towns must still take at least one 
course on the main campus. if.th_!ly 
want to complete their degree prO: · 
gram, Y;mcy said, because the uni-
versity is not able to· offer every 
required course in every town. 
The idea behind the centers is 
that students in some majors can 
earn a degree without having to 
commute to Morehead, she said . 
In addition,- the extended cam-
pus centers will give the university 
more of a presence in Ashland and 
Prestonsburg, Thomas said, and 
that could mean higher enrollment. 
The total enrollment in the 30 
classes the university offered in 
Ashland last spring was 445, said 
Virginia Wheeless, director of insti-
tutional planning. The total enroll-
ment for the 35 classes in Prestons-
burg was 517. 
That is tiie total enrollment' of 
all classes-added together. Students 
who· took mofe than one ·class were 
counted .more ilian · once. 
The Ashland extended campus 
center will be in the former head-
q\lll1'ters of the Ashl~nd Oil Inc. . 
Valvoline motor oil division. The 
· building on Winchester 'A venue 'has 
been empty since Valvoline moved 
in 1980. 
FIVCO bought it for $600,000 
with a grant from the U.S. Econom-
ic Development Administration. 
.Renovations will cost $1.2 million. 
The center will occupy 10,000 
'square feet on the second floor, 
The university will pay $1 a 
year for rent and $2.50 a month for 
, every square foot to cover operating 
expenses. The annual budget for 
the center is $197,000. 
The Prestonsburg center will be 
in a 13,000-square-foot building that 
once housed_ a Heck's· department 
store. It will be in the Highland 
Heights Shopping Plaza, a short 
walk from Prestonsburg Communi-
ty College. 
Morehead will pay a monthly 
rental rate of $9,50 a square foot. 
The total budget for that center will 
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T rari-sy~_ ,, 
Herald-Leader staff reporf· 
James G. Moseley, a professor of 
religion and director of the honors 
program at Chapman College in 
Orange County,. Calif., has been 
named vice president and dean of 
the college at Transylvania Univer-
sity in Lexington, 
Moseley, 45, will succeed Asa 
A. Humphries Jr., who is stepping 
- aside after 10 years to become dean 
. of special programs, a new position 
in which he will oversee various 
academic projects, including the 
merit-based William T. Young 
Scholarship program. 
Moseley will begin work Aug. 1. 
He has been at Chapman since 
1986, serving until 1989 as the 
school's vice president for academic 
affairs and dean of the faculty, 
Like Transylvania, Chapman is 
a liberal arts college affiliated with 
the Disciples of Christ . denomina-
tion, 
Chapman is best known for 
World Campus Afloat, a shipboard 
program of travel and study, 
Moseley earned his bachelor's 
degree at Stanford University in 
English, creative writing and reli-
gion. He earned a master of arts in 
theology and literature and . a doc-
torate in religion and literature at 
the University of Chicago Divinity 
School. 
He· is the author ofthree books, 
including A Cultural History of 
Religion in America, 
He and his wife, Candace, have 
two children. 
During 13 years at the Universi-
ty of South Florida's New College, 
Moseley was professor of religion, 
chairman of the humanities division 
and coordinator of the American 
Studies Program. 
"Dr. Moseley brings great expe-
rience to Transylvania," President 
Charles Shearer said, "I am certain 
he will provide the leadership nec-
essary to keep our academic pro-
grams at a high level. At the same 
time, we are also happy that Asa 
Humphries will continue to serve 
Transylvania- as dean of special 
programs." 
· Ji. ne- l'l /'I'll MSU ARCHIVES 
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The Daily-Independent,• Ashland,-Kentucky. - Tuesday, June 18, 199.l, uled, said Dan Thomas, in-
Su, ':'rAt' '~u1: . ~ terim dean of graduate and -. : ... :., ... :; : ' _S,{i:i~~J!, ·~nu;, e~~~~~~~p~~ p~~=S- an 
·.: ·e.· n._. ter•::;opbhin_ ·g ;_,: i:~~i;!t:!~~;:~;~ 
. Prestonsburg Community 
t '''b' d I d College. 0 e' e aye . The· Prestonsburg center.. . _ _ _ """"'; •· will-be-.in a-13,000-square,foot 
FIVCO. -inust get more projeGt bids 
By JIM_ ROBINSON 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
. ASHLAND - Students tak-
ing · classes in Ashland from 
Morehead State University 
will have to wait until Jaun-
ary to get into the university's 
new digs. 
Construction delays will 
keep the· university from 
moving its Ashland campus to 
the old Ashland Oil Inc. 
headquarters building until 
the spring semester, officials 
said. 
A second. round of bids for 
the renovation of the Win-
chester Avenue building will 
open Thursday. -
Only one firm submitted a 
bid for the project in May. 
That prompted the U.S. Econ-
omic Development Adminis-
tration, which is helping fund 
the· project, to tell the FIVCO. 
Area Development District to 
get more bids. 
The federal agency, which is 
contributing $600,000 of the $2 
million renovation budget, 
requires projects it helps fund 
to receive.more than one bid. 
The university had hoped to 
move the 300 students it 
teaches in rented classrooms 
at Paul G. Blazer High School 
into the • new building by · the 
fall semester. ____ _ 
· But university spokes- 1 
woman Judy Yancy said the 
move will now .have to ·wait 
until the start· ·of the spring 
semester. 
"There's just no way it will 
be ready,'' Yancy said Mon-
day. 
The spring semester begins 
Jan. 13. 
The change of plans won't 
affect MSU's course offerings 
in· Ashland this fall, Yancy 
said. 
MSU will offer 40 classes if 
enrollment warrants. Last fall, 
the university taught 28 
classes- in Ashland, Yancy 
said. 
She said the university 
hopes to. offer more classes 
and attract more studentS.: building'that"once· housed a 
when it moves to the new· Beck's department store. It 
ild. will be in- the Highland bu mg. . H ' h Sh . MSU will occupy one IJ,001:' e1g ts oppmg- Plaza, a 
of the seven-story building, short walk from· Prestonsburg 
which is owned by FIVCO. Community College. 
The university will pay $1 a Both centers won't compete 
year for rent and $2.50 a with the community colleges 
month for every square foot to in their towns, offering in-
cover operating expenses. The stead upper level courses that 
annual budget for the center js are not available at the com-
$ 000 munity colleges. . 197, · Th "d b h' d Ed Stephens, FIVCO's e 1 ea e m the centers 
economic planner, said the is that studenµ; in some ma-
renovation is expected to be jors can earn ~ degree without 
· completed in time for MSU to having to commute· to More-
hold classes in January. head;_Yancy said. · 
The. Big Sandy extended 
campus center in Pres- The Associated Press also 
tonsburg will open by the start contributed information to this 
of the fall semester as sched- story. 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER; LEXINGTON_.__ KY., WEDNESDAY, JUNE 19, 1991 
Board: WKU will continue 
operating· on '90-'91.( budget 
Staff, wire repor1s . 
BOWLING GREEN - W estem Kentucky University will continue. 
operating on tbe 1990-91 budget after June 30, seven members of the 
board of regents agreed yesterday; 
The members also agreed that once tbey pass tbe 1991-92 budget, 
pay increases for faculty and staff should be retroactive to July 1. 
A letter sent to faculty and staff by President Thomas Meredith's 
office was ambiguous about Yfhether tbe pay increase would begin 
Aug, 1 or, would begin July 1 and be paid Aug. 1 for tbe first time, 
faculty members said. · 
"There's a number of faculty who have tbe impression that tbey 
will lose a montb of' pay- raise," said Dr. Eugene Evans, faculty 
regent. "Can we assure tbem tbis (the pay increase) will be made 
retroactive?" 
Mereditb said tbe letter that was sent was ambiguous because he. 
didn't know which way the board would decide the issue. 
Pay raises are being delayed because th~ board hasn't passed tbe 
1991-92 budget The board was to meet June 12, but tbe meeting was 
postponed to July 29 because one member could not attend and 
several others wanted more time to 'study. tbe $109 million budget 
proposal. . . . 
. The budget was late because.of Western XXI, the_ university's 
strategic plan, _Meredith said. · 
There hasn't been any conflict between tbe board and tbe 
president OV«µ" tbe budget or proposed promotions and salary 
increases, Meredith said. 
THE COURIER.JOURNAL, WEDNESDAY, JUNE 19, 1991 
WKIJlo operate on 1990•91 budget 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Western Kentucky University will 
~:.,• .linue operating on the 1990-91 budget after June 30, seven 
members of the board of regents agreed yesterday. . · 
The members also agreed that once they pass the 1991-92 budg-
et, pay increases should be retroactive to July. 1. 
A June 12 ineeting was postponed to July 29 to give members 
more time to study the $109 million budget proposal. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
Budget, picture contrasts sharply 
with those at man~ universities: .. 
By. Jamie i:.uckEi 
Herald•L~Elder ed~catlori_writer 
The · University, of Kentucky 
yesterday made good on its-promise 
to raise faculty and staff pay by an 
average 10 percent for the second 
year in a row. · 
UK's'.trustees·approved an $817 
million budget" that increases spend• 
ing by 10 percent in 1991 ·92. 
Average UK faculty 
salary compared to 
benchmark median' 
■UK salary ■Benchmark salary .. 
.f~'91·~: 
Fall'90 ~,152 ~ $46,298 ------- -
UK's· budget picture contrasts 
sharply with the economic hard· Fall 'S9 
ships besieging public universities Fall '88 $44,820 
$42,008 $48,957 
in many states -: thanks largely to 
last year's record Kentucky tax FaJl '87 2,481 
increase. 
''Once again, our appreciation Fall '88 0,211 
should be expr~'to th~gov!il"Ijor 
d th I · latur ~ · · · ,:Thebenchmarkmedlan,Jsthe, , --an e egis e ,or :recogruzmg midpoint olaverage ••l•rfes atlf." · · ... 
the needs of the university during competing lnotttutlon■• ·." •-,;h·; 
the last legislative session," l.l_I5::1' UK'■ benchmark lnotttuUona are: .. 
President Charles 0Wethington saio/ Univ~!lllty_of Illinois "'·•. ,.-. ··.•,, ·,. 
· , at Cham~algn-Urbana; · . 
Wethjngtoµ· said'the "very pro- Indiana University at Bloomington; 
.,_.., •••. ,.-.:-_ll";r.;;;t_·· ''"'t h" • - . Univarslty of Missouri at Columbia; . , 
,.,_,:ve ·. u uis~ ··""' · e recom- University of Nor!IJ Carollmi • · : · ' 
mended- yestei:day: clearly empha• at Chapel HIii;, ,, ' . ', :· ' 
sized people; ,..: , • , ;,. · :-,o. , . North Caronna State; .,, ·,;. · .. : 
_ _ ,,.. _ :,:-. ;_-· \;_ :. i • _. , • Ohio State Univ_ersity; :• · , · • 
· ''Tlf ,_ . """'Tint" salari " . . Purdue University; , .. , .. 
. . e mOnfY._ wen ,. O es, _ Unlvers!tY of Tennessee_ at Knoxvme; ~ .· . 
Wethington said: "We·C0¥1d ·have ."UniversilvofVirginia: ..• :.,',.s:· 
done a lot of:other ~-with it. · Virginia P!)lytechnic ll)S)ituta: · · -r-: 1 
ch . ·•· salan · 1 WestVirg1ma Un!V8ralty; ., ----,l< ... , · 
!1J f~nkose ~~~~i~:!y _wh: So~•~ Unive'."i!y ~I K~~.•~ _ 1;)q\"J] 
w~ should· have _put 1t.: Wethington professional development ror hour- · 
said.- . · . · ' ly. staff and new postdoctoral fel-
Throughout the 1980s, fears lowships for minorities and women.-
rc:ise thl\t; UK was losing its finan.. Other budget prioriti~ were 
cial. ability to c;ompete for ~d meeting the demands of increased 
retain faculty members .. We thing- enrolliiient in the 14 community 
ton said UK ~~ tak_~ great sa:i~es colleges, in part by adding 104 
to~ regammg its competitive faculty members, and aiding public. 
footing. school reform. · 
The new taxes pushed up state The budget includes $165,000 to 
support of UK by 17 percent, or an offer doctoral level courses in East-
ad~itional $:48 million: . Overall, em Kentucky and $200,000 in fel-
UK s budget 1s up $76 mill10n from lowships for graduates of Kentucky 
last year. · universities other than UK. · 
Wethington said the new budg. . . . , 
et addressed ·UK's "most pressing , Wethington said the _1~ 11:Vl'.: 
Where UK's money goes 
Progress toward 
equity in state funding 
for universities· 
'·Gifts, grants and contracts are'-
expected to increase 7.6 percent:·, · 
Tuition will go up 8 percent-at 
the Lexington campus and 6 per-
cent at the community colleges;-
Increased enrollment will push the 
revenue from tuition up 11 P!;fcent. 
• . Gale Gaines, . a research >"880- : 
.· ciate'afthe Southern· Regional Edu;·~ 
catioiHloard· in Atlanta said nine of'! 
1s:Southem states had been.forced', 
tij'.(:ut Iiudgets, some· significantlv ~ 
.... ;,It's real grim in some states:;·· 
sqe said. She _said faculty members 
were getting no raises in Maryland 
arid South Carolina, 3 percent on a 
six•month delayed basis in Florida 
and 4.5 percent in Mississippi, but 
only because of a tuition increase. 
· UK board chairman Foster Ock• 
·erman said, "We're very fortunate, 
particularly when you compare us 
with other states." 
priorities· in· a ·very· meaningful · s1on of the formula fo~ ~stributing; 
way." These included . concerns state funds. was as, signifi~t .for~ lHE COURIER.JOURNAL, WEDNESDAY, JUNE 19, 1991 
raised last year by two committees ·. UK as t!ie m~ ap~ropnal!o~J • ··· -
that studied the• status of women '. becau~ It equal_ized !\!"ding among, UK Junior college presidents named 
d · · ·tt· · · , the vanous umverstties ..,.. to· the! . . an mmon es. d f UK d ..,,:..:.1 ,- · 'tli ·" ' The Uruvers1ty of Kentucky board of trustees yesterday named 
. Wetbington_ordered UK _admin, a vanta~e O an es~)':;,,~) Deborah Lee_ Floyd as p_resident o~ Prestonsburg Community C~l-
1strators:to review all salaries ·and· commuruty colleges. . · lege and John M. McGwre as president of Owensboro Commuruty 
to adjust-. them in cases in which State support will increase fronJ,. College. · . 
there,_wei)i no. objective reasons for , 39 percent to 41 percent of UK'~ · · J.:!oyd, 39, is currently vice president of student development at 
differerices· in pay among.employ. budget State funding ($335.8• mil0:i the Collin County Community College District in McKinney and 
ees with CCfici'arable qualifications. · lion overall) is up- 14.5 percent- oii;j Plano, T~. She will replace Hemy Campbellas, who is retiring. 
In addition to the·salary review,· the: UK_ main campus lll\.g. ·-~.51 Prestol!Sliurg has 2,700 students. : . . . .. • 
Wethington also included $2.6 mil- percent m the two-year commuru.tY;:i Mcqulte, who h~d been dean of instruction at the Commuruty 
lion in initiatives aimed at equaJiz. coll~ : ·,- . .- ,.,. . · :·,.;:.:.. i~,, ,COll~.o{ ~ram Colorado, re~ Owensboro's temporary 
ing opportunities and pay for worn- Federal· cl local . .- ti ·•· ': p~dent, Patrick B. Lake, who is president of Henderson Com-
en and minorities. The initiatives .. 1 an t ap~pna ons muruty College. Owensboro has more than 2,000 students. · cl d. · · .. sch larshi are up percen m u e new mmonty· 0 ps, Endowment and investment in. 
come is down 1 percent because of 
low interest rates. 
I 
·1 
, THE C0UBJER✓OUR~WEDNESDAY, JONE 19; 1991: 
· •·:Im'stees: appmve,'.·tiiiilgetii.iclyd:i•~f 
+ti;3gQ~.rill~~j ;~fllQ• p~.r~ent1 fonfltq~~ 
~GTON,, Ky. --Bolstered by an in-crea.se;in state money,. University of Ken-. 
tuc:lo' :trustees unanimously approved. an ;. 
$8lit,8, million. budget yesterday that in-. 
eludes average·sa1ary· increases of .10 per- , 
cent,for, faculty and siaff." · . 
1'he, 1991,9i budgef marks the second , 
co~tive year that UK has app,roved 10 
percent average raises, reflecting a concert-
ed" effort to,1 bring· faculty salaries in line 
with salarie:: , at benchmark universities -
coniparable tr;hools h1 other states. 
'.'.'Ihis is a ve1y good budget for the Uni-
versjty of. Kentucky," said. UK President 
Charles Wethington. "The emphasis on this 
budgef is clearly on people. Its emphasis is 
on providing competitive .. and equitable sal- , 
aries fl)r people." · 
hrfact. the pay increases could mean that_ 
for the first time in recent memory UK fac-
ulty'.will be paid about the same as their 
counterparts at benchmark schools. 
hi 1990-91, UK faculty were paid an aver-
age of $3,854 less than the benchmark me-
dian. For years, UK officials have been con-
cerned about a mass exodus of the universi-
ty's best faculty because of the pay dispar-
ity. 
However, with the increases announced 
yesterday, UK faculty will make an average 
of $50,900, about $700 more than the 
· benchmark median last year. The bench-
marks include Indiana University, Vu-ginia 
Polytechnic Institute and State University, 
and ·the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill. 
Similarly, faculty at UK's 14 community 
colleges will make an average of $31,600 in 
1991-92, equal to the benchmark median 
last year, and more than $3,000 above the 
average community college faculty salary 
last year. 
The budget will also fund 104 new full. 
time faculty in the community colleges and 
provide support for staff positions in an ef-
fort to keep pace with the system's bur-
geoning enrollment. 
Although UK officials are hesitant ·lo pre-
dict what pay increases will be at other uni-
versities, information received from other 
universities indicated that they could be 2 
percent to 3 percent. · 
In any event, "we found no other institu-
tions giving 10 percent salary increases,'' 
said Ed Carter, UK's vice president for man-
agement and budget. 
UK faculty trustee Raymond Betts praised 
Wethington for concentrating on faculty 
salaries, saying that the large pay increases 
buck a trend in other states and even tradi-
tionally what has occurred at UK. 
The main reason the university can offer 
the pay raises is the 1990 General Assem-
bly's $1.3 billion tax increase for public edu-
cation reform. Wethington said higher edu-
cation also benefited. 
Next year UK and its 14 community col-
leges will receive $335.8 million from the 
state, comjlared to $287 .6 million laS!.~• 
The money provides about 41 per-
cent of the UK system's total budg-
et, compared to nearly 39 percent 
last year. 
Moreover, for 1991-92 UK and the 
community colleges will receive 
nearly 47 percent of the total state 
appropriation to the eight state uni-
versities - $333.5 million out of 
$715.5 million, according to the 
state Council on Higher Education. 
'I'he ,percentage of state appropri, 
ation to UK's budget "has been g0-'. 
ing down for several years,'' Weth-
ington said. But the significant in-
crease in state dollars for this budg.:; 
et is "absolutely a move in the right': 
direction, probably the most signifi-· 
cant change we've had in the right: 
direction since I can remember." 
Other highlights of the budget in-
clude: •. ; 
■A review of the university's' 
wage and salary system in an effort' 
to correct salary inequities. _ 
Recent faculty-sponsored reports, 
contended that women and minority, 
faculty were paid significantly less: 
than their male counterparts. Weth: 
ington subsequently pledged to ad-. 
just their pay. The budget includes 
about $2.5 million to respond to fe,-
male and minority issues. , _: , , 
The budget also continues to-em-
phasize the recruitment of minority 
faculty, staff and students. The, 
1991-92 budget includes an addi~ 
tional $200,000 for minority student 
scholarships, $200,000 for minority 
postdoctoral fellowships, and 
$100,000 for female postdoctorates 
in. underrepresented areas such as 
engineering and some of the sci-
ences. 
Moreover, the university adminis,· 
tration will confinue funding first •. 
year salaries for new minority facul-
ty, instead of making individual col-
leges pay new minority faculty. 
Also, the budget includes $309,000. 
for 10 minority faculty positions in 
the community college system. 
■ $600,000 to support the Ken-
tucky Education Reform Act. · In-
cluded is $165,000 for the establish-
ment of a graduate center in East-
ern Kentucky, faculty positions in 
ecl!Jcation_ administration and the 
creation of- a university task force 
on education reform. : 
· ■ $2.3 · million for rural· health 
care. The, program will provide ac-
celerated ' learning for nurses a 
physical therapy program and addi-
tioilal family: practice residency P<r 
sitioris for medically underserved 
areas of the state. . 
■ $58 million in new capital pro}-
ects, including nearly $10 million 
for: 'S<iutheast Community College(-
Bell .County Vocational TechnicaI 
Building and $14 million for medical 
research expansion at the Albert B. 
Chandler Medical Center. i 
■ UK Board of Trustees Chairmall 
Foster Ockerman said he had not 
decided what pay increase Wething-
ton would get. That decision will be 
made by ~ugust or September, Ock-
erman said . . 
Last year, Wethington signed a 
· five-year contract paying him an ini-
tial annual salary of $143,550. : 
The contract, which was sched-
uled to run through July 1, 1995, 
contains a provision permitting its 
annual renewal each July I. 
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Two campuses get new presfdents -
Herald-Leader sta·ff report 
, development it the Gollin County 
University of Kentucky commu' Community College ,District in Mc-
nity colleges in Prestonsburg and.. Kinney and Plano since 1985. 
Owensboro got new presidents·yes- , . , · ' 
terday. . _ . ,. . . She_ s~ccee<;I~ Henry A_ Camp-
UK trustees approved the· aP-: •. bell, wlio 1s retiring as president of 
poiniment of. Deborah Lee Floyd,· · the 2,700-student college. 
39, a commumty college ad1?ffiistra- John M McGuire, chief academ-
tor from Texas, as president of ic officer at a community college in 
Prestonsburg ~mmumty Colleg~ Aurora, Colo., was appointed presi-
The ~ngview,_ Texas, native dent of Owensboro Community Col-
has been vice president of student lege, which has 2,000 .students. 
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'Bappointments to UK board pending 
Herald-Leader staff report 
The death of former Gov. A.B. 
"Happy" Chandler brings to eight 
the number of appointments that 
~v. Wallace Wilkinson has pend-
mg to the University of Kentucky 
board of trustees. 
The governor is responsible for 
appointing 16 of the 20 UK trustees; 
tlie other four are elected by faculty 
and students .. 
,. Seven trustees have continued 
to serve though their terms expired 
six to 18 months ago. Chandler's 
term would have expired at the end 
of this month. 
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Bellarmine to grant new scholarships 
Bellarmine College announced plans yesterday for a Bellarmine 
Scholars Prognllll that will provide full, four-year scholarships for 
10 freshmen"each'year. The value of .the scholarships over four· 
years would be $32,000, and the recipients wou14_ be provided, 
with faculty mentors, seminars and other activities. 
The goal is to attract and retain top students, keeping them in 
Kentucky and at Bellarmine, said Vice President Leonard Molsan. 
The first class should be announced in August, he said. 
,~,-·! ne,~y!!1'3&e:annual;"" ,~,.;,"nfan 
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. · _ b~me commissioner on Jul 
ter better teach- ;re.l'IY,.' Mills, football hero John· Cowtty."" 95-"7-7 racom at Campbell Cowtty gava. •·. , , · ,. • 
ing at the Garrett !SmllJ.l,S .. ,'.'.~hipwreck" Kelly, basket-.• i:,. "':,',~1=;....,,,..,;, eanr·. The ;board- also ai?Pi:<JV';<' Je. 
school. • ,.,.,,,.,.,,---,,.,.,, ,ball'ref~~,Henry Bell and adminis-· ...,, 1,632 ___ ,,.,...,.. • ., ""' ._ Touma- • Rogers, as the_ ass?ctation s ne, 
Loui.sV1·11e•s trators Joan Mitchell, James H. Phil- manta."°"""~ oants agaJn,t ....- ,1966 - sports information director, replac • • •- , ' """"""'" - County, ,_._ at UKC • Julian''!'. k tt wh will b 
Barry Bingham lips and:Oran. Teater. Tom 1rn1■ .::.'1<HSAA'comm•••m• - 1975·. mg. . ~c ~ • . 0 ecom 
Sr who died-in The inductees: ttucughJ""""'·ofttiJs'""'·""•"'""·"""_,'¥'<1- the, ass~ons director of bus: ., r· · , ~, .~•. r.- ,, ~ footbalf et.Plne'.il!a, coached.al Per?Yvilla and serwd ness affall'S'-' 
1988; and Mary ,.,:~::,~Led""""':'::1::\"':.of.!,":;, on ~SIV\~:O!,~--,. i-. · · · The board'also rehired Earl Co 
Bingham initial- ''S1erof """'' at Ken1<JC1<y-1odlana game. He coached, : ..,: ':,~,;-~=:4:.,~~·:,._ as:~- as its consultant for corporate spo~ 
ly financed the 1963 ~ team to State Toomament berth. ~ Lynch and ·Madison Cm?tJw won more than 200, - • 
awards with, a ~ ,Bell - Ona o1 the Btf.ta'a mp&t respactad. games. HJs ba:skatball teams c:a LYllCh ~ !!!P@Jt:ian sors~p~. 
~ ~~~n:er. Justice iri- wonderland 
~~ard~~o :~ Hawkins -LEXINGTON HERA[O-LEACil:R;.LEx1NGTON;KY:. WEDfiesoiiv:-JffNE 1§;.;991-
ward the best 
teachers on staff 
and as a incen-
tive to attract 
other top profes- · 
sors to Transyl-
vania, a private 
Lexington 
school of. 1,091 
students. · 
Three other Weber, 
Transylvania· 
professors are getting their Bing-
ham awards renewed for three more 
years. Those faculty members are: 
Joseph N. Binford, a professor of 
history; Jeffrey B. _Freyman, an 
associate professor of political sci-
ence; and ~ichard A. O'Neil, an 
associate professor of philosophy. 
· The sa~ · supplements have 
no. strings attached, such as publi-
cation or- research requiremen!S, Jle.. 
ing'.a full-tinie faculty' member and 
a good teacher are the only require-
ments. · 
Diversity through exclusion at VMI? Come now! 
I 
f there is a Peculiar Reason-
. ing Hall of Fame, it surely 
: has a new member today. He 
: is United States District 
Judge Jackson Kiser of Virginia. 
On Tuesday, Kiser ruled that . 
Virginia Military Institute can con- • 
tinue to bar women from admis-- ,. 
sion, even though it is a public 
~ollege. Why? Because the policy 
adds diversity to Virginia's univer-
sity system. 
No, we're not making that up, 
By this judge's logic, barring 
people from voting booths is all 
right because it promotes democra-
cy. And barring black children 
from public schools is OK,Joo, 
because it promotes interest irt edu-
cation. 
Maybe there is some good rea-
son to allow VMI to continue its 
all,niale ways (although it's not 
immediately apparent). But if there 
is, it surely has nothing to do with 
thi,s cockeyed line of reasoning. 
The sooner some higher court dis-
poses of this .exercise in illogic, the 
better, . 
MSU Clip Sheet 
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'%><-- U of i is stunned anew b1 failure rat~ 
~-?0 of dental students on regional exam :: 
~~ By BEN Z. HERSHBERG 
~ Staff Writer 
A second shock wave within two 
months has swept the University of 
Louisville Dental School because of 
the high failure rate of students on 
a regional board examination. 
Twenty-seven of 44 students - 61 
percent - who took the written sec-
tion of the exam were notified earli-
er this month that they had failed. 
Last month, more than a third of the 
students taking the clinical section 
of the exam failed. 
Historically, only 5 percent to 10 
percent of the dental school gradu-
ates have failed the Southern Re-
gional Testing Agency exam, said 
acting dean Richard Miller. Stu-
dents can't apply for licenses unless 
they pass all five components of the 
boards. 
After a request for a review of the 
situation by the University of Louis-
ville and another school with a high 
failure rate, the results of the writ-
ten diagnosis test were adjusted, 
said Robert Minnich, secretary 
treasurer of the Southern Regional 
Testing Agency. An additional 11 
students will pass the exam in Lou-
isville because of the adjustment. 
But that still leaves a failure rate 
of 36 percent on the written diagno-
sis exam, which is unusually high 
for U of L, Minnich said. He didn't 
know why the failure rate has risen. 
Toe adjustment is based on a sta-
tistical analysis of the exam. which 
consisted of 50 multiple-<:hoice 
questions. 
Toe 11 additional U of L students 
who passed the exam will be noti-
fied by letter of the change within 
the next few days, Minnich said. 
He declined to identify the other 
school whose students had high fail-
ure rates on the written test but said 
it wasn't in Kentucky. 
Minnich said he doesn't plan to 
change the results of the clinical 
exam taken by the U of L students. 
Miller said the exam's new format 
may have contributed to U of L's 
poor results. One change reduced 
the time students had to make gold 
fillings. Another was the elimination 
of a section of the exam in which 
students wrote treatment plans llfter 
seeing pictures of patients' teeth. 
In addition, Miller said, the exam 
is given at U of L before other 
schools because its students gradu-
ate earlier. Often, the first group of 
dental students to take a new type 
of test does worse than later test 
takers, Miller said, because neither 
the students nor the examiners are 
used to the format. ., ·, 
Minnich's organization, based rn 
Vrrgi.nia Beach, Va., tests dental ~-
dents in Arkansas, Tennessee.._ Vir-
ginia and Kentuc!t¥, • · 
Rowland Hutchinson, who ~ 
become dean of tbe dental sc~l 
July 1, said he knew about the ~ 
failure rate. 
He has been dean of tJie Universi; 
ty of Detroit Dental School, whi~ 
the failure rate on regional exai)u-
nations has ranged from 10 pe~tit 
to 50 percent. :-
He said he opposes clinical ex~ 
that use real patients because they 
involve such a variety of people 11n"d · 
conditions that they can't be stall· 
dardized. ,: . 
He didn't know why: the fail~ 
rate might be so high on the writteh 
diagnosis section. Only 4 perce1tf. of · 
the U of L graduates failed an elU'li• 
er, national written test. And they . 
did well on several other wrift¢ 
sections of the Southe~ Regiobal 
exam, Hutchinson said. · 
Students can retake parts of tlte 
exam they failed July 7-10 in Low!s-
ville. ';' 
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New ban on smoking 
at LCC leaves some 
students fuming 
Paris. "With all the scientific evi-
iince that's coming out .. . you 
ve to be realistic about it" 
: Christopher added that the ban 
?mght help him quit smoking . 
.,: The policy adds LCC to a grow-
~ list of public facilities in Lexing-
By Jim Warren 
Herald-Leader staff writer 
It just got a little 
smoke in Lexington. 
'We pay just as much to 
harder to go here as the people who 
1 that prohibit smoking. Most pitals do not allow it. The yette County public schools are 
~g smoke-free this fall. Many 
lmsinesses ban smoking, or sbictly 
m:tJ.it it Lexington Community College 
instituted a new no-smoking policy 
at its Cooper Drive campus last 
week, and some smoking students 
are fuming about it 
"It's bull," said Monica Brooks, 
a student from Sharpsburg who 
was registering for summer school 
at LCC yesterday afternoon. 
Previously, smokers at LCC 
could light up in designated indoor 
areas. But that policy wasn't work-
ing, officials said yesterday. New 
rules allow smoking outside only. 
The Lexington Community Col-
lege East campus on Winchester 
Road has been smoke-free since it 
opened last fall. 
don't smoke.' 
- LCC student Monica Brooks 
: Apparently there is no overall 
:mioking policy for the University 
said they had no problem with 9f. Kentucky's community colleges. 
LCC's limiting smoking to certain i:=.r example, Ashland, Hazard and 
areas. But a complete ban is unfair, Ltonsburg community colleges 
they argued. ?mtit smoking to specified areas. 
"We pay just as much to go : UK generaiiy aiiows smoking 
here as the people who don't 8ft its main campus, except in such 
smoke," Brooks said. 91eces as libraries or laboratories. 
Some students predict there will ~e UK Hospital is smoke-free. 
be an outff}' when regular classes : LCC President Allen Edwards, 
resume this f2 11 _,a:, normally has wlio reportedly approved the ban, 
4,500 students, but only about 800 Zs out of town yesterday. But 
are attending summer school. Ql%ler school officials said a survey 
However, not all smokers at t=,t semester indicat.ed that most 
LCC are unhappy. ~ents and faculty members_ fa-
"I don't mind it at all," said vored a smoking ban. 
. Doug Christopher, a student from 
Brooks and other students at 
the Cooper Drive campus yesterday - A service of the Office of Media Relations-
lc.e, StxQkinj ~ .... 
(C.c-..\ '.!.) 
·.- Tlie::chief: executive •affii:er'.;of) 
the Burley Toliaccii:Growers Coop_-,: 
erative Association said, yesterday, 
that he did .'m:>t ~expe(;(af out~~ 
fromiburley growers. .'i' •. 
"While any smoking ban affects 
us all, we can sell. all we can grow 
right now,"· Danny McKinney sajd. 
Even so, McKinney said he : 
thought the smoking ban infringed 
on the rights of adults: 
''It's, another. example of an . 
institutioiiiirlal<ing, a•· decision for 
adults,'' McKinney said. . 
The no-smoking signs that went 
up Friday caught some LCC stu• 
dents by surprise. 
"I looked r.i·ound and suddenly 
said to myself; 'Hey, what happened 
to all the ash trays?' " student 
Kevin. Bowling said. '.'Nob9dy told 
me anything." 
David Wachtel, who teaches so-
ciology at LCC, said the ban was 
necessary because people were ig-
noring the limited-smoking policy. 
"The students are here only a 
few hours a week.. But teachers are 
here all day every day, and they 
have to breathe that smoke all the 
time. . . . Why should I have to 
breathe other people's smoke?" 
Wachtel, who was part of an 
LCC committee that studied smok-
ing policies, estimated that 80 per-
cent of the students and faculty 
members surveyed were in favor of 
· going smoke.free. 
Carol Webb, ·acting academic 
dean at LCC, said that smokers and 
non-smokers were surveyed. Tobac-
co smoke had become a problem 
because the LCC building is rela-
tively small, she said. 
Wachtel said that officials 
planned some measures to make 
smokers a little more comfortable 
when they go outside to light up. 
That could include some benches 
and a wall to shield smoker.s fiortJ. 
cold winds this winter. 
But that apparently will depend 
on whether money is available. 
And it still might not make 
everybody happy. 
"To forbid smoking every-
where, I don'.t think it's right," 
student Margie Crowe said. "I think 
it's against our constitutional rights 
i,verywhere they're doing it." 
Crowe said she would keep on 
smoking, either going outside or to 
the bathroom to light up. 
"I'll quit smoking someday be-
cause of my health, but not because 
they tell me to." 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky Wednesday, June 19, 1991 
MSU's Fick 
may stick 
By now, Dick Fick has 
probably settled into his new 
home at Morehead State Uni-
versity. 
The hiring of the former 
Creighton University assistant 
put the final touch on· an ex-
asperating, lengthy search 
that resembled a soap opera. 
To the media, the process was 
more like a quiz show. Which 
candidate is the favorite? It 
went from Allen Hatcher to 
Jeff Burkhamer; from Burk-
hamer to Don DeVoe; from 
De Voe to Hatcher; from 
Hatcher back to Burkhamer; 
from Burkhamer to Al Brown; 
and from Brown to Fick. 
While the hiring process 
was as rough as riding 
bumper cars with all the old 
bullies from your neigh-
bo_rhood, it may have ac-
complished its ultimate pur-
pose: Finding a quality coach 
to lead the basketball pro-
gram. · 
Fick strikes a solid first 
impression and may end up 
being an excellent choice. 
His coaching references are 
solid. He worked for eight 
years at Creighton under Tony 
Barone, helping to build that 
program to the success it en-
joyed in the 1991 NCAA 
Tournament. He was consid-
ered the prime candidate for 
the top assistant's position at 
Loyola Marymount. He has 
taken his lumps at smaller 
places, as well. 
His philosphy is sound and 
the proper one for Morehead 
Siate. Fick likes to run, run, 
run and understands the key 
to a good offense is a good de-
fense. That attitude would 
help pump new blood into 
MSU basketball, something 
desperately needed. Not' -
knocking'fotiner'coach-· , .. ""' 
Tommy Gaither,.-but if you're•i.1 
going to lose; lose -with fun ... : " 
In a recent iliterview••wfth1,·:,· 
The Independent, Fick stres-' · 
sed academics as the first . 
priority for his student- .,. 
athletes. That is encouraging 
but it will take more than lip 
service to prove that belief. 
Fick has shown strong 
maturity. Prior to his six 
y~ars with Creighton, he spent 
six years at Valaparaiso as an 
assistant. That's good staying 
power for a coach. He has 
proven himself to be one who 
is willing to roll up his 
sleeves, work and stay awhile. 
He has already addressed 
one of the biggest questions 
concerning him, his ability to 
recruit the state in general 
a_nd eastern Kentucky in par-
ticular. That's an important 
criteria for an MSU coach 
though it apparently wasn'.-t to 
the search committee. In re-
sponding to a question at the 
press conference announcing 
his hiring, Fick said that no 
geographic areas for recruit-
ing were stressed as important 
by the search committee. 
The promotion of Merle 
Kidwell as an assistant should 
provide a boost to Fick and to 
the area's student-atlrletes. 
Kidwell knows the area well 
· and can serve as a capable 
liason between Fick and area 
high schools. 
Fick's personality is also the 
right one for Morehead State. 
He has a. quick wit. offers 
quotes that have some inge-
nuity, and has been accessible 
to the media. He easily put 
behind him the fact he was a 
second or third choice for the 
job. He comes to Moreliead 
with an aggressive attitude. 
With all the positives Fick 
possesses, it is questionable 
why it took so long to hire 
him. The entire MSU coaching 
saga might end up with the 
conclusion that the best man 
for the job was there all along. 
TONY CURNUTTE is a 
sportswriter for The Daily 
Independent. 
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NKU dormitory construction to start 
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky. - Northern Kentucky University 
will break ground for a dormitory project tomorrow that is part of 
the focus of a state and federal grand jury investigation into cam-
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Transylvania teachers win awards 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Three assistant professors at Transylvan!a 
University will receive the Bingham Awards for Excellence m 
paign contributions; · 
The ResidentialVtllage Project, designed to house 600, will cost 
about $9.8 million, according to the university. 
Pulliam Inve~tment Co.,Inc. of Spartanburg, S.C., was awarded 
the contract after initially losing to Graves-Turner Developments 
Inc. of Lexington: Gov. Wallace Wilkinson disqualified Graves- • 
Turner after it was learned the company had seen Pulliam's final Teaching. . • B 
Tylene Garrett, an assistant professo~ of comp~ter science; en 
Hawkins, an assistant professor of music; and-~cbard Web~r,.an 
assistant professor of. German and French, will· each receive a 
salary supplement of $11,000 a year for three yell!'5, . 
The awards were created in 19~7 by Transy~a board chair~ 
man W.T. Young to help-encourage better teaching at the school. 
Barry Bingham Sr. and_ Mary Bingham initially financed the 
awards with a $3 million gift. 
bid before submitting its own. • 
People affiliated with Graves-Turner's project team and their 
relatives have given $58,00!) to Wilkinson causes and the guberna-
torial campaign of Martha. Wilkinson, .who withdrew from the 
race before the primary in May; . 
The grand jury investigations have resulted in the Lexington 
architectural firnr of EO Associates and three of its officers being 
charged with making illegal campaign contributions. 
M, lJ ARCHIVES 
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Goyernor has backlog of college 
board posts ap~~~i:;1~~f~:r&11;:i~~~~- · 
By Ja.nle Lucke 
Heraldpleader education writer 
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's backlog of 
university board·appointments has grown 
so large that one-quarter of the state's 
trustees and regents could change by the 
time he leaves office in December. 
. The potential for upheaval on universi-
ty governing boards has renewed calls for 
a formal screening and nominating process 
- a change endorsed by Democratic 
gubernatorial candidate Brereton Jones but ' 
opposed by his Republican opponent, 
Larry Hopkins. . 
Wilkinson is not the first governor to 
let appointments pile up. Most recently, 
Martha Layne Collins announced a flurry 
of new board members on her last day as 
governor in 1987. 
But some observers say the backlog 
seems to .have reached an extreme under 
Wilkinson. 
University of Louisville board chair-
man Woodford Porter said that in his 24 
years as a trustee, "We've never had to 
wait this long· to have appointments filled." 
The governor's inaction does not create 
vacancies. Board members continue to 
serve after their terms expire until a 
replacement is named or they are reap-
pointed. The new board members then 
have a truncated tenure • because their 
official term begins the day their predeces-
sor's expired, 
But Porter said the delays and eventual 
upheavals could cause problems and dis-
rupt governance of a university. "It's pretty 
difficult for board members to come right 
on and understand the duties," he said. "It 
takes most board members at least a year 
to find their way to the board room, 
figuratively speaking .... It would be nice 
if the appcintments were made and there 
could be some continuity." . 
Wilkinson's press secretary, Doiig Al-
exander, questioned assertions that Wilkin-
son had been slower than other governors 
in making appointments. "I don't know. 
rve had people tell me that's not the case." 
Alexander said he did not know wheth-
er Wilkinson. planned to fill all the expired 
seats before stepping down. "I think he will 
continue to do what he's done throughout 
the administration: try ta appoint the best 
people he can to all boards and· commis-
sions." 
serve on the governing boards of 
Kentucky's eight public universi-
ties. 
The 19 otl)ers are chosen by 
faculty, students and staff. 
The large number of pending 
appointments is· a reminder·that a' 
better system is needed for appoint! · 
ing board members, said Robert 
Sexton, executive director · of the 
Prichard Committee for Academic 
Excellence. · 
The · Prichard Committee· has 
long endorsed a formal process for 
recruiting, screening and nominat-
ing trustees and regents that 
"would buffer university appoint-
ments from the most crass political 
considerations," Sexton said. governor. In the case of new boards, 
"The selection process would the lieutenantgovernor would make 
underline that a board appointment the appointment if the governor 
is a serious public trust requiring delayed more than 60 days. 
some qualifications beyond political Lt. Gov. Jones last year called 
contributions or connections," he for a law creating an education 
said. "I can see why governors council that· would recommend 
might not want it to start with. But three nominees to the governor for 
once they had it, I bet they'd like each board seat. 
it." U.S. Rep. Hopkins opposes such 
Rep. Ernesto Scorsone, D-Lex- a law but would follow an internal 
ington, said he would once again screening process and consult with 
introduce legislation requiring the university officials to find the best-
governor to choose trustees and qualified board members, said Hop-
regents from nominees submitted kins spokeswoman Kristi Stone. "It 
by a screening committee. The gov- is the governor's responsibility to 
ernor would choose the committee. make those appointments, and Ken-
Scorsone's measure, failed in tucky will not be run by committee 
1988. It was passed by the House in when he's governor," she said. 
1990 but died in the Senate. The U of L's Porter said a law 
1990 legislature did lengthen uni- ,requiring timely appointments 
versity board terms from four to six .probably would be helpful. But he 
years. . expressed reservations about im-
Scorsone ;;said the screening posing a screening committee on 
process· would make for better- the governor. 
qualified board members and "As much as some of the pow-
speedier appointments. ers have been taken from the gover-
Rep. Larry Clark, D-Louisville, nor's office in the past few legisla-
has pre-filed a bill for 1992 that tures, I'm pretty sure the governor 
would require governors to make wouldn't want to give up any more 
appointments within 60 days of a powers than he has to. rm· not sure 
term's expiration. If the deadline I'd want the governor to give up 
· passed, the board member would he any more powers," Porter said. 
automatically reappointed. · • • • 
Clark's bill applies to all boards Staff writer Clint Riley cotzlribut-
and commissions appointed by the ed to this article. 
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Community college bans smoking 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Lexington Community College has balJ!1-ed 
smoking indoors, and the new policy has some students fuming, 
''We pay just as much to go here as the people who don't 
smoke:' said Monica Brooks, a student from Sharpsburg who was 
registering for summer, school Wednesday. 
Before last week, smokers could light up in designated indoor 
areas, But that policy wasn't working, school officials said. New 
rules allow smoking outside only. The Lexington Community Col-
lege East campus on Winchester Road has been smoke-free since 
it opened last fall. 
tee· normally bas 4,500 students, but only about 800 are at-
tending summer school 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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· Building of dorm begi~.§ 
in eye of legal storm·· .:.::;jv ,,,if 
house''oiie' "'twoi anif tlfree:bedioonf• 
By Stephanie Speller■ apamnen~' anl'aicommons,.bui!dCi 
Herald-Leader staff writer ing ,wjth a 300-seat cafeteria meet:. 
Northern Kentucky University has weath- ing'toj>~, a recreation toord and a: 
ered the stonn about its donnitory, and admin- converuence store:· · .. ; 
istrators said yest~day that they were looking Construction will _begin Monday, 
ahead to a dynamic future. . and 1s expected to. be complete by; 
A ceremony at the Highland Heights cam- August . 1992. · 
pus marked the groundbreaking for a new The proposed, dormitories are1 
residential village that has been the center of the second housing project at the' 
controversy since January. university. The first residence· ha!,¥ 
The $9.8 million project will mean 600 more was built in 1982 'and accomn'io,, 
beds for the university's 11,300 students, 96 dates 390 students,.'· a hindrahee' 
percent of whom commute. . Boothe said has limited· the schoofi 
Jack Foster, secretary of the Education and "I've heard . .Jrq,Q1}f>arenij\1sa 
Humanities Cabinet, delivered the keynote many times that tliey'd: lo\fe'tolserial 
address. He said that ''the past year has been their kids to Northern but want. 
to~us," but that he and Gov. Wallace · them to live on campus. What were 
WIikinson were glad to see the long-awaited doing now is a win-win situation," 
day arrive. ,: he said. · ' 
Questions arose in January regarding the NKU has shown more growth 
contract to build the village. ' recently than any other school in 
Pulliam Investment Co. of Spartanburg, the state system. Its enrollment has 
S.C., eventually received the bid, but oJl]y after increased 37 percent in the last five 
it was revealed that another bidder, . Graves/ years. 
Turner Developments of Lexington, had seen Student Government President 
Pulliam's bid before submitting its oWn final H. Michelle Deeley said students 
bid. Pulliam accused Graves/Turner of plagi&, appreciated the changes. 
rism. ' ·' "Well have the simple things 
Some of Graves/Turner's partners in the· other schools tend to overlook," 
project also had contributed $58,000 to Wilkin-, said Deeley, a senior from She-
son's political causes and the gubernatorial pherdsville. "And with more stu-
campaign of his wife, Martha Wilkinson. A dents staying on campus, we will 
grand jury has indicted officials with EO see increased participation in athlet-
Associates Inc., ·one of the partners, and will ic and cultural events." 
hear evidence connected with the alleged.illegal The university's. six-year plan 
campaign contributions. · includes more expansion, said Den-
After the ceremony, university President.. ni~ '.faulJ:>ee, vice president for ad-
Leon E. Boothe said that the university and mirustral!on. . 
state could learn from the potential scandal but Th_e hbrary and fine arts· ce_nter 
that he would not "dwell on it.• •, ! . . •' are bemg renov'.1t~ at a combm<:<I 
"We've got bright horizons," cost of_ $17 :2 milhon. Taul~ said 
Boothe said. "Why look back?" the un1vers1ty also would ask ~e 
"A residential village adds a 19_9~ General Assembly for _$l!i,7 
new dimension to the body of the nul110n for ~ . classroom bwldmg. 
campus. I'd like to think were an~ $1_3 nulhon to expand ;~he 
breaking ground throughout Ken- uruverstty ~ent~. . ; : ;,,ii 
tucky by extending our scope to . The umvers1ty_ also nug:ht con-, 
serve the rest of the commonwealth sider another residence b4Il · that· 
as well as Northern Kentucky" he would board about 500 students. 
said ' But Taulbee said the school did' not 
· . . plan to move far from its Northern 
. Bmlt across tw~ S)W:, the pr~ Kentucky roots and would continue 
Jee! features four bwldmgs that Will to focus on serving the region. 
Aiisociated Press 
' . . HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky. .:.. 
Northern Kentucky University 
broke ground yesterday for a $9.8 
million dormitory that is part of the 
focus of a state and federal grand 
jury investigation into campaign 
contributions. 
The Residential Village Project 
will add 600 beds to the current 396, 
according to the university. 
.Jack Foster, secretary of the state 
Education and Humanities Cabinet, 
represented Gov. Wallace Wdkin-
son at the ceremonial turning of 
dirt. He made only a passing refer-
ence to the project's checkered past. 
"This is a long-awaited day," Fos-
ter said. "And though the past year 
has been tortuous, we're glad that 
it's finally here." 
The contract was awarded to Pul-
liam Investment Co. Inc. of Spartan-
burg, S.C., which initially lost it to 
Graves-Turner Developments, a 
Lexington company whose princi-
pals had pump!!(! $58,000 into Wil-
kinson's political causes and the 
short-lived gubernatorial campaign 
of his wife, Martha Wilkinson. 
Pulliam charged that the state Fi-
nance Cabinet, which handles con-
tract awards, steered the contract to 
Graves-Turner as a political favor. 
Wdkinson later ordered the con-
tract suspended and disqualified 
Graves-Turner after it was learned 
the company had acquired a copy of 
Pulliam's bid before submitting its 
own, final bid. 
Grand jury investigations have re-
sulted in the Lexington architectural 
firm of EO Associates and three of 
its officers being charged with malc-
ing illegal campaign contributions. 
"The governor and I are extreme-
ly pleased that this day has arrived 
and that we can get on with the 
business at hand," Foster said, 
Foster said the university has 
grown by 37 percent since 1985 -
the largest increase among state in-
stitutions. N1ru's enrollment last 
year was 11,297, 
The donns should be ready by the 
fall of 1992. NKU President Leon 
Boothe said inadequate facilities 
held back the university's growth. 
Boothe said the project will mean 
additional offices, meeting space. 
recreational facilities and food serv-
ices. 
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Sue Bennett ~ _P_r_o,-11-e:_P_a_u_l -G-. a_u_n_n_e_tt _;,-. ------, 
College picks \ 
Ohio educator ~ z. 
as president 1 
New head says 
success possible 
By Jamie Lucke 
Herald-Leader education writer · 
LONOON - After more than 
18 months of self-examination and 
uncertainty, Sue Bennett College 
yesterday named a new president 
who promised to spread the word 
quickly that the school was ··mov-
ing ahead as a church-related insti-
tution of higher education." 
Paul G. Bunnell, 50. a United 
Methodist minister and president of 
Urbana University in Ohio, will 
begin his duties as Sue Bennett's 
ninth president Aug. 1. 
Bunnell said 
he came to Sue 
Bennett, a 500-
student junior 
college, with no 
second thoughts 
- despite the 
school's finan. 
cial squeeze and 
increasing com-
petition from 
public institu- Bunnell 
tions offering cheaper tuition. 
"I believe fervently in United 
Methodist higher education so I had 
absolutely no misgivings, and 1 
think. certainly, success is possible, 
and I anticipate that," Bunnell said 
after the board unanimously named 
him president from a field of 57 
candidates. 
Bunnell succeeds Joan Stivers, 
70, who is retiring after 34 years at 
Sue Bennett as a teacher, dean and, 
since January 1990, president 
Board chairman Ed LeMaster 
said the trustees were especially 
impressed by Bunnell's experience 
as a college administrator, his fund-
raising abilities and "his Christian 
ideals and commitment" 
r -Bunnell and LeMaster said the 
cknege would not oppose efforts to 
fart a University of Kentucky com-
tunity college in the London-Cor-tm area. 
Confronted last year with the 
ihood of UK's moving into the 
Sue Bennett's board voted to 
' k a merger with the community 
llege system, but later reversed 
e decision. The college has lost 
ven trustees since then, including 
e financial supporters. 
Born: Sept 6, 1940. 
Family: Wife, Ruth Ann Ni-
codemus; son, David, Dayton, 
Ohio; daughter Paula, Piqua, 
Ohio. · 
Education: Ohio Wesleyan 
University, B.A., health and phys-
ical education; University of Tole-
do, M.Ed. in health, physical ~u-
cation, recreation, and Phn. in 
higher education administration; 
deacon's orders from Ohio West 
Conference of the United Method-
ist Church after study at United 
Theological Seminary, Dayton, 
Ohio. 
Career: Urbana University, 
Urbana, Ohio, president, 1985-
present. Defiance College, Defin-
Bunnell said: "I'm in the fortu-
nate position of coming at a time 
when the decision about the future 
of the institution has been made. 
I'm not a part of making the 
decision. I'm part of implementing 
that decision and I'm happy to do 
that." 
~ 
At Urbana, BurmelJ faced some 
the problems confronting Sue 
nnett - including a tight budget; 
_ aging, historic campus; and com-
petition from a nearby community 
college. 
Situated 50 miles west of Co-
lumbus and north of Dayton, Ur-
bana was founded by members of 
ance, Ohio, vice president for 
administration and assistant to 
the president, 1981-8.5; vice presi-
dent for institutional research and 
planning and coordinator of Title 
m, 1979-81; vice :'re;,idef!t of stu 
dent affairs and ci.::aP o stud,:, 11,;..:, 
197 4-79. College and high school 
teaching and coaching, 1963-1974. 
Pastor of six Ohio churches 1960-
84. 
Quotation: "My belief is if 
people put themselves to the task 
and work very hard at it that they 
will have the results that they 
desire. So I'm not looking for a 
long delay in moving the institu-
tion in the direction . everyone 
wants it to go." 
the Swedenborgian denomination, a 
Lutheran offshoot, in 1850. When 
Bunnell became president, the 
school's finances were so tight that 
it owed money to many local busi-
nesses. said Mary Lee Gecowets, 
executive director of the Urbana 
Chamber of Commerce. 
She said Bunnell recruited busi-
ness leaders as board members and 
made inroads in repaying the debts, 
thereby "repairing the damage to 
the town-gown relationship." 
Burmell said enrollment at Ur-
bana increased from 494 students to 
858 during his presidency. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, SATURDAY. JUNE 22. 1991 
Sue Bennett College appoints head 
LONDON, Ky. - Sue Bennett College has appointed a new 
president to take the place of Joan Stivers, who will retire at the 
end of the month. 
Dr. Paul Bunnell, president of Urbana University in Urbana, 
Ohio, will take the post at the private college in London, Ky., Aug. 
1. He was chosen by a search committee of the United Methodist-
affiliated college and approved by the board yesterday. 
Bunnell, an Ohio native, received a doctorate in higher educa-
tion from the University of Toledo. 
Stivers has been president of the college since 1988, during a 
year-long controversy over whether it should become a University 
of Kentucky community college. In January, the board voted to 
remain private, but business leaders in London and Corbin are 
continuing to push for a local community college. 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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-~lil'fld.{lQciclf what Morehe~.d,·8~.gave him 
/'•'-'M01IBHEAD. ·:·wou':ran;telfa,;::; . • • way around once," he said, "but donnitory, Downing;in:a·sc!i,ool , · purchase the shoes for the football 
~
l~ita1piace' at·.~ ·claim',. : r· .,,:,; ., :.,··.l ~-:,; f· '_ . nobody would worry, They know . witb fewer tlian.B,009'stiiilen1Jlt ,_;., team. · 
atP\e-:"'.aitpiit.'!A't:Cliirago.O'Hare, '.{.;'J iChuck£c1-' ',s;;1;.sd , · it's coming back." ''Our own little World;caiid we rµJed' :· "I don't know how we'd do it 
~l'{~f/,•,Yll!l:~-notsi>"much,;__; :~·-.:'. ; 1• .. P~il Simms, ruler of two roosts. it," he said of~~.· g. .. wit~out him," said Terry Chin, an 
, <lire,clei!•~·Yol/1",SIJlfra,se !IB·YOU are.,; ''i-fiWiJ-L'eiliie"KY--f'-!"• i _ ·• ., • • Sunms _can put on the ~ombat (Now, a bnef mt!!ffiJpJ!<m-L.-.•, assistant coa~. 
f~ed.•ln:J:l~XOflr.-:_}'.01:_1~.pti:,.~":", ;spor1l('coiuinhfiit'«~• ~- •. '" gear ~nd dive for luggage m New Morehead ooa~h Colel~ Nor does Simms know, the oth-
~li<i!&Retrievmg.thebag-!l'Qwres.;;,;;•• · ., "• - · - - _ _..,_, _" York Just as well as anybody. But has returned to his office with a· er way around. 
::·-·,e; ~f~:~~=a;~lrJCid ~: :·~t'ilr~wtli~Ji&rding, . they'll n_ever get all_ th~ Kentucky player for Simms'til nif:f!~ one of . Well, without Morehead he may 
and.~_t!)rtii;:' ,,;_,,?,:.-,' · . : ."': · •, llllJlPin Sfeeler-town, he knew'lil!', . out of him. The Phil Snnms who those 297-pound offensive tackles have won more in college. The 
,.;,tilliiHSiiiuns'i'i'/~"ck':'oHlie: ·,t_~· m:tlie-:-niidst'of·Kenftickiiii:is;-~,,"',.. ... threw 22-for-25 in a Super Bowl for who looks, l_ike-h~. W<Jllld be indis- Eagles in his years were a don't-
~W.i9f \~~fi>l~~~,j~ 1\ii!J,~i~''.:'.hf~dj~'Nojxidy ~-•"l_t,tlul:su~n of Metro~lis is the ~nsable ifyou.:1~:ri'.ioving a wake-the-kids 10-27-!), ~nd they 
~~th°SL'!!.. tts6~1>o!!Jld~ ~-a'hurry!.~~/;i{::·,DV:.~-:~: fSi'"·'--~\ ·same Phil Simms who_plloted More- piano. , .. ·-',;.::.~;~./., , travel~ by bus, w~1ch brought 
fur-L,~i\gti)ll,~@!1¥;'~~1~~~!:0f.~'baggage tlamt,., •_head Sta,te for four shipwrecked "Phil, m~tJ~~~P,IM?!," Proctor more time to mull 1t over. Simms 
~l~~wli~,lie:¢'!X'":'t';';tat:l~lue ~:a;biillbf-2;· ~ns m the 1970s. The only says._ · , : ,,. , ~-•·;f,\);i l·. had fun, thoug~, a~ w~ll_ as a hunch 
q~ra'".!'gitlialli'cainp;tliis'.weeJt\'s''it,olitenew '1t ihlg)it ev:en~II the revision the peoi,le a,t Morehead · .....:.· Sunnis eatlier~ked,~. he was prospenng md1V1dnally, and 
- · ,.,.,,,.,..,,,, __ ,~,. .. ~.-.~~-~a, -· .,. · ' · find on his freq~eiit returns is a . • .ch~i}i.'of~.'.".f fiir;,<1: 30-;_ then one da}'. after his junior year, 
keener personality. minute.nap.atJil a)vell-balartced-· ·he·met up with Coach Wayne Chap-
He was out to dinner with two meal.'The aayllii'c! beerrfull;·no - man in a hallway. 
college friends a few years back, time yet even tojog .. 'fh~ was, .- "You know, you had a hell of a 
when at the end of the evening, to among other ,things, ,the dedication year," Chapman said to him. 
Simms' bewilderment, one observed of the weight-lifting-room, donated "I was like, 'Wow,'" Simms 
that he had gone to New York and · by Simms; in the mc:ii1!ing. said yesterday. "That was, like, 
become an extrovert. But in standing with Appel and reinforcemenl" 
"I have to be careful when I get hearing from Proctor of the young- So that is what he provides 
around other people who aren't in ster's in-the-clouds grade point av- Morehead these days, giving it 
the sports world,'' he said. "Be- . erage, his ,;ummer job program- back, now that he has gone to New 
cause, I mean, I can carry on, be- ming computers for the school and York and become a real kick to be 
cause (the Giants) are loose when his rosy football prospects, Simms around. In light of that, it doesn't 
we're together as a tea_m. 'Ye say and Ap~I l?<Jk'notably eql.!31, al- really matter who will start at quar-
what's real/Jf on our mmds. most as if Simms could be m col- terback for the Giants once camp 
It all reverts to Morehead, lege himself. He almost plays it that opens next month. 
though. This is where Simms fond- way. 
ly remembers progressing from a "It was my pleasure," Appel 
teen-ager whose stomach stai:ted to said at the end, meaning it. 
keel ~ver and 'Yobble at \he sight of ''No, it was mine," Simms said, 
a sooal gathenng, to a man "'.ho (Back to the grind.) 
could manage New York and ,ts 
accompanying Meadowlands with-
out a flinch. This is where things 
all worked out. "This is where I 
grew up,'' he said. Had he been so 
much as recruited by Kentucky or 
some similarly populous institution, 
· it might have been tougher. 
Instead, he was in the athletic 
Simms is the picture a potential 
recruit sees on the map when he 
looks at Morehead, Because of him, 
the coaches have to buy fewer 
headache tablets. Here during the . 
college athletics recession, with cuts 
and slashes and close shaves all 
around, Simms does things like 
' _. V 11 ,, .,, / 
8y,JiM ROBINSON . 
OF THE DAllY ! NDEPENDENT 
MOJ!EHEAD - A weeklong 
immersion in Appalachian 
culture begins tonight in 
Mo~~head. 
'!.'he 15th annual AP· 
palachian Celebration is ex-
pected to draw more than 
45,000 people from around the 
country during the next seven 
days to soak up the traditional 
literature, art, music, crafts 
and thinking of this oft· 
maligned region. 
"It's a nice contradiction to 
what's on the network news," 
said Garry Barker, an AP· 
palachian writer and assistant 
director of the student crafts 
program at Berea College. 
Event coordinator Donna 
Reynolds-Spangler said she 
hopes the celebration will 
serve to break down myths 
about Appalachia. 
"They get a real look at us, 
not from what they've seen on 
TV, or Muddy Gut, or 48 
Hours. They see a very sen· 
sitive, beautiful group of peci=" 
pie ... 
"We're celebrating a sense 
of community," Reynolds• 
Spangler said. "We're cele• 
brating each other as a very, 
very proud people." 
The festivities, hosted by ; 
Morehead State Universify,,a1 
begin tonight with the presl)n~;-
tation of the fourth annual)) 
Appalachian Treasure Award1 
to Hazard writer Gurney.I 
Norman. 1 
The program will run from 
6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. at the'-1 
Adron Doran University Cen•·' 
ter. ··:J 
A film of his short story,;; 
"Fat Monroe," which won 'a . 
New York Film Critics award 
this year, also will be shown. 
The award is given annually 
to a person who has worked to 
promote and preserve Ap· 
palachian culture. · 
Norman has written two 
books, 'Kinfolks," a group of 
short stories from which "Fat 
Monroe" was taken, and 
"Divine Right's Trip," a novel. 
The celebration, which 
concludes next Saturday with 
an all-day arts and crafts 
market, will feature daily 
noon and evening concerts, 
Appalachian folklore, drama-
tic productions,· films and 
readings. 
Barker calls it "probably the 
most comprehensive celebra-
tion .of:1ts''.lilltci;:f:E,.2J;1~._,; J',JI,.'.;-:: 
"It;s vecy well respected· ih: 
the·1reg'ioii;", lie 4said; ·"rt's notil 
oyerly' commercial; and thef 
quality·ofwhatthey present is~ 
very high." 
Moreover, Barker said he 
believes t11e celebration is 
. helping offset the negative 
perception of Appalachia the 
nation maintains. 
"I think it is changing, but 
W!J'l'e still going to get 48 
~lours and· 60 Minutes doing 
negative shows. as long as · 
those conditions exist " he 
said. ' 
"There're so many myths 
about Appalachian culture " 
said Betty Jo Lykins, a S:tl-
yersville middle school 
teacher who has worked at the 
celebration since its inception. 
"It helps' to dispel the myths 
and dispel the stereotypes." 
Reynolds-Spangler said the 
celebration attracts visitors 
from as far away as New Jer-
sey and California. 
The .celebration's biggest 
draw is the arts and crafts 
market on the last day of the 
event. 
Last year, the show attrac-
te~ more then 4,000 people, she 
said. · 
S~heduled from 9 a.m. to 6 
p.m. in the Laughlin Health 
Building at MSU, the show 
will feature 110 regional ar-
tisans selling handmade items 
ranging from baskets to 
knives. 
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A"'ppalachian Celebration at Morehead State 
By Stephanie Spellers· 
Herald-Leader staff writer 
Loyal Jones, Gurney Nonnan, 
George Ella Lyon. 
If you don't know these people, 
you don't know Appalachia, some 
people say. · 
To help people learn about them 
and about Appalachia, they'll all be . 
at Morehead State University this 
week for the 15th annual Appala-
chian Celebration. 
"We get a lot of negative press 
in the Appalachia, so much that our 
people are even believing it," said 
Donna Reynolds Spangler, MSU's ' 
cCJOrdinator of cultural preservation. 
'.'J.}Ay''giiJio~fy we gef,to 'eel&' 
9ra\~.10.~yes, -ow. stre11gth, our 
endllrallce, we should take," · 
The celebration opened iast shown 3-4 p.m. Tuesday through 
night with a reception honoring Friday in the Eagle Room of the 
Gurney Nonnan with the Appala- Adron Doran University Center. 
chian Treasure Award. The award Wednesday is Children's Day at 
recognizes a person who has used Rodbum Park, starting with a pet-
his unusual talents to preserve ap- ting zoo at . IO a.m. George Ella 
palachian culture. Lyon, author of Appalachian chil-
Nonnan, ·an author who has dren's. books, will read selections. 
~hared the Appala~h!an e:cperience ' Friday is Senior Citizens' Day, 
m such :works a~ Diume Rights Tnp , when· if perfonnance of ''Miss Cora, 
and . Kinfolks, ,s _a p~ofessor· -of - 1}1e Moonlj_ght Lady" is scheduled 
Enghsh at the Umvers1ty of· Ken- · for 1:30 p.m: in Breckinridge Audi-
tucky. · toriiun. · 
The celebra~ion, _ which. .c?n• . The celeb~iion will ·wrap up 
eludes Saturday,1s full of actmties. Satutda with th 
Following is a;brief schedule:-,·--·· --· ~ , · .. Y . e annual arts and 
Ea h 
_,, ..• ,. f .•. b
1 
..... , .•.. _craft-market-and show 9 am.·6 p.m. 
. _c uay _a n~n, . !1egrass af tlie.Laugliliit Hea!tli' .Building. 
musicians wtll5J!11tertain -visitors ,on. More tharr 100 regional artisans will' 
the lawn. of Freid Hall. . · sell ·their wares. Admission is $1. 
Appalachian films wilr be children under 12 are free. ' 
• . TJ:f E:G0l;!RIER-JOUR~ -~LiNDAY; JUNE 2~~981 
~r~5~i'?f~;~~:~~~~~U.OF.Le-WANTS A BIGCER~SHAJiE:i•!:1}:ri':tfr~tf~:.~:(f-i{f~i~:,~~ 
11 •, \·if~::-';i~~J~ :_(·~-i~~r.r~~~'.!;t_~.~-~1~,d,:.~::~:) -:y :·~_::\·;:~,.:'._J:~r:.' ~·t~--~~.:'!,:y~: ~·-~~~~;-:~ ~ ,;~.~-~~ ~-~-~t-!'/::·; ;~~~P!X?~:~:tllJ.~.r..~-i;~!f t;~s~y~~\:·-'~J!i 
~~tt1~:$~~9gli$lll.·,.;,:.c,.~:i.·@ ..J·,.:§t~~11.•.;,,1~.:~f~9gJ1li.:1tl1 m11;?ace'e11t ::p·•·,011mt~onG~outs~iae·-·incBffll~ 
'"?" ·,i-;;:t,·:'!•·, ' . . . .. ~y • • ; • . .r~}};-:::~~J"ci,, -·~t1'.-·sariil iliifthe'f' ~-fiilliisedoli:: ss 
ByGIDE9N~GiLx~-.... •cal SCh!)OIS operating bu_dget. A ~nt ~~iitie/whiclfw~d'iricrease•his a~nt1 
Staff Writer' ;••. :,itt~·'h;' .. , ! d¥ report by the ~ociation of Amefl~ "'foilr-fold:"'""'" ""-- _-,_ . !!, !J1: . 1 
/4/i 1::,//fJl /£/ , :.~!}' - . i Meillca): Co\leges •said ·~e aye9'_g~,.medi~ · He said that after expenses, his. audiology 
The Jiro~ fcir trliiversil)'. of Louis½lle • scJ.!pol :~eceiv~ 27 P~~n~ ,.Of.' its• reyenue • practice is left with only about 20 percent of 
physigans,:~ojiiir_e'.:mo~ 9~'tpeir private-,) : ~1!i~lfo~!Iff:~Jt~fii«lW i ~ss ~~-n1_1r "if:jl;ould almos,t have piit, it 
P~.cl:!Cl:.U\COme,to.~e,_11!~~ schoo~has.;1 , cal education and research has lagged, I \q·th.e-l!'?ip,t•that 1!1 W?Wd hav~_,.1!111\l~ no 
divi,~ed. ,,fiiC1!1ty_.;,~il_;'gene.i:tited_ ,!=Once~,- , medical schools are relying more heavily qn 1 ~!185 ~r ,~e lt~ IJl/D3lll ~! business,, he 
thaih 5!!~e will 1resid,,E'}".[:will.;•_ .. "·liiii: \:,: ,~:;! ; private-practice,ihcome. · . -n ...,., t ! ~&.; 1!-m\~r-,· 'd ':i .
1
· hi .'.'·:( '. 
·,. e-... year1 ,,',,..,w,e . __ ;c. ~ tQ:,~: Faculty with large outside incomes, such ' u e sai. SWl _c ng O gro_ss 11:v-
mo~o/.;'Y,hen the.p~po~•ts.~he<!uled·~o , as surgeons, stand.to lose the most under:,, enue would n_ia!<e 1t e:151e~ for _the uruvers1ty 
COllle,b_~oi:e.1:\1~ 11ruvers11:)'. tru5!ee~-. ''.This : the proposal. . ·~ , ,..,.. " to ktJow that 1t,1s ge~:tts J~ s~~ of the 
has,1>~!1 ~Y!!i.~• de~qtive, dispmllng," , Dr. John Johnson, chainnan of ortho ~. ~~;pf fa~1Y,i11e!llbers Pl'!V~le prac-
sajd J;>r. ~·~C. folli ~r,--, chairman of ; die surgery, said ~~ department's faJcy.:\ tites,, S,1)_1!\e {~Cl//ty. \'.Ot<:efl susr1c1ons !)lat 
tJteB S.\!lllaftei:Y1·.dlth-epartmh.. . e_!lt •. <, . . ., : already pay at least as much to the medical . !~~~expep~~ ~:fl~f u:~w u"~e'!rs•t~n-ut er- . o_llr _negotiations late last . school as they receive in salary: . , . , , . . ,, . ~ . repo ne m, 
week, ~lie s,li!,d h_t,was _hopef!J! that th.!!.:: : "We're willing to give more;,,·'Johltion'' comes of their phr.51
0
~1ans. . 
proposal :.... a comprofulse between· the : said. "The question is how much more." He G!:?ss. revenue ts a ~ore pre~e ~~m-
faculty and the medical dean,. Dr. Donald . said the faculty made a counter-proposal, ;I ber' ,,than ~~,~~~nue;-;Kmetz srud. It's 
R. Kmetz - would be acceptable to most which would have generated an, additional• easy: to auJ!it"· ,. ~; cit ·.I?uts eve~?ody on. a 
surgeons on the faculty. $900,000 to $1 million a year. reason!!bly;, level pla~g field. He srud 
· "! could probably sell it," Polle said, al- Polle said the university rejected that some spe~c deductions from gross rev-
though he added that his department's plan, which was backed by the departments enue may _be allowed, lt?wever. . 
faculty w~re "cool and. non-committal" of surgery, medicine, pediatrics, psychiatry, beg~ :r;~ 0{ ~he =te-pr:~c\ pla~ 
when told ,of the plan Fnday. and obstetrics and gynecology. • a e . ion .0 e oar 
Kmetz said yesterday that faculty lead- Johnson estimated that If u f L ' of trustees. Kmetz, working with a consul-
ers have found the proposal acceptable the payment by the full $1.5 mfmon~~~0i!: ~:J1dp~!a:~?e~ot~:ttyee, pro~osed a 
and believe their colleagues will support department's IO faculty members will leave then Kmetz and . e-·ty ear, an! Thsmce 
't "E ' littl b't" h 'd d tu t · . , uruv ,.1 counse omas !, . vel)'.~ne gave a. e I , . e s~ , an re ~ 0 pnvate P:-1Ctice. H. Lyons have been negotiating with de-
and I. thirik there will be a good feeling Pol_k srud the turmoil over the private- partment chainnen and attorne s hired b 
about 1t." practice plan has already hurt efforts to re- the faculty Y Y 
The current private-practice plan gener- cruit faculty, because candidates are reluc- u of L President Donald Swain aid ·t · 
ated $3.7 million for the _medical school in ;,ant to come to_ such ~ unsettled s.ituation. necessary to redesign the medical \chdol~ 
the last fiscal year. It_ IS based on each It_ wo~ld be h~e ~omg on ~. cruis~ on a plan because it has not been updated since 
faculty meµiber's net mcome from treat- ship with a h?le m.1ts bottom, he said. Out its introduction in 1975 "Both the School of 
ing private patients and is figured on a of 16 people mternewed for five jobs in the Medicine and medi~al practice have 
sliding scale, climbing to 45 percent of net surgery department in the p~st year and a changed enormously since then " Swain 
income over $148,092. U of L officials re- half, only tw~ came1 Polk Sllld. . said. ' 
fused to divulge individual payments by Ian Windmill; asststant professor of sur- .. 
medical school faculty, but some pay gery, said his primary objection to' the pro- ~~0.:if:i!':' J:•~i:rs-:;:::o gathered 
$40,000 or.more a year.. . THE COURIER-JOURNAL, SUNDAY JUNE 23 1991 
. _Kmetz and Polle declined yesterday to O h u f- L f: u1· · . ' -· .. : -- . h • discuss details of the proposal, but in an · t er o · . ac ty ,.,ate Ing earlier inteiview, Kmetz said it would· i . • . . ' !~' . 
have faculty members pay a percentage of , ,e. } .. ~ d • ' , " } h } 
theirgro,ss:o_utsideinC?me-rath~r.than ·, .or resu t at .. me 1ca . SC 00 
net eaI)llllgS, would gwe the administra- . · . • ., . '""·' . , • ... .. -· . 
tion greater control of the finances of the 
facul(Y'.s Pi;iwte practices; and would <!i: _ By BEN Z. HERSHBERG 
rect more money to a •fund he controls. · Staff Writer, 
. '}' private ~ractice. will ~. reiatively modest, 
- . :, .,.- - --since• U of L,- like most universities, limits 
·outside work by non-medical faculty to only Kmetz has 'iused the fund, which now gets 
10 percent of the doctors' payments, to 
strengthen ibasic-research departments. 
Polle said the proposal. would phase in 
the . dean's surtax over four or five years. 
Faculty members said Kmetz wants an ad-
'. ditional $!.~ million a year for his fund. And 
: a budget projection made in connection 
· with the proposed restructuring of the uni-
: versity assumes that the medical school 
. would realize $1.5 million a year from the 
'. private-pracfice plan by 1994. 
The increased payment to the dean's fund 
has been the major stumbling block in ne-
' gotiations between the faculty and the ad-
. ministration'. Faculty members with outside 
: -incomes were willing to give the dean more 
; money, but ,not as much as he wanted, and 
: many also opposed-l>a$g the paymeni on, 
: gross inconje. '· -.::·; /._., _ • · _ . , 1 
· Faculty in basic'research departments 
: and those without lucrative private prac-
; tices mostly supported the dean's proposal, 
: however, seeing _it as lll\. effort to bopst the! 
, medical ·schoo!'s'.:acadeinic:and. research'· 
'programsCc•:·: u •.: !' -~ ':i ,:,>'y .,, 
:. Kmetzifa1ii 223:'ofhie:schi>of~ aoo fulli1 
ltiirie tai:filty earn· priviife-Jiractice"income" 
hind pay the levy. He said U of L and most 
t.other me<!ical schools.receive a portio~:of 
f fa~ty:, J/leJl!\>ers' • O\Jtside income , beca~: 
: ihey,~)P~!e-~tients as part o~ t,lffeli' 
, unlvers~ea~and- research duties. ,,, 
: wt' . ·year, revenue from the u ort' 
'. Jew reore.sented onlv 5 oercent of the medi-
The proposal to increase the portio'n .of one day a week. And that work can't inter-
' pri'\'ate-practice income that the University fere with regular university responsibilities. 
:..if.Louisville medical school's faculty. pays. Robert Taylor, dean of the business 
the university has been watched warily by school, supports a private-practice plan and 
faculty in other schools - particularly engi- thinks outside consulting should be encour-
neeying, business' 'arid law. aged. 
biist month, borrowing from the medical "If you're going to teach state-of-the-art 
scho,Pl, U of L trustees approved the idea of business, you must have done (consult-
requiring that a portion of the outside in- ing)," Taylor said. Currently, Taylor said, 
come of non-medical faculty be paid to the only about six of his 67 full-time faculty 
university; university officials estimate that members have large consulting practices. 
it could bring in about $500,000 a year. Lyle Sussman, a management professor 
John Kasonic, a consultant from Belle- in the busip.ess school, said he and his col-
we, Wash., who was hired by the medical leagues support the idea of sharing consult-
school to revise the private-practi~ plan; · ing incomes with the university. But they 
said he knows of no university ·.thi!t has want.it,to,be done equitably, according to 
such a policy outside of i~ medical orden•:::Jiow·,,mucl!·'iheir. ilil/Versity positions have 
tal school. ;;:::/'.';.'~-.,·h,,,_.,.:.: ., ~lpecf-t,he!ll'.,g~perat( !fie additional in-
In the next year, faci!lty; and,adiiilnistia~~ come.'Aftd•lliat wi!I:be:difficult to measure, 
tors will try to decide whiit:sliare of!tbe",fai:'-~'1Susslllim\'ssld.-,:;,,,- ., ~ . 
ulty's ?Utsi~e incom~ .. ~~o!l!_drome·tiacl(tji,fi ~J:6'i#f~~N~f.<ifet8!ir of ~~gineering in 
the um".ers1ty a_nd how,;t4e,co.!1.~Pf.-~!lg,U!it' the S~I9.e!_1Wjc ~cbpol; satd that only a 
be applied to dlfferent;departmentsh ,,:,.'f4few.engmeeruig-professors have large con-
The trustees have.a,slteilcihatit oo:aj>plledi;;su!tlng·iiJ,comes. Bu.t many do a little con-
to _all ~ of L dep~en~(lf,;i?O,sJ;ib\e(.'1!Ji~!:t~S)iJ,tl!tg rP.~.i!i~!" !)} t~il.c,!i with the latest 
umversity hasn't decided:how.,it,:wi!liti('AP-:,i P.l"!icti~•~-d:,,J,';if~ '?.,:f · ·,\ i 
plied to ~ep~ents with fevtoiill!l1tu!1ffie.!! .. :",,;,W'lj!ii:~iiii?~·-tJ!~-gea7of f?l'IW!8' ove1t 
_for ?uts1de mcome, or. wheth~r 1t :will· be"'""part:o~,,l!.¥,1:!li1t',':.0':lle-~.:tlje ~!Sity, be-
applied to coaches, some of whom. h11ve · cause it woillcl·giveJfo(:L'a way ro support 
large outside in~ol!les b\lt are emp!oy~~ of the_ professors'.. outsi<lt'work_ by pro_viding 
the Universiiy of Louisville Athletic Associ- secretaries and.other )lelp. . 
ation - which is independent of the univer- Law Professor· ~o!leit Stenger said most 
sity. The new plan is- to be in effectfy July of the law school's 'roughly 30 faculty mem-
1, 1993. bers· are fullstinfe educators and don't have 
· DPnfo.,.,n...,. .,.,, .. ..,...70_..u,.. ~- .,.,...,. _A,-U...,..t -. • ..,..,,.. ----=•• ,,.~.,. 
, lt§llNG'.l'Cff.f'lrl~RAkl'.i~Ei;QelF~fNSi.ON::KYJMONO:A.'ti'JON~~t1ii911' 
;,i., ·.~:;:~.-t ....... ·~~"". ··,,r·J::;.'"' ..... .,,,.,,,_=t·· ,., ·•·t···,.,.-.·.·t~.'·.·~·~~.· f"..''""l·'"·I~". ""•'?sr;,m 
~~-~S ;UuSi:::carseSrs a IS tea ;:j :OQ~'a 
: .•· -~•-Jii•••· "·, ,. J:,:·~. t'·'·' ·,.,-. I•. l·t:..• 'i ·, ~,-=':,.,,··,.··' -..;s-1·,.::;:; .;~f\.;,,-.'c:.,;.'rl 
)t,:,t¥'.1't· '''a·~':;;p~tS<:£.),/ ·•j,a"·; ... ,:; ·s;, .... ri;-;a2J.i"n' .... ~A~-;·1·~er".fs' c:~•,-~~. ~, .. '1!--.:t. !'-ti a;1;1;s · .. '.L~~ :: ~~~:o ; }~ .'. f;f: ~ ·, :_ ur;· ~ ,. -t,j 'C:Xf;,~ 
.,,.,_ ... ,i-,~s.;.J..~H&>I (,r-c~- ;.,._j.1'-...-~F,j,. ;i..:fj,!i.;,;.l1ili,"r'r,/i'•o·".v.:.. .,._, -:l°1i'.~ - ~:i ·.i-.~- v:;Y• ·io'lc.,h .. , 1'..:,,t;A.;:.;,v-,..;,_'.;.;;M~ 
U ~~"l.('!4'...l.,"-' ., ~"+"'-'•,•"-.~ ), r,,1 ~~ ,,.,._1-.,'<'.H ,., ·;, l•~ t~ ... .;i; _,, , ~ 
·:rf f-1;~:i_}i-';-~i::fl[;iijl:;;_;,,, :,fj~ \.:S;}z- ·-Jesbi~s. unfortunately, is bars," he 
By)Jarbara Isaacs_ · .. ,er,,,,.,~:~:.'" ,,c-:i said. "Most of the situations that 
Hotald'l•a~~'. •~~'~'.!~c' .;,,.,,.~,;nt.c:1:1;7-1' · develop hav_e something to do whh 
U ruv~itr,,:e.f::J.{~ptu~-~~•·:,j SOCJa! dnnkmg. And you can't dis-. ers :are.,COl,!lP\Jjng :11,ll",;unlf~J count that gavs and lesbians gener-_;denieiJ:1$.ioililf.of ~tatis~ca) :in.:., _ally are under a great deal of stress fonnatiOI\:_ on the states gay... and that alcohol and substance 
men'artd· I~b1ans as part of the M!t study ~use may be a way ro escape." 
of Ken~ckfs h?~osexual ~pulation. . -:: Apart from the drug and alco-
·. ~earl)' 1.,100 of~ states gay. men 3;11d ·o1101 information, the survey found 
lesbial!S. resJ?,Ond_ed to ·the survey, which ~t more than 60 percent of Ken-
<15ked que:ifi~ns. about _drug ~n~ ~co~ol lucky lesbians and gay men were 
, use, discr$i~tion, cnm_e Vl_ctun~!'0n jnvolved in same-sex relationships: 
an~ AIDS ~tin!f, UK soc10logist Wilha_m §0 percent were employed full time 
Skmner. sa1~. Sk1tiner and research assis- i!nd 11 percent were employed part 
tant Melarue Otis . began ~e ~ve-year lime. 
study, called the Trilogy Proiect, m 1989, _ Respondents ranged in age from 
"It started out as a drug and alcohol ,8 to 79. and about 60 percent had a 
study," Skinner said of the poll, which is 'CGllege eci uca non or more. ,_. 
funded ~y the Nationa) In_stitute on Drug : "We're dealing with a well- g· 
~buse. But th~ orgaruzations and people educated. prcxiucr1,·e sample." Skm- 3" 
m the cpmmumty w_ant~. to !'now about ner said. "\\'e're not deaimg wnh ; 
hate cnmes and d1scnm1nation, ~o v:,e people who match some of the "! 
began _to add more and m~': q~eshon~. . stereotypes. that gay people are 
Keith Elston, a gay actiVlst m Lex\ng- ;.itnkmg around. non-oroductive• 
ton,. saj~ the . study was , "a long time people... · 
COffi!ng. Hf: thmks the states gay men ~nd Of the sample, 80 percent Jived 
les1?mns will . benefit by understanding in Lexington and Louisville. The 
their community better. other 20 percent lived in smaller 
Some of the study's initial findings: towns and rural areas. 
• 36.3 percent of gays and lesbians in Of the Lexington ponion of the ~ 
the study used marijuana in the last year. sample. in the crime categories, 6.7 -o 
Contrast that with the National Household percent of the lesbians surveyed !ii 
Survey, in which 11.3 percent of adults had reported being victims of completed '8_ 
used marijuana in the last year. or attempted sexual assault by a 
• 29.8 percent of gay men in the study man during the last two years. 1r 
used inhalants - amyl nitrite and butyl Seven percent of the gay men el. 
nitrite (nicknamed "poppers") - during sampled said they had been victims c.. 
the last year, while only 4.5 percent of of completed or attempted sexual 
lesbians used inhalants. In comparison, 1.4 assault by a man during the same 
percent of the men and women in the 1988 period. Just 1.3 percent of the gay 
National Household Survey on Drug Abuse men reported being attacked by a 
used inhalants. woman in the last two years, and 
• 882 percent of the participants in the less than 1 percent of the lesbians 
Trilogy Project had used alcohol in the last reponed sexual assault by another 
year, compared with 70.6 percent of tlie woman. 
National Household Survey respondents. "In this sample. men are more 
Old research - most notably the.1975 likely to be the perpetrators - and 
Fifield Study, conducted primarily in gay the victims," Skinner said. 
establishments in Los Angeles - showed Skinner also noted that more 
that gay men used alcohol at three times than half of the gay men and 
the national average. lesbians who received surveys re-
Though the Trilogy Project showed soondeci to them. a high rate of 
that alcohol use is more prevalent among resnonse rhm he said showed an 
gays and lesbians than the general popula- mtere-t within the gay community. 
tion, just 1.3 percent of gays and lesbians El,tor; said he wa,n·r surnrise<l 
in Kentucky abuse alcohol. The study o:, ma: 
defined abuse as consuming five or more ··J rh1r.r:. r1,, anu larl!e .. tta,·~ and 
drinks more than 20 days out of the month. lesman, cir,· ia1r!\ mtere,;1ed in 
"That's a lot lower than the earlier 
studies," Skinner said. 
The National Household Survey noted 
that 1 percent of its respondents abused 
alcohol to that degree. 
Elston said some of the percentages 
were higher than he had expected. "But the 
primary gatliering plare for ga% ~d 
comnorn1ng- c.:- much a~ the, can 
Dt-'C~u:,-i· ther car St:t= :: wl:1 be 
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on in Appalachian women. Yet, 
rdany ot them feel they cannot 
move into positions of political 
power where they could serve a 
greater good, she said. focuses on support ~ ~) "Appalachian women and rural 
women in general have a great gift 
of common sense and values and a 
quiet strength .of character. They 
know how to nurture those values 
in others," said Mattingly, who 
spoke in the "Politics of Empower-
ment'' session. 
By Stephanie Sp~llers 
Herald-Leader staff , • 
MOREHEAD - ; ppalachian 
women helping their communities. 
Appalachian women helping their 
families. And Appalachian women 
helping each other. 
The Celebration of Appalachian 
Women, a symposium sponsored 
yesterday as part of the Appala-
chian Celebration at Morehead State 
University, featured lectures and 
sharing sessions on these topics 
and more. 
No matter where discussion 
started, though, the focus always 
seemed to come back to women 
supporting each other. 
"Along the way, while we're 
building ourselves and our lives, we 
should be mentoring other women," 
said Hilda Gay Legg, the alternate 
federal co-chairman of the Appala-
chian Regional Commission. 
"Men already have the network, 
and they tell each other the scoop. 
Any one of us who plays a role in 
public should be out there develop-
ing other women." 
Legg spoke on a panel tha 
discussed "Politics of Empower-<. 
ment: Not of the Male Stream." The n 
symposium also included sessions f> 
on "Changing Roles: Answering the 
voice Within," "Modem Pioneers: 
Early 20th Century Women Refonn-
ers" and "Appalachian Health Care: 
Candles in the Darkness." 
More than 125 men and women 
attended the symposium. 
1n "Modem Pioneers," Nancy 
Forderase, a history professor at 
Eastern Kentucky University, 
spoke of college-educated women 
from the North who came to Appa-
lachia in the 1930s and established 
settlement schools. 
"These women had heard about 
the sturdy mountain people who 
lived under the same conditions of 
their Scotch-Irish ancestors. They 
thought these hearty pioneers could 
be uplifted to a better way qf life, 
. . . but they still worked to tetain 
the Appalachian lack of su~cial-
ity. These were great women with a 
desire and an obligation to reform 
society." 
Pflyllis Mattingly, a Versaijjes 
lawyer, said the desire to serve lives 
"But they may be limited by 
their insulation from other regions 
and by stereotypes that say they 
cannot take public positions of pow-
er." 
The way around these stereo-
types, Mattingly said, is to support 
positive images of women and to 
encourage women when they gain 
power. 
"Women are organizers. We 
know how to keep things going, 
how to budget, how to get things 
done," Mattingly said. ''We must 
insist that other women not be 
subjected to the subversive social-
ization processes that say they can-
not do it. We know we can." 
The 15th annual Appalachian 
Celebration continues this week at 
Morehead with concerts, craft 
shows and dramatic performances 
in appreciation of the Appalachian 
heritage. 
The Daily Independent , Ashland, Kentucky Monday, June 24, 1991 
Honored regional write1' 
urges creat\ve-solutions 
· t .. So I propose that we all stories published in 1978, and Suggests art1s S relax and see what the_ pos- 'Divine Right's Trip," a novel 
address iSSUeS sibilities_ are for fresh ~deas published in 1972. 
for poolmg these powers of He said he's almost finished 
By JtM ROBINSON 
OF T HE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - A leading 
eastern Kentucky writer says 
artists should play .. a key role 
in shaping regiona,\ economic 
development. 
Gurney Norman, a Uni-
versity of Kentucky English 
professor and author of fic-
tion and film documentaries 
about eastern Kentucky, said 
artists could help prevent the 
social problems in the region 
that accompanied the largely 
uncontrolled economic de-
··elopment here during th is 
..:entury. 
"We still suffer from Ken-
t UC k y ' S hi St Ori C a Il ti-
intellectual legacy, where the 
mover ~ and shakers are ter-
rified of the visionaries and 
dreamers," Norman said. 
movers and shaker and art- writing a second novel called 
is t and visionaries." " Crazy Quilt," about the 
Norman was honored reminiscences of a middle-
Sunday for his literary and aged eastern Kentucky news-
c inematic contributions to paper owner. He's been work-
the region to kick off the ing on it for the past decade. 
weeklong Appalachian Cele- Norman also has written 
bration at Morehead State and narrated television doc-
University. umentaries, including the 1989 
During a reception at- film " From This Valley," a 
tended by about 125 people, literary and cultural history of 
he was hon ored with the the Big San dy River Valley. 
school' s fo urth annual Ap- A film of his short story 
palachian Treasure award. A " Fat Monroe" earned kudos 
handmade oak rocking chair from New York film critics 
went with it. last year. 
The three past recipients of Norman blames the host of 
the award are writers Loyal social ills that afflicts eastern 
J ones and James Still and Kentucky on the "failure of 
musician Jean Ritchie. the generation at the be~~-
The son of a Perry County ning of the century to antic1-
coal miner, Norman is the au- pate the effects" of their de-
thor of two works of fiction -
"Kinfolks," a group of short 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
Mo/2.F ~ 
, ...... "-': ...... ., ,, , ... ..,..,v, , ... v, 11., n->111cu ,u, nc, 11.uvr\y IvIu11uay, June L4, lYY l 
hi .cn't forgotten days at Morehead 
- -
1\tl t;~!_f->f..,·:.<"i :,;11, 
·:~«:i!:R;®U,E:A;D ., From 
M9r~i\~<!<!,1to ,,.D~sney ,World 
andli)ba~I,<; y.rh<!t_s. the route 
Ne)W:Y9.r:!l;,'Gi!111ts quarterback 
P.qil;,i:;inµIis; has __ taken enter-
ing this .. 13th year in the Na-
tional;•)l'.ootball :Leaguei . 
1/~.!mnts -was,,in Morehead last 
weekend;fqi: ,4is summer camp 
and g91fJ9.iJ.tipg,J Ile; t~amed up 
with •<iy\!r r;\:2<>::,golfers to raise 
, ~1}!1~~ .... S,;t~~~!JQr . th~ Eagle 
; Athleti!!,INnil:,i. , ., . · 
, 'The\Cl979.,No., 1 draft choice 
i of-itl,J.~N'fe.#iiYprlt Giants saw 
! more thaii 70 players take part 
! in the\cami\bver the weekend. 
"The idea of the whole thing 
' is"lc?'iirqm,ote!,the football pro-
gram here;" Siljlms said. "The 
goal 'is, Ii.ow 'iliat Coach (Cole) 
Proct9r ! is •gf)ilig to be here a 
Whil~;-,', t_~;m.a~ii it bigger and 
better ,every:•year. We'll get it 
more' '·organized and try to 
make it more special." 
Simliis_•·;ibest1 .. game in the 
: l '~-
NFL might have been in Super 
Bowl XXI in the 39-20 win over 
the Denver Broncos. Simms 
finished 22:of-25 for 268 yards 
and three touchdowns. 
That game earned him Most 
Valuable Player honors ... and a 
trip to Disney World. 
"I don't mind being retne-
. :mbered for that game," he 
said. "It's not going to be the 
one thing that I will be most 
proud· of, but- lt's OK to be 
remembered for something 
good like that." 
Sim.ms doesn't mind the trip . 
back to Kentucky for the 
camps and fundraisers. 
"I always enjoy seeing my 
old friends. Standing here 
(Jayne Stadium), it brings 
back some good memories," 
Simms said. "It's fun for me. 
This is where I grew up and 
it's good to be home." 
Giving back to the univer-
sity that gave him a chance is 
important to Simms who, 
along with others, broke 
ground Friday for a 36,000 
square foot training room. The 
new building, in the northeast 
corner of Jayne Stadium, has 
a projected cost of $50,000, to The 1977 Ohio Valley Con-which Simms was the major 
contributor. ference Player of the Year held 
"I feel like I owe them many Morehead passing re-
(MSU}," Simms said. "It's like cords until quarterbacks Ad-
you feel about your parent- rian Breen and Chris Swartz 
~ J bl' t d h I came along in recent years. s ... you ee O iga e to e p. I Simms' season with the Gi-
feel the same about Morehead 
State. I'll do whatever they ants was cut short last year. 
need me to do." After he was injured, Jeff 
Simms has done plenty for Hostetler stepped in and led 
Morehead, including the pur- the Giants past Buffalo, 20-19, 
Chase or' top-of-the line shoes in laSt year's Super Bowl. 
"I'm over the injury," and other equipment. 
"We feel like it's all A.S. _ Simms said. "But _I'm not 
after Simms," said Proctor. r~ady for camp, not nght now. 
"Everything after Phil Simms I ~ got t~ee weeks to get 
has been better Every·--·-ready and Ill be ready when 
· the camp comes around." 
playe~ ... coach ... all have better Even though the Giants are 
exl!enences here because of coming off the Super Bowl 
p~'~h -11 . victory over the Bills, the off-e camp WI Just get bet- season hasn't been that en-
ter, too. We II establish a date joyable for Simms. 
every summer (for the camp) 
and it only can get better." 
"It's was a tough offseason. 
My season was made before I 
could do something about it," 
he said. "My foot was hurt 
and the offseason has been 
more of a mental grind for me. 
But I've stayed pretty busy." 
The Giants will have a new 
look this season with the 
defection of former Coach Bill 
Parcells to NBC. But Simms 
sees the team making the ad-
justment. 
"It's not going to be much of 
an adjustment," he said. "The 
head coach (Ray Handley, 
former offensive coordinator 
for the Giants) is going to 
make the adjustment, the 
players don't have to. 
"We all know him. He's a 
good person, a good coach. 
He's got to get used to being 
the man (doing things like) 
telling players that he's not 
going to be back next year or 
to make the call on a fourth-
and-one play." . 
Like any professional ath0' 
lete, Simms knows he can be 
intimidating to the campers. 
"I think you 're silly not to 
think the kids are looking at 
you. I can only be a role model 
when I'm around them. The 
camp gives me that chance," 
he said. 
"I don't try to do anything 
special. Just be myself. At 
first, the kids are always ner-
vous and shy. Bui ds time goes 
on, they see me fm· what I am 
and I enjoy that." 
Simms has gone from the 
town of Morehead to a 12-year 
NFL career with the "Giants. 
He threw for 5,545 yards ilur-
ing his days as a Eagle but 
now he throws his full support 
behind Proctor and the foot-
ball program. 
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~,.:'~.,Qll~ge president named 
if~~~n moves ·to .Rt¢~tons burg r~:;~a;~[e:~t;!~n~~c!~ 
,B;, RodER1ALFORD . , •"' , Plano, Texas, will ,become the berland in the mid-1980s. lege in Davenport. Since 1985; 
0~,T'HE\DAILY ·INDEPENDENT only, .female, ,president.in , the Floyd said she loves the she has held the position at 
·,!',~·'c•i,,; :1, ''"' .,. , , University of Kentucky's , 14- mountains and looks forward Collin County. , 
'.·!l,PRESTQNSBURG 7 A long- sch9ol I community. college to coming to Kentucky.· . She holds bachelor and 
;Wne)~exas•rcilllege adminis-_ system July 29,, , , ,1 ,,, "The people are warm. They master's degrees from East 
,trator will replace the retiring The UK Board of Trustees are genuine, and they have a Texas State University and 
·.Hen.llyl'1Campbell Jr. as presi- appointed Floyd ·to the posi- strong commitment to per: her . doctorate from Virginia 
,di!ntrlofnP.restonsburg Com- tion last week . , , . sonalized instruction and in' Tech. . ,. 
·munityiCollege, , Floyd. will be only the sec- novative approaches to educa- One bf Floyd's first official 
;''.l.Detiorah:t,Lee Floyd, cur- ond woman to head· a com- tion," she said. duties as newly appointed 
rently:r-vice ·,president of stu- munity college in Kentucky. Floyd, 39, a native of Long- president.will be to participate 
dent development at ,Collin Vivian Blevins served as view, Texas, has 10 years. or..-·lh a retirement celebration for 
County: ·Community College director of Southeast Com- college administrative experi- Campbell, who served 27 years : 
District in McKinney and munity College in Cum- ence. From 1980 to 1985, she as president of the two-year 1 
· college in Prestonsburg .. 
Campbell was the founding 
president of the college and 
has overseen its development. 
Floyd said Camp)Jell also has 
developed a strong adminis-
trative team at Prestonsburg. 
"I was very impressed with 
the leadership at the college, 
. and it is my intention to work 
with that leadership and do 
whatever I can do to really 
make that college shine more, 
as a shining star in eastern 
Kentucky," she said. 
Before going into adminis-
tration at Eastern Iowa, Floyd 
was director of student ac-
tivities and instructor at Ode-
ssa College iil Odessa, Texas, 
from 1975 to 1977. 
From 1979-80, she was a vi-
siting assistant professor at 
the University of Iowa. 
Floyd has managed several 
administrative areas, in-
cluding developmental educa-
tion, continuing education and 
student affairs. 
n~I I RCHIVES 
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DJM~_,rsify"f~~gl~d -i ri cam·pJJ~;~~;r~~-$Jr_i!r,gs 
The Bush administration·· at ·· ;',i But ·· Alexaiider questioned 
odd 
. . . ' · CLOSE-UP: ·"d whether Middle States should be 
_s with an accrediting ■. using its·oontrol·over financial aid 
agency's cultural diversity -~---------- money to compel cultural diversity. 
standards for colleges and- Who controls colleges?" "In-light of the enotm?US ".8:11" 
universities. argues that·· ,,_,====~----=-~- ~- ai:nong colleges and umv~1t1es 
' . . the agency in New York Penns 1 · ·n m this- country, should· a regional 
academ_lc freedom ls at·· ' · Y ~l accrediting. agency d1"ctate to 1·nstt·-N~w _Jersey, Delaware, Maryland;. tlie, 
risk. · _.,, ,Distnct of Columbia, Puerto Rico'and 'the tutions whether or how they should 
Virgin Islands. ~11:"ce t!ieir students, faculty,. ad-
By Mary Ann Roser · 
Herald-Leader Washington bureau 
WASHINGTON - When Westmin-
ster Theological Seminary near Philadel-
phia was ordered last year to put a 
woman on its governing board or risk 
losing its accreditation, the school argued 
that its religious freedom was being 
assailed. 
Education Secretary Lamar Alexan-
der says the school might be right and 
has challenged the "cultural diversity" 
standard used by a regional agency_ to 
make that order. . 
His action has sparked a growing 
debate over who should control Ameri-
can higher education and whether 
schools should be judged by how many 
women and minorities they employ and: 
teach. · · 
It is more _than a:~philCl§Qllhical dis- "!I 
pme:·Those who do the judging.'control" 
· millions of dollars in financial' aid to 
students. . 
The dispute ·will be ai.red today when 
Alexander and · his top deputies are 
questioned by members of a House 
Government Operations. subcoll!mittee. 
Afflrm'atlve action assault? 
As subcommittee, chairman Ted 
Weiss, D-N.Y., sees it, Alexander's ac-
tions are unprecedented, unjustified and. 
part of- a dangerous pattern. 
"There's a wholesale assault by the 
administration on affirmative action pro-
grams," Weiss said. The Bush adminis-
tration's opposition to civil rights legisla-
tion and its review of awarding college 
scholarships based on race are other 
recent examples, he said. 
But Alexander has a sharply differ-
ent view. 
On April 11 he delivered a four-page 
decision to de!~-the Education Depart-
ment's recognition of Middle States Asso-
ciation of Colleges and Schools as one of 
the six regional agencies that control the 
eligibility of four-year schools for federal, 
student loans and grants. 
. An a=editing agency like Middle . 
States· must be recognized by the U.S .. 
Deparhnent of Education - or go out of' 
business. · 
Alexander said the diversity•slan;., 
da:rd established by Middle States ini 
1988" raised- questions of academic ~ 
dam.at the 500 institutions accredited byJ 
Alexander added that lie· was·;~;.' m.m:1~~tion -~,\! _gov_erning boards 
cemed about standards that required liy· race, el:hrui:itytgender or age?" 
"appropriate ethnic, racial, gender and. ;r1~~7-f-:~~:in .his April deci-
age diversity or balance among the · · Tliat decision stemmed from ii 
faculty and governing board of an insti- · November 1990 recommendation 
tution as a condition for accreditation." from"·a department advisory com-
He cited Middle States' action against mittee to delay the continued recog-
Westminster and an earlier action by the , nition of Middle States, pending 
regional agency against Bernard Baruch further review of its diversity stan-
College of the City University of New dard. 
Yark as examples. The American Council on High-
The men who run Westminster er Education, which represents col-
agree. leges and universities across the 
"Our board has been made up nation, thinks govermnent should 
of ordained elders ever since. we', talce a minimalist role. 
were founded, aI)d women may not~ ''We believe diversity is an ap-
be ordained as elders,'' said Samuel: propriate consideration in the ac-
Logan, who will lkcome president_ creditation · process," council 
of the 52-year-olll. school· next ' spokesman David Merkowitz said · 
month. , · . . . . · · Z.c: I _in a- telephone interview'. 
But Middle States did" not oack; But others; including represen-
down, insisting that school-officials· tatives,of conser,vativ'e groups who 
had an obligation td give tlie worn:' see the diversity ·standard as an 
en it enrolled'a ·voi2e. ''.<:}!L': attell)pt to impose quotas on 
Less than two weeks ago, W,est• ~ools, applauded Alexander's 
minster resolved its. problems ·with challenge.· 
Middle States by proposing that ··•'l:Iigher education should be 
women serve on board. committees. about higher education first and 
That would give women a·.voici!Yin_l foremost,'' said Jeanne Allen man-
board matters, although tliiY; wouid; ager of educational· policy. ior the 
not be allowed to-vote.i'·'•·Jf.;' c;,: !ferilag_e -Foundl!ti911,_a· CQ.I]serva-
In the case·of, Bariicli, :Milld!J• ·tiv_e. think tank. _"What. ·Middle 
States evaluators . deferred> the: States is doing has nothing to do 
school's 10.year accreditation for with higher education." 
not doing enough to attract minor-' . Robert Hemenway, chancellor of 
ity faculty or retain minority. stu- the University of Kentucky's Lex-
dents. In July 1990, Baruch present· ington campus, said he was "not an 
ed a plan to respond to. Middle\ admirer of a diversity standard,'' 
States' concerns and has·been·react; although he thinks it is important 
credited. ·,· · to have a diverse faculty, student 
.:.~ ...... ~:·,w,,,..,.._,. body and curriculum.: UK is trying 
Debate unresolved'.-- . to_:;l_m:e• more ,.black;;fucu!ty and 
·_ .. - "' •• -;:.,· > ,reaw.t.m ~black-students in visits: 
Despite the reso~tf ~i 5io~&r°ifi !\efii~~gji,~CXl~~ 
two cases, the deJiate·over,~cillfural. ~r;,.)'•!f~iliiiilf1!.'iclu?'~liiive\tfii'0:c!i1 
diversity" on college campuses con: "ni.3"'re efte\:.t'.W'iiroviding lliadersliip~ 
tinues. . '"" •::r . ' on the.issue '.than by setting some 
Until recently, the regional ac!. · kind of quota or abstract number," 
creditation agencies set their standti said Hemenway, -who thinks Alex-
ards in consultation witli"''tlie: · ander's·challenge-is justified. 
schools they oversee.· So'me1'raw'' ·· ··But "Hiiwai-d''Siinmons, execu-
makers say Alexander has-holegaf: •tive·rdirectori of the "Philadelphia-
authority· to tell'· an accrediting' based .. Mida!e States association, 
agency how to judge a school: ·" said his' agency's standard had been. 
They cite a law that ·says Edu.:' widely misunderstood. . 
cation Department officials hiive·no• '-Were not telling· any institu-
authority over,the "curriculum, pro-' tions they have to get their percent-
gram of instruction, administration'' ages up._We ~on't espouse quotas," 
or personnel of any educational' said ~inµnons,, who must respond 
institution, school· ... or a=e!liting• to Alexander's concerns· by July 31 
agency." · . and face the Education Department 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
advj~ory_committee again this fall._ 
MOREHEAD - More 
Nomen should run for politi-
;al office, and, like men do for 
:heir younger counterparts, 
iecome mentors for young 
Nomen. 
That's the message three 
Janelists gave to a group of 
ibout 60 people Monday at 
\forehead State University 
luring a symposium about 
women. 
The program was the cen-
terpiece of the first full day of 
the school's weeklong Ap-
palachian Celebration. 
One .of the panelists, Hilda 
G. Legg, alternate federal co-
~hairwoman of the Appalchian 
Regional Commission, said 
women are "natural leaders" 
whose instincts make them 
"the best politicians. 
"You're consensus build-
ers," Legg told the mostly fe-
male audience, "and you know 
what the is.sues are, and those 
are what I think are really the 
goals of government: to meet 
those needs." 
But women often lack the 
confidence to run .for office so 
they can exercise those lead-
ership qualities, she said. 
While politics is no longer 
exclusively a male domain, in 
eastern Kentucky "it's prob-
ably still the world of the good 
ol' boys," said Linda Gay-
heart, director of the Ken-
tucky River Area Develop-
ment District in Hazard. 
For women to survive in 
eastern Kentucky politics, 
they must be able to function 
in that world, Gayheart said. 
"If I need to be, I can be a 
iood ol' boy," she said. 'T 
iave, and I will if I need to be. 
f I need to be more feminine 
md ladylike, I can do that, 
:oo." · 
Gayheart also shared some 
>f the tricks she's used during 
1er 20-year career with the 
levelopment district. 
"I learned very quickly 
vhat few typing skills I had I 
1eeded to lose," she said. "I 
:hose not to be able to type 
md not to be able to learn 
10w to l"l!Il a copy machine 
iecause if I had done that, 
hen I would have been made 
, secretary.'' 
Women in politics was one 
1ffour topics discussed during 
he symposium: The other 
,anels dealt with women's ca-
eer choices, female school re-
orrners of the early 20th cen-
ury and health care for-
rnmen in Appalachia. 
Phyllis Mattingly, a Ver-
allies lawyer and the third . 
rrember of the panel on poli-
ics,-said women should'- de-
elop more female role models 
nd get the training they need 
1 run for office, 
While umentoring',' is:~!;!U:t. 
most unconscious"' .amol)g 
men, -she said womeri ofte!l 
have competing - respons1; 
bilities that prevent thell\ 
from finding time to : ta~~-
younger women under· then; 
wings. ·. ··;; 
Legg insisted that with 
nearly 54 million women ill 
the American work force; 
women have the numbers tq 
be a political force. , 
"But we do not speak as.· a 
unified voice tilm ;,,n d time 
again;" she said: 0 ij{(1_ ld.Ve 
political empowerment. We_ 
don't necessarily use it::-,coJ7 
lectively.'' · _,:'~ ,;: ; 
~'"',Tne•:threJF'.l1a11elists-::sarn 1':"'°th·· ... ,di ... dn. 't"think· u.: ... 1.•~··Will I .- ey.,. , ,- __ .1JY.w.& 41d. -
-k~on's ~borted- cami;>ajlifi:'.fo~ 
governor would have Jan~ ad-
' verse impact on the~~e · of" 
women in state politics:· ' · 
Seen largely as a political 
puppet of her husband, Gov. 
Wallace Wilkinson, Mrs. Wil- · 
kinS'on dropped out of the May 
primary after concluding that 
she couldn't win. 
Mattingly suggested that 
Mrs. Wilkinson was perceived 
as a victim of her husband's 
ambition. 
"I think the perception was, 
rightly or wrongly, that Mrs. 
· Wilkinson was running be-
cause her husband wanted to 
stay in offi.Je, and that wasn't 
necessarily fair to her .. : " 
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NCAA may toughen 
standards for freshmen· 
Associated Press 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. - Fresh-
man eligibility requirements may 
get tougher, but freshmen probably 
still will be competing under new 
guidelines proposed this week . by 
the NCAA Presidents Commission. 
The 44-member commission 
was expected tQ end a two-day 
meeting today t by · calling for 
,trengthened academic standards 
· throughout Division 1 · 
' "The trend is toward strength-
ening . initial requirements. rather 
than keeping all freshmen out," 
NCAA president Judy Sweet' said. 
The strengthened· standards 
could include requiring freshmen to 
have a '2.5. instead of a· 2.0 grade-
point average in college preparatory 
courses and increasing the mini-
mum number of credit hours need-
ed to stay eligible throughout a 
college career. 
The commission's proposals 
will be put to a vote of schools at 
the NCAA's annual convention next 
January. But the commission, pow-
erful and well organized, successful-
ly ranrrmed a wide-ranging reform 
package through the 1990 conven-
tion. 
One Jong-held goal of many 
college chiefs has been rescinding 
freshman eligibility entirely. But, 
contrary to predictions during the 
1990 convention, that issue now 
''has lost some of its momentum," 
Sweet said. 
"There are many freshmen who 
are quite capable of handling aca0' 
demics and athletics," she said. 
"The priorities for legislation will 
be academic standards." 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26, 1991 
Morehead gets Jesse Stuart papers 
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead State University yesterday be-
came the home of 72 boxes of Jesse Stuart papers valued at nearly 
$56,000, · . 
The gift from the late author's wife, Naomi Deane Stuart, was 
announced during the opening luncheon of the annual Jesse Stu-
art Symposium at the university. The collection, whic~ includes 
manuscripts of published and unpublished works, working papers 
and travel journals, was transferred from the Jesse Stuart Founda-
tion to the MSU Foundation and will be housed with the school's 
other Stuart holdings in the Jesse Stuart Room of the Camden-
Carroll Library. 
Dr. Jerry Herndon, curator of the school's Stuart collection, 
appraised the gift at $55,800. 
"Jesse Stuart was a gifted writer, whose stories and poetry paid 
homage to the people of Eastern Kentucky,'' said Morehead Presi-
dent C. Nelson Grote. "Mrs. Stuart's gift will be an invaluable 
resource to Appalachian scholars and others." 
Stuart wrote 60 books, including "The Thread That Runs So 
True.u 
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lVlS:cf 1t~1;4puse StU.art papers Late author's wife presents as a "very ~ignificant portion MSU aiso has supported tj 
. _ ,. . . . . . . of the archival material that Stuart Foundation. 
collect1on valued at $55 800 S~left .... •-::·:,·--•·"' . ··:· ··.·•· • Up.iv.ersity_ president 1 
,. , ~Is ,truly. Is, a significant Nelson· Grote said the univE 
--------"'''---~ for Private Tussey'' and. "The ?.tl.rl~ho'! to the ¥orehead:Stat\), sity--was honored to be er 
B, JIM Roa1N~NS;f p;· - · :C:, Thread t~at Runs So-True." ::it,.··,,-; ~e, sai4·t"Jt, J,ll3Y ]ie : r,usted: with the author 
OF THE DA1LY'INoifP,ENDENT -'' The· gift _from. the author's th7 mos_t ,,:i!}ul!~le CQ\Jection of memorabilia. 
.. ,._ r--•·,. • wife,.Naomi Deane Stuart, was • Pflllllll'Y' ~~uri;e maThriill• .. that : , ,; · . 
MOREHEAD - Seventy-two made Tuesday during a ·the;lilirary·has." ·•w ~---"' : · _Jesse Stuart w~ a gift1 
boxes of writer Jesse Stuart's , luncheon preceding the an- Acc~r~!ng . to __ Gifford, , the,,- · wnter, whose stones and P 
papers have been given a new nual Jesse Stuart symposium, matenal\ will :be, valuable· .to' etry paid homage to the p_eoi;i 
home at Morehead State Uni- . part of the weeklong Ap- researi:herii because 'it shows·· of ~tern ~entucky, th!lrr r 
versity. palachian Celebration. the "Stuart manuscripts ·at te!!':"1ty, their wo_rk ethic ar 
The collection, valued at Mrs. Stuart gave the papers various stages of production." · -therr lov!l of family and land 
$55,800, contains manuscripts to the Jesse Stuart Founda- The gift to MSU is no coin- Grote said. 
of unpublished and published !ion, which will retain owner- cidence. Mrs: Stuart and 16 "Mrs. Stuart's gift will be a 
works, working papers, travel ship of them, about a year ago. othei: members of her family invaluable· resource to A1 
journals, notes and other doc- They were moved to the uni- received degrees from the palachian scholars and otl 
uments in Stuart's own versity in March, and since university. ers." 
handwriting. then have been cataloged and 
LEXINGTO,.fHERALD-LEADER. LEXINGTON. KY .• THURSDAY. JUNE 27. 19f The papers will be housed appraised, said James Gifford, 
with the university's other executive director of the 
Stuart papers moved to Morehead State~ Stuart holdings in the Jesse foundation. 
Stuart Room of the Camden- Dr .. Jerry A. Herndon, cur-
Carroll Library. · ator of Murray State Univer- MOREHEAD - Seventy-two boxes of writer Jesse Stuart's papers have found a new home at Morehead State University. Stuart, who died in 1984, is sity's Jesse Stuart Collection, 
The collection, valued at $55,800', contains manuscripts of 
unpublished and published works, working papers, travel journals, 
notes and other documents in Stuart's handwriting. 
perhaps eastern Kentucky's appraised the papers, based on 
best-known writer. what they would bring in the · 
The Greenup. County na- private market, Gifford said. · 
tive's works included "Taps Gifford described, the papers: · The papers will be housed with the university's other Stuart 
holdings in the Jesse Stuart Room of the Camden-Carroll Library. ' . . 
Stuart, who died in 1984, is regarded by many as Eastern 
Kentucky's best-known writer. The Greenup County native's works 
included Tapsfor Private Tussey and The Thread that Runs So True. 
'LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON. KY .. TUESDAY. JUNE 25. 1991 
The gift froin the author's wife, Naomi Deane. Stuart,· was made 
Tuesday during a luncheon precedingithe annual Jesse Stuart 
symposium;· part of-a weeklong ApP8!!\~ Celebration. 
No rush, Governor 
Just keep ignoring those board vacancies, please -·o K, we admit it. We 
were wrong. 
For the better part 
of three years, we have 
been on Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's 
case about his slowness in filling 
vacancies on various boards, espe-
·cially those of state universities. 
·"But-with the governor's term draw-
iing to a close, we suddenly realize 
that our criticism was pigheaded, 
·'llilfounded and downright dumb. 
, This ·revelation was occasioned 
--by a,recent news story that de-
tailed the !orig list of expired terms 
anii)ng members of state boards. 
On the University of Kentucky 
board.aliine; there are seven ex-
Pii:ed.fe;ms !llld'one vacancy. The 
•situation:isii'nnuch different on 
tlre)xiards.'ofother state uni'versi-
In the past, we would have 
taken this opportunity to lambaste 
the governor for his devil-may-care 
attitude about this important part 
of his duties. But no more. 
Instead, today we congratulate 
the governor and urge him to con-
tinue this trend. When Wilkinson 
has gotten around to making ap-
pointments to boards in the past 
three years, his choices have often. 
ranged from poor to disastrous: ' 
Better, then, that he should ignore 
the present crop of lapsed terms 
and vacancies. 
By doing that, the governor can 
give his successor a chance to 
remake these boards with appoint-
. ments based on qualifications, 
rather than on political cronyism. 
And tliat will repair the damage 
Wilkinson has done with his 
appointments. 
We regret to admit that some of 
those appointments came after we 
had urged the governor to appoint 
promptly. We'll try not to make the 
1 same mistake again. · 
'tielarid~ajhostcof conunissiqns. . 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Couple thank thos~ 
who helped them nse 
to success as folk artists 
if{ RO~ 
CflAWFORD 
" I read about it happening to 
other people, but now it's hap-
pened to me." 
- Minnie Adkins, Appalachian 
folk artist 
ISONVILLE, Ky. - Several 
years ago Garland and Minnie Ad-
kins of Elliott County were in 
Morehead, Ky., to pick up Gar-
land's unemployment check when 
they noticed a wooden goat on dis-
play in front of a pottery shop and 
art gallery. 
They stepped inside to browse, 
and agreed that they could make 
some of the wood carvings like 
they saw in the shop. 
The goat - which had been 
carved with a chain saw by Tom 
Sternal, a nationally known artist 
and sculptor - later moved to the 
folk art collection at Morehead 
State University. And Garland. a 
63-year-old retired carpenter and 
heavy equipment operator, and 
Minnie, 57, have gone on to 
greener pastures as well. 
They began selling some of their 
wood carvings in Morehead, but 
their reputations steadily grew as 
their work found its way into the 
bands of folk art collectors in oth-
er parts of the country. 
In 1989, when Ramona and Mil-
lard Lampell wrote the book "O' 
Appalachia" (Stewart, Tabori and 
Chang, New York), a handsomely 
illustrated profile of some of the 
best folk artists in the region,. Min, 
nie and Garland and smn1 of 
their distinctive animal and reptile 
carvings were featured. 
Collectors began finding their 
way to the Adkins' hillside home· 
from all over the United States -
from galleries in New York and 
California; from the Library of 
Congress' Folk Life Center. 
In the July 1991 issue of "Metro-
politan Home" one house is deco-
rated with Garland Adkins' work. 
"Now we can just do about a 
third of what we need to," Garland 
explained. "Here for a long time I 
was just in it for how many dollars I 
could get out of it, but it becomes 
more than that." 
Some of their elaborate works, 
such as Minnie's 35-piece "Noah's 
Ark," sell for as much as $1,500, 
and Minnie says she has heard that 
the carvings are often resold on the 
collectors' market for more than tri-
ple their original prices. 
Minnie has been whittling since, 
as a little girl, she sat on the floor 
and watched her uncle Bill Watson 
shave cedar sticks with a sharp 
pocket knife. 
The animals that she and Garland 
carve and band paint have become 
so popular that Minnie bu designed 
a line of homemade quiltJ diecorared 
with cloth replicas of the figures. 
"They've just caught on, like ev-
erything else," Minnie said. "I've 
got three people that does these 
quilt tops, and I'm behind with or-
ders now." 
Despite their workload and grow-
ing popularity over the years, Gar-
land and Minnie have still found 
time to help others in the area de-
velop their artistic abilities and a 
market for their work. 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
1be ceupJe, married for 39 years, 
are llnady booud two years in ad-
WQce ft,r abibldoDI d. dM!ir work, 
~d ~ey are montbl ~ 1n fill. 
mt orders for the1t c:amngs. . 
Nonetheless, they will take a 
break tom9rrow when more than 
100 of' the .fttends they've made 
from around the country are expect-
ed to descend on Isonville for the 
"Peaceful Valley" picnic with Min-
nie and Garland that has become an 
annual event 
The Adkinses have not forgotten 
all those who have helped them 
earn a place in the folk art world, 
and the picnic offers them a chance 
to say 'thanks.• 
"I'm a going to give out a few lit-
tle gifts to people that helped me 
get where I'm at," Minnie said. 
"The good part at?<>ut folk art is, I 
feel like it comes from the heart." 

